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ABSTRACT 

Studies of Vibronic Effects on the Electron 

Paramagnetic Resonance of Orbital Triplets! 

Transition Metal Ions in 

Alkaline Earth Halides 

by 

Rudy Lester Prater 

The effects of vibronic coupling on the electron 

paramagnetic resonance of transition metal ions that have 

orbital triplet ground states in alkaline earth halides have 

been investigated. Spectra have been obtained for two 

impurity ions, Cr2+ and Cr^+. The Cr2+ ion in CdPg and CaFg 

occupies a site that has axial symmetry along (lio) axes of 

the crystal. The Spin Hamiltonian for this ion which has 

a spin of two in the ground vibronic state is derived and 

a preliminary determination of some of the Spin Hamiltonian 

parameters has been made. According to currently held 

theoretical ideas, these data can be interpreted as a Static 

Jahn-Teller Effect in which the electronic triplet state 

couples to a vibrational doublet state and a vibrational 

triplet state with comparable coupling strengths. 
3+ 

The Cr ion in CaFg bas also been studied. It 

occupies a site that has axial symmetry along (ill) axes 

of the crystal. This behavior is predicted from a Static 

Jahn-Teller Effect in which the triplet electronic state 

couples predominantly to a triply degenerate vibrational 

mode. The Cr^+ ion has a spin of (3/2) in the ground 



vibronic state and the Spin Hamiltonian for this ion 

is derived. The temperature dependence of the data 

is used to give a rough estimate of the zero field 

splitting parameter, D, which agrees with the frequency 

dependence of the effective g-value. 
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I, Introduction 

One of the most Impressive revolutions of the past 

twenty-five years Is the technological revolution brought 

about by the transistor and the solid state technology 

related to it. A large part of this technology Is based 

on the availability of extremely pure materials with very 

small, controlled amounts of impurities that can modify 

the electrical, magnetic, or optical properties of the pure 

material. So, It is of great Interest to gain a funda¬ 

mental knowledge of the total interaction between an Impur¬ 

ity and the perfect lattice of the solid in which it sits. 

The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation1 is the foundation 

for most quantum mechanical descriptions of the behavior 

of molecules and solids. It makes use of the picture of 

"electrons, light and swift, whizzing furiously around the 

heavy, sluggish nuclei"2 to separate into two distinct 

problems the motion of the atomic nuclei relative to each 

other and the motion of the electrons relative to the nuclei. 

In other words, a separation of the vibrational problem 

from the electronic problem is produced by the assumption 

that the electrons react to the potential produced by the 

nuclei in a time that is very short relative to the time 

during which the nuclei move. 

Ten years after the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

was first discussed, H. A. Jahn and E. Teller proved that 

"all non-linear nuclear configurations are therefore unstable 



2 

for an orbitally degenerate electronic state."3 In other 

words, they postulated that the symmetry of the problem could 

require a coupling between the nuclear motion and the elec¬ 

tronic motion whenever the electronic state in question was 

orbitally degenerate. Nothing was said about the possible 

magnitude of the effect, however. The proof they offered 

was a group theoretical demonstration that the theorem was 

true for all of the possible symmetries. 

The original interpretation of this theorem was that 

an impurity ion with an orbital degeneracy in a molecular 

complex or in a solid will Induce a spontaneous distortion 

from an originally more symmetric nuclear configuration to 

a nuclear configuration that has a lower symmetry such that 

there is no orbital degeneracy remaining. This effect is 

now known as the Static Jahn-Teller effect and was first 

seen indirectly in 1950 by Bleaney and Ingram^ and more 

directly in 1952 by Bleaney and Bowers.r Both of these 

observations used the relatively new technique of electron 

paramagnetic resonance to study the Cu^+ ion which has an 

orbital doublet ground state in the nearly octahedral sym¬ 

metry of the zinc fluosilicate crystal. Numerous other 

observations were made of the Static Jahn-Teller Effect for 

ions with two-fold orbital degeneracy. 

Twenty years after the original paper by Jahn and 

Teller was published, Moffit and Liehr,6 Moffit and Thorson7 

O 

and Longuet-Higgins, et al., redeveloped the problem in a 

manner that emphasized the vibrational-electronic or vibronlc 
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coupling rather than the tendency to distort. In 1965, 

Ham recognized the greater implications of this vibronic 

coupling to both optical and electron paramagnetic resonance 

spectra when trying to explain some anomalous data which 

had been obtained by Ludwig and Woodbury10 from the 

transition metal ions Cr°, Mn+, Mn°, and Fe+ which have 

orbital triplet states in tetrahedral interstitial sites 

in silicon. He outlined what has become known as the Ham 

Effect, which results when vibronic coupling exerts a strong 

influence on the energy levels of the ion without necessarily 

producing a static distortion. 

While the motivation for this analysis was to explain 

unusually large shifts in the effective g-value for ions 

with orbital triplet ground states, it was clear that the 

implications were strong that such effects would ocurr for 

ions with orbital doublet ground states. In 1968, Ham11 

analyzed the data published by Hbchli in 19^7 for scandium 

in CaF£ and SrFg, and showed that the EFR spectrum of two 

asymmetrically shaped, isotropic lines was due to the Dynamic 

Jahn-Teller Effect. This dynamic behavior results when the 

complex tunnels from one stable nuclear configuration to 

another due to zero point motion. 

Since the difference between the Static and Dynamic 

Jahn-Teller Effects should be due only to the strength of the 

vibronic coupling, attempts were made to develop the theory 

that joined these two extremes in a continuous fashion and 

predict the results of intermediate coupling strengths. This 



work recently culminated with the excellent discussion by 

Setser, Barksdale, and Estle1* of the Intermediate Jahn-Teller 

Effect for orbital doublets. 

The understanding of the coupling of vibrational 

motion to orbital triplet states is not so complete. This 

is true because the theoretical problem is so much more 

complex for a triplet manifold than for a doublet manifold. 

In fact, most experimental reports of Static Jahn-Teller 

effects for orbital triplets have done little more than 

report the data and note that the most likely source for the 

lower symmetry is the Jahn-Teller Effect. Table 1-1 gives 

a list of the reports of EPR spectra of transition metal ions 

in solids for which a Static Jahn-Teller Effect for a three¬ 

fold degenerate ground state has been hypothesized. Also 

included in Table 1-1 is the axis of each distortion and the 

source of information for each system. These systems 

exhibit the static effects in four- and eight-fold coordln- 

for several ionic configurations and three types of reduced 

site symmetry are observed, which are due to <100>, ^lll) , 

and <ilO) distortions. A more complete study of an orbital 

triplet system exhibiting a static effect has recently been 

published by Vallin and Watkins1* on the Cr^+ ion in II-VI 

compounds. They observe a pure tetragonal, <100), distortion 

that reorients easily at low temperatures when uniaxial 

stress is applied. 

Four basic orbital triplet systems which seem to 

exhibit Pynamic Jahn-Teller Effects have been studied. 



5. 
Table 1-1. Transition Metal Ions with Orbital 

Triplet Ground States in Solids that Exhibit 

a Static Jahn-Teller Effect 

Ion Host Axis Source 

v2+ ZnS <ni> 
1 

Schneider, et. al. (196?) 

CaF2 <1U> Hôchli (I966)fi 

Zaripov, et. al. (1967^ 
SrF2 <111> Zaripov, et. al. (1967)4* 

Cr2+ CdS <100> Es tie, et. al. (1963)^^ 

ZnSe <100> de Wit, et. al. (1965)** 

CaF2 <n0> de Wit, et. al. (1965)^ 

CdF2 <11 o> de Wit, et. al. (19^5)^ 

Cr3+ CaP2 <ïll> Zaripov, et. al. (1967/* 

NI
2+ CaP2 <111) Zaripov, et. al. (1967)^ 

Cu2+ CaF2 <11<£ Zaripov, et. al. (l967 
CdF2 <uo> Zaripov, et. al. (1967)** 



6. 
Besides the Interstitial transition metals in silicon which 

led to the discovery of the Ham Effect, Ham has discussed the 

2+ »sr 
spectra of Pe in MgO. Similar spectra have been observed 

in CaO and JSMgFj*'17 The EPH spectra which are observed from 

this system are isotropic with asymmetric line shapes and a 

shift of the effective g-value that is too large to be 

explained by covalency effects and is, therefore, attributed 

to the Ham Effect. Similar reasoning has been used in 
24“ if | ft }() 

discussing data from Cu ions in ZnO, ZnS, CdS, and 
U 3+ 

BeO, as well as data from the isoelectronic ions Tl and 

V^+ in AlgCy11 

The intent of the research presented in this thesis is 

to locate effects in the electron paramagnetic resonance 

spectra of transition metal ions with three-fold degenerate 

orbital ground states that can be attributed to vlbronic 

coupling. The hope is that effects can be found that cannot 

be explained by the Ham Effect alone or by totally Static 

Jahn-Teller behavior. Most of the effort in this thesis 

has been to try to locate behavior in an essentially static 

system that indicates dynamic effects. This type of 

behavior would lead to a better understanding of the 

transition region between strong vlbronic coupling and weak 

vlbronic coupling that is called the Intermediate Jahn-Teller 

Effect. 

There is another vlbronic coupling problem that has 

not been studied experimentally. When an impurity ion has a 

much smaller ionic radius than the ion it replaces in the 



7. 
lattice, there is a tendency for the impurity to move to a 

position that does not correspond to the center of symmetry 

of the site. This behavior is termed off-center behavior. 

Since the off-center position can be treated as an asymmetric 

distortion of the impurity and its nearest neighbors, it can 

be treated as a vlbronlc coupling problem. This treatment 

is necessary if the impurity also has an orbital degeneracy 

in the ground state and should therefore exhibit a Jahn- 

Teller Effect. This possibility has also been considered in 

this research. The theory for vibronic coupling to orbital 

triplets as it now stands is described in Chapter II. 

The experimental method used in this research is 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) which is a particular 

form of microwave spectroscopy. A D.C. magnetic field is 

applied to the sample at right angles to a microwave 

magnetic field. The D.C. field splits spin degenerate 

energy levels via the Zeeman Effect and the microwave fields 

induce transitions between these energy levels. When the 

energy of the microwave field, h -y , where h is Planck's 

constant and y is the microwave frequency, is equal to the 

Zeeman splitting energy, g/J H, where H is the magnetic field, 

is the Bohr magneton, and g is the spectroscopic splitting 

factor, the resonance condition is satisfied. Generally, the 

frequency is held constant and the field is swept for 

different orientations of the applied field with respect to 

the crystalline axes. Then, the experimentally determined 

g-value can be used as the result of the experiment for use 



in comparing to theory. Chapter III describes the expert 

mental techniques in more detail and chapters IV and V 

indicate how the experimental g-values can be interpreted 

to produce information about the physical system. 



II. THEORY 

9 

A. The Hamiltonian 

1. Terms 

The Hamiltonian which describes the behavior of a 

point defect In a crystal Is quite a complicated expression. 

An exact equation including the locations, momenta, and 

interactions for all particles in a crystal is obviously 

too unwieldy to solve even if it is written down in a 

sensible manner. Therefore, some method must be employed 

to organize terms into meaningful groups according to 

function and magnitude. The convenient Hamiltonian for a 

paramagnetic ion in a crystal takes the form» 

v- = % + \ + x + + T. + %. *Y+ % xi-i 

The first two terms represent the interactions present in 

the Hamiltonian for a free ion, neglecting all relativistic 

effects. The third term is the static crystal field term 

and includes the gross effects of putting the ion in the 

crystal. This term is often Just the cubic part of the 

crystal field* the non-cubic component is then considered 

as a perturbation, W later in the development. The fourth 

term is the vlbronlc coupling term which includes the 

coupling between the vibrational states of the lattice and 

the electronic states of the defect. The fifth term is the 

vibrational potential energy of the lattice vibrational 

states while the sixth term is the vibrational kinetic 

energy of these states. The seventh term is the largest 
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relativistic effect of the free Ion Hamiltonian» the spin- 

orbit coupling . The last term represents everything not 

included earlier and contains perturbations due to the 

Zeeman effect, strain interactions, external electric fields, 

or hyperfine interactions. The development of the energy 

levels of the defect with the addition of each term and the 

approximations involved for iron group impurities will now 

be discussed in more detail. 

2. The Free Ion Terms 

The largest effects on the energy levels of the para¬ 

magnetic ion are those effects that are present when the ion 

is not bound within the crystal. The non-relativistic terms 

for the free ion Hamiltonian are written» 

V* ~ ÿ + é II_2 
“ fr,tm * £ ffi -W*' 

J> 
it* éP 

where h is Planck's constant divided by 27t , m is the mass 

of the electron, Z is the atomic number of the ion, e is the 

electronic unit of charge, r^ is the distance to the nucleus 

of the I*111 electron, rjj is the distance Jr^-r-j], and the 

sums are over the N electrons of the ion. The first term on 

the right is the kinetic energy operator for the electrons. 

The kinetic energy of the nucleus is included in the term 

in equation II-l which represents the kinetic energy of the 

vibrational states of the lattice. The second term represents 

the Coulomb interaction of each electron with the other 

electrons of the ion. 

The solution of this Hamiltonian uses standard tech¬ 

niques of atomic physics and will only be summarized briefly 
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here. The third term is split Into two parts, a dominant 

part which includes only the radial average of the electron- 

Since only the radial part of these interactions are 

included in , this Hamiltonian is now seperable into N 

individual one-electron Hamiltonians. This orbital approx¬ 

imation allows the total wavefunction of the electrons in the 

ion to be expressed in terms of one-electron wave functions. 

When the Hamiltonian is made symmetric with respect to the 

exchange of electrons, electronic configurations are con¬ 

structed which consist of an inner core of filled orbitals, 

or complete shells, and a set of outer valence electrons in 

an incomplete shell. These electronic configurations are 

generally split by energies in the range of 10"* cm"”* but a 

high degree of degeneracy remains. 

For intermediate strength crystal fields, which is 

usually the case for iron group ions, this degeneracy of the 

electronic configuration is partially removed with the 

addition of V-r , the residual angular variations of the 

electron-electron interaction. This step is the first step 

when applying Russell-Saunders coupling to an ion, and it 

causes the configurations to split into atomic terms which 
4 5-1 

are separated in energy by about 10 to 10 cm . The ground 

term which is of primary interest to EPR spectroscopists 

can be determined using Hund's Rules. 

electron Interactions, and the residual term» 

II-3 
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3. Crystal Field Terms 

The next largest Influence on the energy levels of the 

ion is produced by the Interaction of the defect with its 

surroundings, the rest of the atoms In the crystal. Since 

this Is considerably more complicated than the ion Itself 
20 

by a factor of at least 10 , it is tempting to give up at 

this point. However, the symmetry properties of a crystal¬ 

line array provide a natural starting place for an approxima¬ 

tion that works suprlsingly well in handling this problem. 

The Crystal Field Approximation assumes that the major 

part of the Interaction between the ion and the crystal is 

due to the electric field which the rest of the atoms in the 

crystal produce at the ion site. Therefore, an electro- 

2 
static potential is constructed that satisfies V V=0 and has 

the same symmetry properties as the impurity site in the 

crystal. The effect of this crystal field is to split the 

3 4 
atomic terms by energies in the neighborhood of 10 to 10 

-1 
cm . 

The obvious method for constructing the first approx¬ 

imation of this field is to place a point charge at each 

lattice site and derive the potential. The experimental 

values for the splittings even in the best cases are far from 

agreement with this theory. Some correction for polarization 

effects can be allowed by assuming dipoles at the lattice 

sites. Poor agreement still results. The problem stems 

from the neglect of the finite spread of the charge distribu¬ 

tions of the real ions In the crystal and the resultant 

bonding effects which cannot be described using a simple 
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crystal field. This fact makes this splitting very diffi¬ 

cult to calculate theoretically with even reasonable 

precision. However, if the splitting is determined experi¬ 

mentally, and these experimental values are used in later 

perturbation calculations which consider the effects of an 

excited state on a ground state separated by this energy, 

excellent agreement can often be obtained. The point is 

that while relying on the model in a quantitative fashion is 

not such a good idea, the qualitative features, especially 

symmetry features, give an excellent, workable model for the 

defect problem. 

This Implies that group theoretical techniques could 

be advantageously employed to simplify the problem. These 

techniques can give the remaining degeneracies, and the 

functional form of wave functions, but not magnitudes or 

signs for the splittings. The signs and relative magnitudes 

might be obtained from a point ion calculation, but more 

information, if necessary, is most efficiently obtained by 

experiment. This approach is characteristic of much of 

modern solid state physics. 

Even if these points are kept in mind, there can be 

one other serious drawback to crystal field theory. The 

crystal field approach is analogous to the treatment used in 

studying bonding in ionic compounds. It does not acknow¬ 

ledge the fact that there is a finite probability that the 

electron that is primarily associated with the ion will 

occupy an orbital on a nearest neighbor. This effect is 

corrected for in bonding theories by using molecular orbitals 
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to study covalent bonding. The application of these Ideas 

to study crystals is referred to as covalency effects. In 

solids that are primarily Ionic, covalency is treated as a 

perturbation if there is reason to feel it is required. In 

more covalent solids, the approach is to use what is called 

ligand field theory. 

4. Vibronlc Coupling Term and The Cluster Model 

The preceeding development is very standard for 

studying the energy levels of iron group ions in interme¬ 

diate crystal fields. The next step in developing the 

vibronlc coupling problem considers the relationship between 

the vibrational states and the electronic states. As in the 

case of a crystal field, the most progress can be made by 

applying group theoretical techniques. However, the number 

of normal modes of a crystal is very great and even restric¬ 

tion using symmetry arguments leaves much confusion. There¬ 

fore, a physical assumption is made and kept in mind so that 

corrections can be included later if the need arises. 

This physical assumption is called the cluster model. 

The greatest interactions between the ion and the crystal 

are with the nearest neighbors, since the electrostatic 

force falls off as p . Therefore the vibrational states are 

defined in terms of the normal modes of the cluster of atoms 

including the impurity and its nearest neighbors. This 

assumption reduces considerably the complexity of the 

Hamiltonian. 

The potential sources of error in this assumption are 
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not very clear and easy to overlook because the model works 

so well In studying the Jahn-Teller Effect for orbital 

doublets. Essentially, the normal modes of the complex are 

not normal modes of the crystal. They are not even localized 

phonon modes, although these would be approached as the 

definition of the cluster is expanded to include succeeding 

layers of neighbors. However, as layers are added, so are 

the number of modes that have to be considered, and the 

problem increases in complexity again. 

One mode in the cluster, in reality, could be formed 

by a sum or integral over normal modes of the crystal. 

However, the question remains concerning the frequency of the 

normal mode of the cluster. Is it the frequency of the 

strongest coupling lattice normal mode? Is there really a 

spread of frequencies causing a spread in the energy separa¬ 

tions produced by the vibronic coupling? What happens if two 

or more lattice normal modes couple equally strongly at 

different frequencies? Attempts have been made to answer 

These difficult questions x3' x* but these questions seem 

less critical at this point than understanding the results 

of coupling one mode of a cluster. Even if it is found that 

the complications are too important to be put off, the 

cluster model should still work very well for transition 

metal molecular complexes. 

The strength of the vibronic coupling is critical. The 

vibronic coupling can be the strongest of the remaining terms 

or it can be the weakest, in which case it can sometimes be 

completely ignored. The strongest vibronic coupling 
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3 -1 strengths give splittings of about 10 cm . The exact 

form of this Hamiltonian term for several relative coupling 

strengths will be derived in section II.B, 

5. Relative Magnitudes and Perturbations 

The remaining terms must be considered according to 

the relative magnitudes of their effect on the energy with 

respect to the effect of the vibronic coupling. The vibra¬ 

tional potential energy is generally included at the same 

time as the vibronic coupling term. The vibrational kinetic 

energy is generally considered soon thereafter if not 

simultaneously. 

The spin-orbit coupling is the largest relativistic 

2 1 
effect of the free ion and has a magnitude of 10 cm for 

iron group ion ground terms. Therefore, it is often 

considered next. Other perturbations to consider are the 

Zeeman Effect which splits spin states about 10 cm”*, 

-2 1 
hyperfine Interactions which cause splittings of 10 cm"A, 

-4 -1 
and superhyperflne interactions with splittings of 10 cm . 

In order to understand the effects on the EPR of Iron 

group ions due to vibronic coupling, the vibronic Hamiltonian 

will be solved in the next section. The perturbations of the 

last paragraph can then be formulated using vibronic 

wave functions. 
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B. Vlbronlc Hamiltonians for Orbital Triolets ln 0^ Symmetry 

1. Introduction 

The Hamiltonian operator has several properties which 

must be satisfied whether a true Hamiltonian or an effective 

Hamiltonian Is used to describe the behavior of the system. 

These properties arei 

(I) The Hamiltonian must be Hermitlan ln order to give 

real eigenvalues* 

(II) It must be even with respect to time reversal so 

the eigenvalues are Invariant. 

(ill) It must also be invariant under the spatial 

symmetry operations that describe the symmetry of 

the physical system. 

In constructing an effective Hamiltonian representing the 

vlbronlc interactions, these considerations are used,first, 

to form effective orbital operators that operate on electronic 

orbital triplet states9 second,to form the vibrational modes 

appropriate to the symmetry, and, third, to form the combin¬ 

ations of these operators and normal modes which can lead 

to valid terms in the vibronic Hamiltonian. 

The spatial symmetries of the physical system in this 

case are the operations of the point group 0^. This group 

consists of the operations which transform a cube into itself. 

These operations can be grouped into ten classes and includei 

(i) Six operations, C^, consisting of a 90° rotation 

in each direction about each of the three cubic 

axes 
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(ii) Eight rotations by 120°, Cy in each direction 

about each of the four body diagonals. 

(Hi) Three rotations by 180°, C^, about the three 

cubic axes. 

(iv) Six rotations by 180°, C£, about the six face 

diagonal directions. 

(v) The identity operator forms its own class. 

(vi) -(x) Each of the above operations followed by the 

inversion operator gives the remaining elements 

and classes. 

So* there are fortyeight elements in the group. 

The ten irreducible representations of the group 0^ 

are given, in Bethe’s (Mulliken*s) notation in Table II-l 

This is the character table of the group 0h. The character 

of a representation of an element of the group is the trace 

of the matrix representing that element. All elements of a 

given class have the same character. Characters are useful 

because they are invariant with respect to any similarity 

transformation. A similarity transformation is used to go 

from one set of basis states to another equivalent set. 

Therefore, whenever a change of coordinates is made, the form 

of the representation can change, but the characters do not, 

so the set of characters uniquely specifies the particular 

representation of the group. The dimension of each irreduc¬ 

ible representation is the character of its identity matrix. 

The energy of a state is a constant that must remain 

Invariant when the operations of the group are applied. 

Therefore, the energy must transform like the I?* irreducible 
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representation of the group. The Ç* irreducible represent¬ 

ation can consist of the number,one,representing every element 

of the group and, hence, is completely invariant. The total 

Hamiltonian of the system must also transform like fbecause 

D / 

of the general selection rule derived from group theory 

that says that any taatrix element of the form» 

07 I cfcio 
will be zero unless H® P® T c rf. In the case of the * 'j k 'l 

energy, f? = H* so f ® T c f1* and this means that the 

Hamiltonian should generally transform like Ç* . This 

statement is the group theoretical requirement for satisfying 

condition (iii) at the beginning of this section. The 

sufficient way to insure this property is to require that it 

be satisfied term by term in the Hamiltonian. The application 

of this requirement will come later. 

The electronic orbital states used in this section, 

transform like the three partners of the Q* irreducible 

representation. The behavior derived is exactly the same 

for orbital states which transform like Ç* , 17 , or Ç . The 

degenerate electronic states will be written as , I*]) , J , 

and will transform into each other in the same manner as the 

polynomials yz, zx, and xy, respectively. 

2. Construction of the Effective Orbital Operators and the 

Hamiltonian Using Group Theory 

Any linear operator can be expanded in a unique manner 

in terms of the complete set of elementary projection 

operators of the form» 
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Plj f or Jf H-4 

The projection operators form a basis for the space 

of all operators which act on the original electronic orbital 

states. From this basis set, an equivalent basis is 

generated which makes use of the symmetry of the problem and 

leads to simplified expressions of the Hamiltonian. Since 

the operators act both on the electronic orbital basis states 

(the kets) and on their conjugate states (the bras), the 

projection operators are formed by taking the direct product 

of these two spaces. The multiplication table in Table II-2 

gives the symmetry properties in 0^ for the results of such 

a direct product. The coupling coefficients in Table II-3 

give the linear combinations of the elementary projection 

operators which form these symmetry operators. 

In the case of an electronic orbital triplet trans¬ 

forming like T/, Ç*# C+ fj*+ Ç* and the nine 

effective orbital operators aret 

transforming like 77*** is t 

£ - nxii + i<j> <i + itxti = 

transforming like Ç* arei 
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Table II-3. Coupling Coefficients for f7*® Ç* 

in 0h 

u* V* y*y* «W. 
s $ 

uy«v.y ■Wl u*v* UUVM 
S 5 

<4vy* «W1 „V “»yv*y 

01 l/y/3 0 0 0 l/y/3 0 0 0 1/V2T 

0Ï -1A/?T 0 0 0 -l/y/6 0 0 0 V2/V3 

02 1/V? 0 0 0 -l/y/2 0 0 0 0 

0Ï 0 0 0 0 0 l/VI 0 -1A/I 0 

0* 0 0 -l/y[2 0 0 0 1/V2 0 0 

0* 0 l/y/I 0 -1/V2 0 0 0 0 0 

0lm 0 0 0 0 0 1/yT 0 1/V2 0 

0l 0 0 1A/2 0 0 0 1/V2 0 0 

0 l/y/2 0 i/Vf 0 0 0 0 6 

Y1 is the function that transforms like the 1— 
4* Vi 

partner of the j— irreducible representation 

u^ and are the basis functions whose products sum 

to form the 



are i transforming like ^ 

U,= i (i>i><ti - /ixy ) = 0 

O 

o 
o o 

U,- i ( HUtl - ItXfl) = 

U= 1 ( HXyl - ) - 

transforming like fy arei 

ft.- - (i^> «i + m <y ) = 

II-5o 

ft7= - (it>oi +'f> cn > = [ „ 0 ô i ii-5d 

ft,-- (lt><il + li><fl ) = 

This set of nine operators is the new symmetrized 

basis set for the formation of any effective operator 

acting within the orbital triplet manifold. 

Specifically, the Hamiltonian will generally take the 

form i 

+ fA + f€ ^6 + + f/^/+ + fjt/f + 

+ fj^j II-6 

where the fj^ coefficients are combinations of other variables 
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that transform like the indicated partner of the appropriate 

irreducible representation of 0^. The other variables 

included in f can be spins, strains, fields, and vibrational 

coordinates. 

This choice for the form of the Hamiltonian is not 

arbitrary but results from the requirement that each term in 

the Hamiltonian must transform like Ç*. The only direct 

products that give a f?* term are those between identical 
representations such that the partners of each representation 

are matched as in a scalar product. The remaining problem in 

deriving the total effective Hamiltonian is just to derive 

the form of each fj depending on the relative magnitudes of 

the interactions. To form a vibronic Hamiltonian, the normal 

mode vibrational coordinates are considered next. 

3. Coupling to Doubly Degenerate Vibrational Modes 

Linear vibronic coupling will occur for normal modes 

transforming as /? , /^, and 17*. The mode transforming like 

is the breathing mode? it will shift all energies equally 

and is therefore of no interest here. So, the only normal 

modes that are of interest for a Jahn-Teller Effect are 

those that transform like the two dimensional representation, 

flr , and are doubly degenerate, and those that transform 

like the three dimensional representation, Ç , and are 

triply degenerate. The simplest case to analyze theoretically 

assumes that the coupling to the doubly degenerate mode 

completely dominates all other forms of behavior. 

Therefore, consider first this case. The motion of 
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the atoms in an eight coordinated cluster is given in Figure 

II-l and derived in Appendix A for a certain selection of 
27 

motions as a basis. Liehr's paper presents other 

possible sets of normal mode motion. To derive the vibronic 

Hamiltonian, the coefficients, f^, need to be found in terms 

of the coordinates Q9 and Q6. Successive direct products 

of the // (Qd, Qg ) modes can be taken to give all of the 

correctly symmetrized polynomials that would be present in 

a Taylor series expansion of the f^i 

Zero^1 Order» 

r - Constant 11-7 

1~ Order» 

r^(Q$, Qe) ®/^(constant) = Ç*(Q^, Qe ) 

2^ Order» 

Q'(5», Q8>® I7*<Qa, Qs) = I7'(«2
8 + Q2 > + 

«.«.-O) + IJ"<4 -4. 
rd 

3~ Order» 

[I7*<Q».«é) ® C'(Q5.Q6)J® OW = 

£'<«.<4, +4).9e«è +4> ) + -4> +2Q2<y+ 
C<<4 S4Q£) + 

2Q0QeQe+ft6(Ci8-Q2) ) 

- /7*(«,(3«2 - Q2) + /r‘(Q,(3«2 -Q2) ) + 

^«.(«2 +«2 ). M4 + 4 >) 

So, to third order in the power of the vibrational coordinates 

the coefficients are» 

f, = a, + o, <4 + Q2) + d, «S<3Q2 -4> + ••• 
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Q* 

Figure II-l. Doubly Degenerate Vibrational Mode Motion 
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f* = *3 Qe + C3(Q\ -Q2 ) + d,Q,(Q2 +Q?) + ... 

f6 = b3Qt + Cj2QeQe + d,Qe(Q
2 +Q2 ) + ... II-8 

f„ =* f'y = f2 = = 0 to all orders 

For linear coupling, only the first terms in the 

expansion for fs and ffi are kept. Higher order effects can 

be Included later. 

The vibronic Hamiltonian for orbital triplets coupling 

to a doubly degenerate vibrational mode in the linear coupling 

and harmonic approximation is therefore» 

[a. + c/ (Qe + Qe# «6 + \ (Qff U0 + Q€ 
IX-9 

This Hamiltonian will be solved in section II. C. 

4. Coupling to Triply Degenerate Vibrational Modes 

The natural next step is to consider the case when the 

coupling to triply degenerate modes dominates. The three 

degenerate vibrational modes could be chosen so the atoms 

in an eight coordinated cluster move as indicated in Figure 

II-2. Even for this cluster, containing only the nearest 

neighbors, there happens to be two separate sets of triply 

degenerate modes transforming like the representation. 

Only one will be considered first. The problem of which one 

couples stronger or whether neither dominates is more funda¬ 

mental than the question in the previous section of which set 

of normal mode motion is used. The discussion of this 

problem will be deferred. 

To find the terms of the Taylor series expansion, 
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Figure II-2. Triply Degenerate Vibrational Mode Motion 

Q, 
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follow the same procedure used in the previous section to 

get i 

Zero^k Order* 

lons-hant) 

Order* 

£ (<?!,% Q-j)® ^(cons^ni) - Q* (Q., 0^,Qs) llm10 

Zm Order i 

n « n'(au%Qi) -- r:cox\ o; >0^ 

* ÏÏPW-W, Ç'fà, 0^0, Qtj Q, cy 

So, the coefficients are* 

f, = a,» cl(4i\Qjt<jf) «- A.Q^Q^Q^.. . 

tg = (?* ~i0}) + ... 

* * 11-11 
= + Cj- Qy . , 
= V ^ * Çr *" • • • 

fj = by Qy *■ tf Qi Qy + . . - 

fx, fy, fz = terms third order and higher 

For linear coupling, the vibronlc Hamiltonian in the 

harmonic approximation is* 

tv c, (Q;*Q;‘■q)]4 + ^(QU^Q^Q.U,) n-12 
This Hamiltonian will be solved in section II,D. 

C, Solution of the Vibronlc Hamiltonian in Section II. B, 2 

1. Diagonalization 

The Hamiltonian representing the vibronlc coupling of 

an orbital triplet to a pair of degenerate vibrational modes 

with linear coupling and the harmonic approximation can be 

rewritten from equation H-9 as* 



O O \ 

0 ^cfo+QÏl + iyjQsiiFQ) O 11-13 

O O A,*c,LQ£+Qs) - bs QQ j 
This matrix is in diagonal form and, therefore, the 

eigenvalues are readily obtained. Given as functions of the 

distorion amplitudes, they are« 

2. Configuration Coordinate Diagram 

As Indicated by the subscripts on the energy, the 

eigenfunctions are the original electronic orbital wave- 

functions, So, the vibronic coupling can cause no mixing of 

the electronic states. This does not mean that there will be 

no effects due to the vibronic coupling. The three eigen¬ 

values can be differentiated with respect to the mode 

amplitudes and extrema are then found. In this case, one 

minimum point is found for each eigenvalue. They occur, for 

each eigenvalue at the points» 

Eigenvalue â© at Energy at 

E, = \ -VF 0e) 
E1 - \ * C, ► ft*) y i ^(Q, y ff Qt) 

EY - e.iQf + QÏÏ-^Qa 
11-14 

Minimum Minimum Minimum 

E, 

E, 

The situation is most easily understood with the help 

of a configuration coordinate diagram, a plot of the energy 
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as a function of the mode amplitudes. The diagram is a plot 

in three space and the result is shown in Figure II-3. It 

consists of three disjoint paraboloids with the minima given 

above. The stabilization or Jahn-Teller energy is defined as 

the difference between the energy without vibronic coupling, 

that is, at Qe = Q* = 0, and the energy of the minimum point. 

This energy is the same for all three minima. The three 

minima occur equally distant from the origen and separated 

by an angle of 120°. They correspond to identical Qe or 

tetragonal distortions along each of the cubic axes. 

The inclusion of higher order terms in the coefficients 

of the orbital operators will not greatly modify this picture. 

Since the cross product , f]* , contains only f}*, and 

JT* , there will never be any terms in this vibronic Hamil- 

tonian which contain operators with off-diagonal elements. 

Therefore, even higher orders of coupling will not produce 

mixing of the electronic states. The detailed shape of the 

paraboloids may be modified, but the gross behavior as out¬ 

lined above should remain the same. There will always be 

three separate sheets corresponding to each electronic wave- 

function with corresponding minima. 

3. Eigenfunctions 

The total vibronic eigen functions will then be a 

product of the electronic eigenfunction and some vibrational 

eigenfunction. Consider the energy sheet corresponding to 

the Ej eigenvalue. The Hamiltonian for this electronic 

state alone, Including the vibrational potential energy isi 
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Figure II-3» Configuration Coordinate Diagram 

for an Orbital Triplet Coupled to Doubly Degenerate 

Vibrational Modes 



Hr= *,+ c, (Q£ +Q£) * ih/Q& -tiPQe) y. (?& * Pç) 
3*K 

11-15 

where Pe and ^ are the conjugate momenta corresponding to 

the normal modes and is an effective mass parameter. A 

change of variables, replacing Q0 by - it and Qe by 
/ rmm% b 1 

Q€ +VJ qf, produces the expression* 

2fc~ 'hC* & (fi» *" * P**) H-l6 

The last two terms of this expression are in the form of the 

two dimensional harmonic oscillator . Therefore, the 

vibronic energy levels are equally spaced harmonic oscillator 

levels within the displaced, depressed paraboloid of revol¬ 

ution. 

The vibronic eigenfunctions will then bei 

= I41*' 11-17 

where the first ket is the electronic state and the second 

ket represents the particular harmonic oscillator level. The 

eigenvalues corresponding to this eigenfunction will be* 

E}n « Eq- EJT + (n+l)h&? , n « n0 + ne 11-18 

EQ is the electronic energy and is identical to a, above, 

EJT = is the Jahn-Teller energy, and the final term is 

the vibrational energy with C, = defining UJ . 

The same procedure can be followed for the other two 

electronic functions with completely analogous eigenfunctions 

and identical energies. Therefore,the vibronic ground state 

is still triply degenerate, transforming like the Ç* 
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Irreducible representation. Since the overall vibronic 

Hamiltonian must retain the symmetry characteristics of the 

crystal, it must still be cubic and the result of the Jahn- 

Teller effect is Just to change the nature of the degeneracy 

from an electronic orbital degeneracy to a vibronic state 

degeneracy .4r 

4. Interactions and Reduction Factors 

In order to properly understand the effects of the 

vibronic coupling on the EPR spectrum of an ion, the problem 

must now be viewed as a vibronic problem rather than simply 

an electronic one. Matrix elements which give the energy of 

a certain transition need to be computed between vibronic 

states rather than pure electronic states. Instead of an 

effective electronic Hamiltonian which represents the 

interactions in terms of a complete set of operators formed 

from the effective electronic states, an effective vibronic 

Hamiltonian must be used. This task is considerably 

simplified because the ground vibronic states have the same 

symmetry properties as the ground electronic states. 

Therefore, the vibronic Hamiltonian will be of the form» 

s,J * S,U,, 
11-19 

* V.+ S 
These vibronic operators are of exactly the same form 

as the corresponding electronic operators in equation II-5 

except they operate on vibronic triplet basis states. The 

coefficients represent the remaining interactions of the 

Hamiltonian and include the same effects- mentioned for the 



fA coefficients except they cannot Include the vibrational 

coordinates because that problem has been Implicitly solved. 

The greatest simplification results from the analysis 

introduced by Ham. He noted that for any operator which 

acts on electronic states alone and is Independent of the 

vibrational mode amplitude, the effect of the vibrational 

part of the vlbronic state is to cause a reduction or 

quenching of that interaction due to the overlap of the 

vibrational wavefunctlons. Consider an operator of this 

sort, 0^, Then, the matrix element can be written! 

I 9/114y = ^ I 9t fÿ > (Wefo > u_20 

The first matrix element on the right is the original 

electronic matrix element without vibronlc coupling. The 

second matrix element is the reduction factor. Its value 

will depend on the strength of the coupling since a larger 

dis tort ion. moves the minima farther from the origen and, 

hence, reduces the overlap. Its value will also depend on 

the particular vibrational levels in the well? the farther 

the vlbronic levels are from the ground state, the greater 

the overlap because the higher energy vibrational states 

are not as localized as the ground state. The reduction 

factor for the ground states will depend also on whether 

or not the operator mixes the vlbronic states, whether It 

is diagonal or not. For this reason, Ham has shown that, 

for the case considered in this section, the reduction 

factor for operators transforming like Ç or are always 
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equal, Independent of the coupling strength, and the factor 

for operators transforming like £*is always unity, corres¬ 

ponding to no reduction. These properties are derived in 

Appendix B. 

Equation 11-20 as written above makes the mistake of 

assuming that the Bom-Oppenheimer separation of electronic 

and vibrational wave functions is possible. While this is 

generally true for orbital triplets coupling to doubly 

degenerate vibrational modes, it is usually far from being 

correct in most other cases. However the phenomenon of 

reduction factors is still generally present. 

Using a theorem which is similar to the Wlgner-Eckardt 

Theorem except applicable to point groups as proved by 

a.* 
Koster, the purely electronic Interactions expressed by 

the effective electronic orbital operators of equation II-5 

can be rewritten as vlbronic operators times a constant 

factor which is dependent only on which irreducible represen¬ 

tation the operator transforms as. This factor is the 

reduction factor defined generally by Ham asi 

k(E) * -<$*iuei3i> JW P/ I A. 
KCV = Â<9llU9lw> Ue /V £.*. 

KCJl) - -<J*/ Ha P/ X.K n_2i 

This is a matrix element of an operator consisting of 

a linear combination of projection operators for the electron¬ 

ic states only, and the operator is operating on vibronic 

states that are linear combinations of electronic states. 

This projection process leaves a linear combination of 

overlap integrals of the vibrational states. This process 
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is worked out more explicitly in Appendix B. 

So, the vibronlc Hamiltonian for the remaining 

interactions can he rewritten asi 

Yç ** -£,4- * KCEJ + A ^$*1 
* H(Ti) L ‘U'fy + "$*• ^$#1 
* KC&L-EfUfj * Ay tyi +■ -/-f tigf] 

11-22 

and, in the case of an orbital triplet coupling to doubly 

degenerate vibrational modes, this expression reduces to» 

So, the electronic Hamiltonian can be rewritten as a vibronic 

Hamiltonian Just by inserting the appropriate reduction 

factors and redefining the basis states as vibronlc states. 

Ham also extended his analysis to include effects in 

which second order electronic operators are enhanced due to 

coupling of excited vibronlc states via second order 

perturbation theory. These effects are obviously more 

complicated and will not be discussed here. 

5. Interactions 

(a) Introduction 

to be computed. The number of terms that are possible in 

principle are so numerous that the problem quickly becomes 

bewildering. At this point, the largest terms for the major 

Interactions will be presented and the list can be drawn 

from as needed in later discussion of the data. The follow¬ 

ing list of interactions will include the six binary combin- 

The exact form for each f^ coefficient still has 
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atlons of the four quantities, S, the spin of the impurity 

ion, I, the nuclear magnetic moment of the Impurity, H, the 

applied magnetic field, and, X, the orbital angular momentum 

which is represented by coupling one of the previous quantities 

linearly with the effective operators tlyt and . Also 

included are the quadratic combinations of the two spin 

quantities, S and f. The final two interactions considered 

are the superhyperfine and strain interactions, both of which 

are usually important for full tinderstanding of Jahn-Teller 

systems. This list is representative and is by no means 

complete. 

The method for constructing these coefficients is 

exactly the same as that used in constructing the symmetrical 

combinations of the normal mode amplitudes. Only the 

various symbols and their transformation properties differ. 

(b) Orbital Zeeman Effect 

Since the magnetic field, H, transforms like Ç* 

and is odd with respect to time reversal, it will couple with 

the C* orbital operator to give an invariant term. The 

appropriate coefficients representing this interaction arei 

f, = 11-21» 

The constant,^ , is the Bohr magneton, and the constant, g^, 

is the value to be obtained either experimentally or theoret¬ 

ically. The experimental determination of this constant and 

similar constants is presented in chapter V. 
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(c) Spin-Orbit Interaction 

In exactly the same manner as in the preceeding 

paragraph, the spin, S, transforms like 1^ and makes a 

contribution to the coefficients. This contribution is 

written asi 

f7 = S’y 

fy = SY 11-25 

h = ^ î. 

Here, ^ is the undetermined constant. 

(d) Spin Zeeman Effect 

The Spin Zeeman Effects are characterized by terms 

proportional to components of both S and H. Since H/fi 

r;+ r* /r + r; , terms can be formed which transform like 
each of these Irreducible representations. Since the product 

of the two time reversal odd operators, S and H, is even 

with respect to time reversal, the products with the orbital 

operators,^, Vy, andwould be odd? then, the fxffyt and fa 

are zero. The remaining terms arei 

f, = IJ*'" 

^6 ~ 9$ P ^3* ( $* Mx ~ tty) r 11-26 

- Ufi + SyU') 

= 9f ft Mr * Sj, 
f^J — fi C tty Sy ttx) 
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The g^*s are the constants to be determined. These terms 

have to be included because they determine how the degenerate 

spin levels split upon application of a magnetic field 

to produce the resonance condition in EPR. 

(e) Zero Field or Spin-Spin Terms 

Terms quadratic in spin can conceivably be included. 

These terms will be analogous to those in the preceedlng 

paragraph and will be of the formt 

II-2? 

f, = = S(s+-))= cons+*n+ 

fe = D - S(Si-J)] 

ft * f 

^ = F(SxSf+t*Sx) 

“ P ($M S y + Sy Sx) 
The constants, D and F,are to be determined. In this case, 

the 17* term is reduced by the commutation relations to the 

form of the spin-orbit interaction. 

(f) Hyperfine Interaction 

The interaction of quantities with the nuclear 

magnetic moment, I, produces the hyperfine structure. Three 

forms of this interaction are possible. Since I transforms 

as , there are coefficients linear in I, and combinations 

of I with either H or S. The combination of I with H is 

rarely observed and will be ommitted here. The coefficients 

will be« 



f. = A, (3s,T, -r-s) 
fs = A3IU 

f* = kx, 

tr - k I, ir-28 

f a = k Xj 

fj = (X/ ^ 

f, = /^r, i^^-XfS.) 
t, = y4y ("I, S> * X, S'») 

and k are to be determined. 

(g) Quadrupole Interaction 

The last of this set of binary Interactions to be 

considered Is the coupling of the quadrupole terms of the 

nuclear magnetic moment with the vibronlc operators. In 

analogy with the previous paragraphs, this produces 

the coefficients» 

f, - Q, X-X 

t. - QjfJi;-!-!) 

f£ = Qjir (x; - x;j 

Qr(X,****>Xr> 

Qs- (■ 3-x — * * «• ^~jr) 

Q,s (X'-If+TyT,) 

fS - 

fM = 

f„ = 

11-29 

Again, Is left for comparison to experiment or theory. 

(h) Superhyperflne Interaction 

This Interaction arises primarily from the coupling 

of the electronic spin with the nuclear magnetic moment of 

the nearest neighbor atoms. The written form of the effective 
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Hamiltonian for this interaction is very cumbersome as well 

3 o 
as very complex, so no attempt to do this without a 

specific system in mind. Following arguments presented by 

Mier-Maza, there will be two terms coupling the Ij*s, the 

nearest neighbor magnetic moments, to the vlbronic operators , 

and ten terms coupling linear combinations of the Ij*s with 

the electronic spins. 

(l) Strain Interactions 

The strain of the lattice due either to applied 

stress or random internal stresses can be completely 

defined31 by the strain components defined by the relation* 

e.. 11-30 

where x^ with 1=1, 2, 3» indicates the three coordinate 

axes and /* represents the displacement of the lattice from 

its equilibrium position. These components can be viewed 

as a coupling of the gradient operator which transforms like 

of the group 0h and the displacement which also transforms 

like . The coordinates of equation 11-30 are the form 

appropriate to a Cartesian coordinate system. There are six 

Independent components since the strain tensor must be 

symmetric! the reduction from nine is accomplished using 

the relation* 

which forces the matrix to be symmetric. Linear combinations 

of the six independent strain components, » 6/* » 

, can now be formed in the same manner that the 



orbital operators were formed. Coupling two quantities 

which transform like gives quantities transforming like 

fi) & fi = f7* + + fg* . The requirement that the 

coupling be symmetric causes the 1^* combinations to cancel 

to zero, leaving six Independent combinations. With the 

indicated transformation properties, these are» 

f, = CM 
+ + 

fg — Vj { G** ~ 

f€ ” V? V? C exx - 
err ) 

= VJpe,» 
f*j = Vj. fi?)( 

^ 

The V^'s are the undetermined constants. 

11-32 
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6. Vibronlc States and Correlation Diagram 

There Is one other approach to the problem which can 

yield some understanding of the physics. The vibronlc 

coupling strength, characterized by Ejnp, can easily vary from 

system to system with respect to the vibrational mode energy, 

characterized frequently by the effective vibrational 

frequency of the modes. This variation leads to various 

cases commonly referred to as weak vibronlc coupling, strong 

vibronlc coupling, or Intermediate coupling strengths. It Is 

also very feasible, generally, for the spln-orblt effect to 

be larger than one of these two energies, or both. So, the 

system can behave differently for many combinations of these 

parameters. A look at an extreme case Is often solvable and 

deviations from this extreme can often be treated as pertur¬ 

bations. The truly intermediate effects can often be more 

easily approached using a correlation diagram. To construct 

these, the problem must be solved in some sense for the two 

extreme cases. The symmetry properties of the vibronlc 

states are the important quantities. Using physical 

arguments, the states of the same symmetry can be Joined In 

a continuous manner. 

In this case, since the Hamiltonian does not mix the 

electronic states for any coupling strength, the basic 

correlation diagram, neglecting spin-orbit effects, Is 

uninteresting, in either case, the vibronlc states are 

given by a Born-Oppenheimer product of the electronic states 

and two dimensional harmonic oscillator levels. The wave 
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function for the harmonic oscillator will be given byi 

1 L Qçl 
where the function %[4]ls a one dimensional harmonic 

oscillator function def ine-d byi 

!;[<?> [wr-.'J'1 e'ls*WJ?) 
HJ0 is a Hermite polynomial. Soi 

I e ~ 
gives the dependence on the mode amplitudes. The exponential 

term is an invariant, so the symmetry properties of the 

vibrational states are determined by the polynomials. For 

n » 0, HJQ) is a constant, so the ground state transforms 

like P* . For nfl + n£ = n«l, one polynomial will be a 

constant and the other will be Q . Each vibrational 

state will transform as one partner of Ç+ so the set of 

states for n = 1 transform like P*, Due to the recursion 

relations for the Hermite polynomials, the rest of the 

polynomials are related to the first two and have the trans¬ 

formation properties of one or the other. Polynomials with 

even n transform like fjr and with odd n like one element of 

[y* . Therefore, for given n, the transformation properties 

of the degenerate vibrational states are given by the 

symmetric direct product of the doubly degenerate mode (n-1) 

times. 

Coupling these vibrational modes with the /? electronic 

states gives the symmetry of the vibronic levels in Table 

II-5. The correlation diagram would result by writing the 

symmetries of the states for both extremes of coupling 

strength and joining the levels of like symmetry without 

11-34 

H-35 
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Table II-5.Symmetry Properties of Vibrational 

and Vibronic Levels for a T t Orbital 
Coupled to rt Normal Modes 

n Symmetry of 
Vibrational States Symmetry of 

Vibronic Levels 

0 rî rt 
1 rt rt+rt 
2 rt+rt rt+2rt 
3 rt+rt+rt 2rt+2rt 
4 rT+2rt 2rt+3rt 

5 rt+rt+2rt 3rt+3rt 
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allowing like levels to cross. In this case, the information 

yield is negligible since the electronic states are not 

mixed and both sides of the diagram are identical. However, 

this is not generally true. 

7. Effects on EPR 

The most important question that needs answering at 

this point is probably, "What changes ocurr in the EPR 

spectrum because of this form of vibronic coupling?" The 

answer to this question will depend on the vibronic coupling 

strength. 

When the coupling is strong, the lattice will distort 

locally and the impurity will see a strong tetragonal 

crystal field. This crystal field will exert a strong 

influence on the magnitude of the constants for the spin-spin 

interaction. The result will be a spectrum that exhibits 

anisotropy which displays the tetragonal symmetry of the 

center. 

For weak vibronic coupling, the primary effect on the 

spectrum will be a change in the position of the lines from 

the expected position if there were no vibronic coupling. 

The effective g-value will be related to other parameters 

such as the spin-orbit coupling parameter. Yet, the spin- 

orbit coupling is quenched by a reduction factor as a 

result of the vibronic coupling. Similarly, the other 

structure, splittings, hyperfine structure, and superhyper- 

fine structure, can be affected by the reduction factors. 



There will be a relation between the coupling strength 

and the amount of reduction, but the values are hard to 

pin down in an experiment because the vibronic coupling 

cannot generally be turned off to reveal the non-reduced 

parameters. Generally, the difference between very strong 

and very weak coupling should be obvious because large 

reduction might not be explainable any other way, but 

discrimination between the coupling strength of two 

weakly coupled or Intermediately coupled systems would be 

unreliable from this evidence alone. 
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O. Solution of the Vlbronlc Hamiltonian In Section II. B. 2 

1. DiagonallzatIon 

The Hamiltonian representing the coupling of an orbital 

triplet electronic state to a set of triply degenerate 

vibrational modes with linear coupling and the harmonic 

approximation can be rewritten, from equation 11-12 asi 

-brfy -W>, 
The straightforward approach to diagonalizing a three 

by three matrix, that is, writing the cublo secular equation 

and solving for the roots, is not very informative in this 

case because the analytical solutions for a cubic equation 

are so complex. A simpler method applied by <)pik and Pryce 

makes use of the method of undetermined multipliers to 

diagonalize’ the matrix at stationary points of the energy. 

First, compute the matrix element for a general 

eigenstate J =*1^+ Yf 1) . So, the energy lsi 

£ = [a., * û, (Q'* - 2 k-ûf/Sr 

-21, 4, y* - II-37 

Differentiating the energy with respect to the mode 

amplitudes and solving for the minima produces the 

conditions « 

“ kj* 

11-38 

2X 

i 
Q = if oc/ 

Q = if */? 

These particular points are then substituted into the energy 
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above to give» 

E = CL{ + i (âZïl+ y3"* 11-39 
ct ' 

Using the method of undetermined multipliers, the three 

unknowns oi , £ , and Y are found from the conditions i 

■fc[£-sK<l+Â'~Yl-OJ -O H-4° 

fr[z - 

which result in» 

Jg *0 
j$(ccx + Y*-) + jSl =0 II-41 

Ai Y(«.
x^> -h ïj =o 

The possible solutions, two for each equation, are» 

c<«s O t ex?" ~ } + % 

r-°, + n-42 

ï*ot Yx - I + ;? 
Combinations of these solutions are needed which are 

consistent with the normalization condition» 

ot1 -bjS1 + YX -1 11-43 

All possible stationary points are given in Table II-6. The 

paper by Opik and Pryce claims that the only minima will be 

the third casa which corresponds to trigonal distortions, i.e. 

distortions along the four ^111^ axes of the cube as 

pictured in Figure II-4. From the values for the energy at 

the three sets of stationary points, it is clear that the 

<111^ distortions will generally be the lowest minima in this 

approximation, if not the only minima. 
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Table II-6.Stationary Points for Strong 

Coupling of a Ç Orbital to /* Normal 

Modes 

Type 1) <* -A = 0, Ï- 1 
i 

or << = 1 or /**= 1 
/? = ]T= 0 ^ = y= 0 

0 =p A= 0 ^ 3= 0 

E = al z$> E = al ■=?> E = al 
and V = 0^= Qr= 0 

Type 2) y = o , **-/**- I or o< = 0 or 0 

^ - 

2 

- Hi. 

/?=* = 

■=£*- 

Ï 

- îL 

« « Jr‘- 

^/l = 

* 
*2 

2c^ 2c^ 2cx 

E = 
*2 

=£>E « ^E = b2 

and Q5 = =♦ ?Ll_ Qt = ■r^i_ Q/^ = 
2°1 2 ci “ 2 ci 

v V 0 V O
f
 

II o
 

V Q^= 0 

Type 3) o<W= /= l 
3 

'k * -?°1 

E = ai - 

3c. 

I«,l =I«,I = /«J| = 3c 
and the signs will be given byi 

Qt Qfl Qn 
+' 
+ 

. 2 l*1 *1 1 + + + 
2 
3 + - 
* - + 
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Figure II-4. A Typical (111^ Distortion 

Formed from the Sum, + Qj 



5^. 
2. Configuration Coordinate Diagram 

The configuration coordinate diagram for this case 

is not easy to visualize because it should be drawn in four 

dimensional space. Three axes are needed for the normal 

mode amplitudes and one is needed for the energy. Some 

progress can be made by projecting the behavior into subspaces 

but generally the information simply repeats the analytical 

data of Table II-6. It is Important to note the other major 

differences between this diagram and the one of Figure II-3. 

In this case, the off-diagonal elements of the vibronic 

Hamiltonian cause mixing of the three electronic states so 

that a single electronic wavefunction can no longer be 

identified with a particular energy sheet. This situation 

is reminiscent of the Jahn-Teller Effect for orbital doublets. 

In that case, the electronic doublet states are Inextricably 

mixed when the same order of approximation is used, but a 

dynamic effect rather than a static effect occurs unless 

enharmonic and nonlinear coupling is Included, Inclusion of 

these higher order terms causes a mixing of the ground 

vibronic doublet with an excited vibronic singlet which still 

only includes the orbital doublet for its electronic 

components. The orbital triplet coupled to triplet 

vibrational modes differs .because the lowest order terms 

alone cause coupling to an excited singlet. It is this 

factor which makes the study of ions exhibiting vibronic 

coupling between orbital triplets and vibrational triplets 

an excellent place to look for new and different intermediate 

effects 
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3« Strong Vibronic Coupling 

Since the eigenvalue equation is so complicated, the 

most Informative approach is to examine the limiting cases 

of strong and weak vibronic coupling in relation to the 

vibrational energies. Then, a correlation diagram approach 

can be used to guide the further study of the intermediate 

range. The aspects of the problem that are of interest are 

the same in each limit as those treated in the preceeding 

section, ground state eigenfunctions, vibronic eigenfunctions, 

reduction factors, interactions, and the effects on the EPB, 

(a) Vibronic Eigenfunctions and Energies 

The first case to consider is the case of strong 

coupling to triply degenerate vibrational modes. Since the 

Jahn-Teller energy is much larger than the typical phonon 

energies, the vibrational motions will be localized about 

one of the four static distortions. The energy level 

diagram will show a series of vibrational states within each 

potential well. The vibronic eigenfunctions can be formed 

from a Born-Oppenheimer product of the electronic state 

appropriate to a particular well times an appropriate 

vibrational state. 

These vibrational states are not isotropic, three 

dimensional harmonic oscillator states in the case of strong 

coupling because the symmetry of the lattice is no longer 

cubic. The symmetry has been lowered to D3d- Therefore, 

the lattice vibrations about the distortion are easier in 

some directions than in others and the set of three normal 
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modes which are appropriate to cubic symmetry must be used 

to construct three normal modes that are appropriate to 

symmetry. The compatabllity table for 0^ and °3d in Table 

II-7 shows that the modes transforming like Ç*in 0^ will 

reduce to modes transforming like C + ^ in D.,d. The 

mode must be an invariant and can take the form* 

o; = y? K *<?; 
where , and are defined to be zero at the i^ 

minimum and have the same sign relative to the , QAJ, and 

directions as the particular distortion coordinates have at 

that minimum. The doubly degenerate modes transforming like 

can take any form that is linearly independent of 

such as* / 

Qt- “ îF ~ 

~ ft ( ~ 

The point of this is to show that there will be a longitudinal 

normal mode of vibration for each minimum and two degenerate , 

transverse modes of vibration for each minimum which generally 

take the form given in and^. If the harmonic 

approximation is used the energy of all three modes will be 

the same, but the introduction of any anharmonlc terms, as in 

any physically realistic system, will cause the energy of 

a longitudinal oscillation to be slightly higher than the 

energy of a transverse oscillation since the longitudinal 

change will be fighting the Jahn-Teller stabilization 

tendencies more directly than a transverse change. 

As a result, the lower vibronic eigenfunctions can be 
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Table II-7. Compatibility Table for 0^ and 
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written, in analogy with the vlbronlc eigenfunctions in 

section II. C. 6, in the form» 

f. = tf? ('W. h> 11-44 

where m^, mg , and m^ take on the values » 

1 Si 22 S3 

1 +1 +1 +1 

2 -1 -1 +1 11-45 

3 +1 -1 -1 

4 -1 +1 -1 

and the vibrational function can be written» 

K,^>= %«£') F+CC0 
with n^ = nt + n^. 

11-46 

The total energy of a given vlbronlc level will then be» 

E; ~ ft, r K * xH u>jt + t)*»*. 11-47 

- E0 - EST + +L)ku>£ + (yn4;+i)'k«)t 

The ground vlbronlc levels, a degenerate quadruplet, 

will then transform like the four equivalent distortions, 

Invariants In the symmetry D^. The compatability table for 

°h and D^, Table II-7» shows that quantities transforming 

like Ff* In will transform like /^*and F^* In 0^. So, four 

linear combinations of the 'J^from equation 11-44 can be 

found which transform like the four dimensional reducible 

representation F?* + Q* • These will be» 

Xy* &<*. - X-%^ 

*,. - & ( T * % -%~V 
%>-tz (% + %+%+?,) 

11-48 
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(b) Vibronic Hamiltonian 

Since therçare now four states in the ground 

manifold, there is the possibility of sixteen vibronic 

operators, nine which correspond to the nine operators 

for a triplet ground manifold, one which gives the splitting 

of the singlet from the triplet, and six new ones which give 

interactions between the vibronic singlet and the vibronic 

triplet. They can be derived using the coupling coefficients, 

and the Hermitian results are» 
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fl 4 
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transforming like f^is* 

2J,- if 
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The vibronic Hamiltonian will therefore have the formi 

+ 
h
 Ajy ) * ^ + 5"^ ^ ** ^/5 11-51 

The G^'s will be combinations of the operators representing 

the interactions discussed in section II.C.5. The 

coefficients , G^,, G? , <5^ , , and G^ will transform as 

odd functions with respect to time reversal* the rest will 

transform as even functions under time reversal. 

(c) Reduction factors 

The vibronlc Hamiltonian can be rewritten, in 

exact analogy with section II.C.4, in terms of the interaction 

coefficients f^ appropriate to the electronic problem with 

the inclusion of the appropriate reduction factors. The 

reduction factors for this approximation are defined as* 

K(E) = -^-ilügi^y 

KIT,)* x<3il Ufl)i> 
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= ~<jj/Wy/^> 11-52 

Ktrj =-<;3!)U)/3i> 
V'ai) = K'OI) 

A numerical calculation for the first three of these 

has been done by Caner and Englman and the results are 

given in figure II-6. For strong coupling, they take the 

values « 

wg s I 
~ KtE) " 0 11-53 

These are discussed in more detail in Appendix B, 

The vibronic Hamiltonian can now be writteni 

y, = A* won. v W* KWtru„ 
+tf % + - KLTx) lltU% ♦ ^1Lh +t u„] 

4, Weak Vibronic Coupling 

When the vibronic coupling is weak compared to the 

vibrational energies, the off-diagonal elements of the 

matrix in equation 11-36 can be assumed to be neglibible. 

This approximation causes the Hamiltonian to be diagonal. 

The configuration coordinate diagram corresponds to a 

paraboloid of revolution centered at the origen with the 

electronic orbital degeneracy remaining. The energy levels 

will be isotropic three dimensional harmonic oscillator 

levels within the paraboloid. Therefore, the vibronic 

eigenfunctions will be« 

I = I A ~ /t\^ 'S 

where the vibrational wavefunction is given byi 

11-55 
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Z,tof) Fms(Qs) 11-56 

andt 

/rt = /dj ■#• /V),, + ^ 11-57 

The energies will be* 

EiA = E, ~ ETT *-fa*i)ii^ 11-58 

The ground state will be a vibronic triplet transform¬ 

ing like a Ç+in Oh and the vibronic Hamiltonian will be 

the same as the vibronic Hamiltonian for coupling to doubly 

degenerate vibrational modes, equation 11-22, except for the 

values of ther reduction parameters. 

The reduction factors for weak coupling to triply 

degenerate vibrational modes have been computed analytically 

by Ham using perturbation theory. His expressions 

are * _ . tr _ 

Kto- ktQ- exfC-itfJ 
KOi)-a f=7 H-59 

These expressions are presented graphically in the next 

section. 

The case of extreme weak coupling is probably of 

little practical value because this analysis assumes no 

coupling to doubly degenerate modes. In reality, when the 

coupling is weak, both should be considered. 

5. Intermediate Vibronic Coupling 

The ratios of coupling strength to vibrational energy 

which fall between the two extremes just discussed cannot 

be easily described using Bom-Oppenheimer products of 

vibrational states and electronic states, even in the ground 
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state. A description of the behavior of the system can be 

developed for parts of this range with the help of a 

correlation diagram. These diagrams will be drawn and 

discussed for the vibronic energy levels and the reduction 

factors followed by a discussion of the effects on the EPR 

of the vibronic coupling to triply degenerate vibrational 

modes. 

(a) Vibronic States 

Group theoretical arguments can be used to 

establish the symmetry properties of the vibronic states 

in the two extreme cases of coupling strength. Symmetry 

arguments are so strong that the levels at the two extremes 

can be conn ected in a simple manner to Indicate qualitatively 

how the levels change in energy. 

In the strong coupling limit, the vibrational levels 

are given by the non-isotropic harmonic oscillator functions 

described in section II,D.3. The vibrations are of two 

kinds, the longitudinal vibrations and the transverse 

vibrations. The longitudinal vibrations are just extensions 

of the distortion and, therefore, will be invariant under the 

symmetry of the distortion. Therefore, the vibronic 

states formed from the electronic state coupled to the 

longitudinal oscillations will all transform as in 0^, 

The transverse oscillations must be coupled to these 

vibronic states to give the symmetry properties of the 
» 

total vibronic state. The transverse oscillator states 
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are two-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator levels. If 

the motion in only one of these dimensions is considered 

first, reasoning like that found in section II.C.6 Indicates 

that, for even n^.. , the oscillation will transform like the 

irreducible representation in while, for odd n^ , 

it will transform like Ç*in V The total transverse 

vibrational state for a given n^.= n^+ nt^ will transform 

like the symmetric direct product of the states for the 

two separate dimensions. Then, the transverse oscillation 

states will couple to the +Ç*vibronic states which 

include the longitudinal oscillations. The results are 

given in Table II-8. 

In the case of weak coupling, the vibrational levels 

which couple to the Q* electronic state are given by the 

isotropic three-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The 

transformation properties for the level of given n are 

found from the completely symmetric direct product of the 

irreducible representation of the degenerate modes (n-1) 

times. This product is a triple direct product and sorting 

out the completely symmetric part is done either by brute 

force or subterfuge. Subterfuge will be used here. 

The isotropic three-dimensional harmonic oscillator 

is equivalent to a central potential problem in Qj 

space. Therefore, the solutions for a given n can be 

classified according to the irreducible representations 

of the full rotation group which can be denoted by the 

quantum number,"1", where 1=1,2,3,#.,n. However, these 



Table II-8. Symmetry Properties of Vibrational 

and Vibronic Levels for Strong Coupling 
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of a rt Orbital to rt Normal Modes 
5 5 

n. Symmetry of Transverse 
Vibrational Levels Centered 
on one Potential Minimum 

Symmetry of Vibronic 
Levels due to Trans- 
verse Oscillations 

0 rt rt+rt 

1 rt rt+rt+rt 
-J- -1- 

2 rt+rl rT+r3+rt+2rt 

3 rt+rt+rt rj+rt+rt+2rt+2rt 

4 rt+2rt rt+2rt+2rt+3rt 
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representations are reducible when the symmetry of the 

oscillations in a cubic lattice is considered. The 

irreducible representations appropriate to each value of 1 

can then be deduced from the compatability table for the 

full rotation group and 0h, Table II-9. If n is even, the 

representations for the vibrational state are found to be 

the representations that correspond to all values of 

1 = 0,2,4,...n. If n is odd, the necessary representations 

correspond to values of 1 = 1,3,5»...n, but the represen¬ 

tations in cubic symmetry must be multiplied by to 

produce representations even under time reversal. This 

process produces the symmetric part of the triple direct 

product. The direct product of this result can then be 

taken with the Ç electronic state to give the equally 

spaced vibronic levels in Table 11-10. 

The correlation diagram is given in Figure II-5. This 

version was generated with-a computer by Caner and Engleman. 

It can be seen from the diagram that as the coupling strength 

increases, the singlet belonging to the first excited 

level descends to join the ground triplet in the limit of 

strong coupling. 

(b) Reduction Factors 

A correlation diagram can also be drawn for the 

reduction factors. The diagram has been computed 

numerically by Caner and Engleman3* and their results are 

presented in Figure II-6. The dotted lines correspond to 

the values given in equation 11-59* As in section II.C., 
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Table II-9. Compatibility Table For 0 

and the Full Rotation Group 

Do r 
* n 

r. + n 
D4 c* n. ra. 
D5 n*irH*rf 

c */r* /;• 
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Table 11-10. Symmetry Properties of Vibrational 

and Vlbronic Levels for Weak Coupling of 

a Orbital to Ç* Normal Modes 

n Symmetry of 
Vibrational States 

2 r + rç*+ ç* 

3 r + c«r/ 
4 2C+zi;*+n’+2r/ 
5 r+ /r+2r,'-*r/ 

Symmetry of 
Vlbronic Levels 

rr 

rr+ r;+z r; +3 r/ 
zr'+^+jr^+jr/^ 

in' +2 rs +6 r/+7 r/ 
+8 r; 
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Figure II-5. Correlation Diagram for 1} Orbital States 

Coupling to Ç* Vibrational Modes 
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using the reduction parameters to measure the strength of 

the coupling is not very reliable except for gross 

comparisons. 

(c) Effects on EPR 

The effects on the EPR spectra of an orbital 

triplet coupled to triply degenerate vibrational modes 

are clear, but only for the grosser aspects. As the 

coupling strength increases, a static, trigonal distortion 

will be evident. Interactions that transform like the 

irreducible representations, Ç and will be quenched to 

zero, while those that transform like Q will be quenched 
by a factor approaching 2/3. The distortion will create 

a crystal field with terms that would not be present in 

cubic symmetry. The primary manifestation of these terms 

will be in the spin-spin or zero field terms of the 

Hamiltonian. The effect of these terms will be seen in 

Chapter IV when the Spin Hamiltonian will be discussed. 

The weak coupling limit will exhibit cubic symmetry 

with some quenching probaply ocurring for any meaningful 

identification of the Jahn-Teller Effect. The exact 

nature of intermediate effects will require more detailed 

analysis with the guidance of experimental work to pin 

down. There is no reason to expect intermediate (or 

dynamic) effects similar to those found for orbital 

doublets because the nature of the problem is so radically 

different, but these differences should lead to more 

Interesting effects. 
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E. Other Possibilities 

Three other possibilities of vibronic coupling are of 

interest. First, as shown In Appendix A, the cluster 

containing an impurity Ion In an eight-fold coordinated 

site has two sets of normal modes that transform like the Ç 

irreducible representation. What happens If two sets of 

modes with the same symmetry couple with comparable strength? 
jtf 

Calculations on a two dimensional model Indicate that, 

when this occurs, It Is possible to redefine the mode 

amplitudes, Q^, in terms of another set which corresponds to 

the new minima that the problem generates. If the force 

constants differ greatly, the problem simply reduces to 

a single mode problem. If the force constants are equal, 

the redefined mode amplitudes are just a new set of normal 

modes which couple stronger than the other set. When 

neither extreme Is satisfied, that is, when coupling is only 

nearly equal to both, strong coupling will still produce 

the same type and number of minima. The new modes, however, 

are not normal modes because there will be new terms in the 

Hamiltonian that are cross terms, that is, that depend on the 

coupling to both modes. It is not clear at the present 

time whether these cross terms have any significant effect 

on the problem. 

The second case of interest is of greater interest to 

this thesis. What happens when the coupling to two modes 

of different symmetry is comparable? Specifically, what 

happens when the coupling is equal to both doubly and triply 
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degenerate vibrational modes? Many people have addressed 

jr36,37 
this problem , but no clear picture has emerged. 

The full Hamiltonian can be solved exactly in the identical 

way as in section II.D. The results Indicate three types 

of stationary points, those corresponding to <100) distor- 

tions when the coupling to Ç modes dominates, those 

corresponding to <lll) distortions when coupling to modes 

dominates, and stationary points that correspond to <110> 

distortions which cannot be absolute minima when the approx¬ 

imation includes only linear coupling and harmonic terms of 

the elastic energy. However, these <110} distortions are 

possible in principle if the coupling is equal to both 

and ry modes and higher order terms stabilize the intermediate 
points. This would require either a vibronic triplet 

to be degenerate with the ground vibronic triplet or a 

combination of V,* and . How this occurs is not clear yet. 

The final vibronic problem which could be of interest 

would occur if an Impurity is much smaller than the alkaline 

earth ion it substitutes for. In that case, for an orbital 

singlet, the ion would be expected to move off the center 

of the symmetric site. This could be analyzed within this 

framework as a coupling to an asymmetric vibrational mode 

of the cluster, such as one transforming like /^”. In this 

case, an orbital degeneracy exists so the off-center problem 

is competing with the Jahn-Teller problem. It seems that 

a strong off-center movement would Itself remove the 

degeneracy and, henca, quench the Jahn-Teller tendencies, 

but it is not clear what will happen If the Jahn-Teller 
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coupling is stronger since the distortions it produces are 

all symmetric. This problem is complicated by the fact 

that the off-center mode does not couple linearly to the 

electronic orbitals. Therefore, the lowest order vlbronic 

coupling terms will be quadratic and this requires higher 

order terms in the elastic potential energy to be kept since 

it is these terms which are responsible for forming the 

minima, at least in regular Jahn-Teller systems. Even using 

the method of Ôpik and Pryce, this problem is untractable 

due to the order of the terms. 
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1. Metal Ions 

The use of electron paramagnetic resonance requires 

some species exhibiting paramagnetism. Paramagnetism 

arises when there are permanent dipole moments available 

to line up with an applied magnetic field. Generally, 

bonding is a process which pairs up any magnetic moments 

that would be unpaired in a free atom or ion. The trick 

with metals is for one set of electrons to bond while 

leaving another set of electrons unpaired and relatively 

free. This phenomenon is responsible for most of the 

properties of metals and semiconductors. The lack of these 

unpaired electrons generally produces insulating properties. 

Usually, the outermost shell of 4s, 5s, or 6s electrons 

responsible for bonding and an inner shell of d or f 

electrons give rise to metallic effects in pure metals or 

magnetic effects when dilute in insulating lattices. 

2. Iron Group Metals 

There are still several choices to be made from 

available metal ions. The first question to decide is 

whether d electrons or f electrons are of most interest, 

that is, which is of more interest, the transition metals 

or the rare earths. Since there are fourteen available f 

orbitals, and ten available d orbitals, it would seem that 

the fewer possible combinations would make the d orbitals 

simpler to study. One other consideration overrules this 

line of reasoning. The rare earths are much heavier 
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elements with much larger nuclear charge. While the Inner 

shells do screen this nuclear charge somewhat, the effect 

of the nucleus Is still much stronger for the f electrons In 

the rare earths than the d electrons In the transition 

metals. The result Is that the f electrons occupy orbits 

closer to the nucleus and feel weaker Interactions with the 

crystal than do the d electrons which are diffuse by 

comparison. In other words, the rare earths behave more 

like free ions when placed In a crystalline environment 

than the transition metals. Since vibronic coupling Is a 

manifestation of the coupling of the electrons to the lattice* 

the effects of this coupling should be much stronger for Ions 

with unpaired d electrons than for those with unpaired f 

electrons. 

This explanation still leaves open the possibility 

of the iron group, the palladium group, or the platinum 

group. The simplest of these three to study is the Iron 

group because the atomic terms are not so well defined for 

the other two groups. This Is due to the fact that, as the 

atomic number of the elements increases, Hussell-Saunders 

coupling becomes progressively worse as an approximation 

to the interaction of the angular momenta In the atoms. The 

spin-orbit coupling energies become equal In magnitude to 

the residual electron-electron interaction energies. Since 

the addtlon of large spln-orblt effects will complicate the 

vibronic coupling effects considerably, the Initial studies 

of vibronic coupling effects should concentrate on iron 

group Impurities. 
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The next question to be answered concerns which 

lattice the Impurity atom should be placed in. The first 

requirement when orbital triplet states are the subject of 

scrutiny Is that the lattice must be cubic. A look at the 

character tables for the thlrtytwo crystallographic point 

groups reveals that only the five cubic point groups have 

three dimensional Irreducible representations. This means 

that only a cubic crystal can allow an orbital triplet to 

be the ground state. Any other symmetry splits the triplet. 

The second consideration in choosing a host material 

is the strength of the crystal field. The coordination of 

the site, or the number of nearest neighbors, will influence 

the strength of the crystal field because four nearest 

neighbors can fit closer around the site than twelve can. 

This study concentrates on alkaline earth halides which 

generally have weaker crystal fields than the six-coordinated 

alkali halides, which avoid the stronger crystal fields of 

the II-VI compounds, and which are better than the alkaline 

earth chalcogenides and the perovskites because of practical 

reasons. 

The practical considerations involved in the host 

lattice selection include availability of information and 

materials as well as the related factor of ease of working 

with the alkaline earth halides due to their lower melting 

points. The melting points of oxides such as CaO, MgO, and 

of the perovskites, are very high, comparable to most 
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refractory materials. This property makes growth of single 

crystals more difficult and expensive and also makes 

diffusion attempts much more difficult. The perovskltes 

have the additional drawback that there are two available 

sites for substitution. Furthermore, others5* have had 

success diffusing transition metals into the alkaline earth 

halides. 

4. Triplet Ground State 

The final question remains. Which specific ions from 

the Iron group are expected to have an orbital triplet 

ground state? There is a simple method for predicting this 

without having to solve the free Ion Hamiltonian with the 

crystal field In complete detail. The orbital approximation 

Is used. For a free Ion, there are five d orbitals each of 

which can accept two electrons of opposite spin. These five 

orbitals will split Into a doublet and a triplet in a cubic 

crystal field. The standing wave combinations of the L=2 

spherical harmonics which are appropriate to cubic symmetry 

can be visualized as in Figure II-7. It is easily seen that, 

in six-fold coordination, appropriate to the alkali halides, 

the doubly degenerate orbitals have a larger probability 

of containing negative charge closer to the negative ions 

than the triply degenerate orbitals and will therefore be of 

higher energy. For eight-, four-, and twelve-fold coordina¬ 

tion, the opposite situation is valid and the doubly 

degenerate orbitals are lower In energy. 

The next step is to understand the order in which the 
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*/ 
Figure II-7. Five d-orbltals Appropriate to 

Cubic Symmetry 
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orbitals are filled by the n electrons in the d shell. 

Consider the case of an impurity in an alkaline earth 

halide. The d* configuration will be an orbital doublet 

2 
since the doubly degenerate orbitals are lower. The d 

configuration will have no orbital degeneracy since the 

second electron must go in with spin parallel due to the 

exchange effects. The energy is lower when the spins are 

parallel because this configuration forces the spatial 

wavefunction to be antisymmetric under exchange and the 

electrons to be farther apart, on the average. 

The d^ configuration can give two possible ground 

states depending on the competition between the electron- 

electron interaction and the crystal field strength. 

Generally, the case where the crystal field is weaker is 

applicable so the third electron will occupy an orbital so 

that its spin is parallel to the other two. Therefore, the 

third electron occupies one of the triply degenerate orbitals 

and the ground state is an orbital triplet with a total spin 

of f . The transition metal ions that will have this 

configuatlon will be V^+, and Cr^+. 

For the other possibility, when the crystal field 

strength dominates, the third electron will occupy one of 

the doubly degenerate orbitals and the ground state will be 

an orbital doublet with a total spin of \ since the spins of 
two of the electrons will be paired off. This case is 

generally expected when the ion has a large charge so that 

it will Interact strongly. 
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A d configuration, appropriate to a Cr ion, will allow 

the fourth electron to occupy another of the triplet orbitals 

with its spin parallel to the others. This is equivalent to 

a hole in a triply degenerate orbital so the ground state is 

an orbital triplet but with a total spin of 2. The strong 

crystal field case corresponds to all four electrons pairing 

in the doublet orbitals and therefore, no paramagnetic 

effects. 

The rest of the dn configurations can be handled in the 

same way. It is desirable to find a triplet with a total 

spin of è so that complications in the spectra due to spin 

degeneracies are minimal. This condition can be satisfied 

with a single electron in the triplet orbitals and no 

unpaired electrons elsewhere. Since the host crystal is an 

alkaline earth halide, this can be accomplished for a dP 

configuration in a strong crystal field. To find this case 

experimentally is not very probable. The alternate method 

is to place a hole in the triplet orbital since a hole can 

be viewed as an electron with positive charge as long as 

corrections are made in the sign of the spin-orbit 

parameter, À . Therefore, a d^ configuration would be very 

desirable in either weak or strong field, and this corresponds 

2+ + 
to either a Cu or a Ni ion. 

One other orbital triplet configuration occurs for dn 

configurations when two holes occupy the triplet orbitals as 
2+ g 

in Nl or Co which are 3d° configurations. In this case, 

the total spin of the system is 1 and experimental 

difficulties are increased again. 
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A. Sample Preparation 

1. Properties of Materials 

Calcium fluoride Is found In nature as the clear 

mineral fluorite, or fluorspar. Single crystals are found 

that are as large as those grown to he used In these exper¬ 

iments, and a variety of colors can he obtained. However, 

the quality of these crystals Is uncontrolled and the 

presence of coloration Indicates uncontrolled amounts and 

types of dopants or radiation damage. The market for such 

materials Is large enough that techniques for growing and 

doping high purity single crystals of the alkaline earth 

fluorides have heen developed. 

Several properties of cubic crystals with the fluorite 

structure are given for reference In Table III-l. While 

CdP2 has the lowest melting point and would therefore seem 

tohe the easiest to work with, It has electrical properties 

that make it less desirable. Proper treatment and doping of 

CdP2 produces a semiconducting crystal which contrasts with 

the definite insulating properties of pure CdF2 and the rest 

of the substances. This property makes the modification 

of charge states of dopants difficult. 

The single crystals of CaP2, SrP2# and BaF2 all 

cleave easily in [111] planes. CdF2 will cleave easily in 

this plane only when In its purest form» doping It destroys 

Its tendency to cleave in this plane. 

The other materials of Interest are the dopant 
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Table III-l. Properties of the Alkaline Earth 

Halides with the Fluorite Structure*** 

Formula Molecular 
Weight 

Lattice 
Constant* * 
(in A)" 

Melting 
Point 

(IrT°C) 

Density 
(in gr/cc) 

CaP2 78.08 5.46 1360 3.18 

SrF2 123.63 5.80 1450 4.24- 

BaF2 175.36 6.20 1280 4.83 

CdF2 150.41 5.39 1100 6.64 

SrCl2 158.54 6.98 873 3.05 

*The lattice constant is the length at room temperature 
of a conventional cubic cell, twice the distance between 
halide nearest neighbors. 
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Table III-2, Properties of Dopant Materials 

Ion Atomic 
Number 

Atomic 
Weight 

Ionic 
Radius 
TirTST 

Melting 
Point 

(in °C) 

y2 + 
23 51 0.95 1900 

Cr2+ 24 52 — 1875 

cr3+ 
24 52 0.63 1875 

Mn2+ 25 55 0.80 1245 

Nl2+ 28 59 0.69 1^53 

Cu2+ 29 63.5 0.72 1083 

Cu+ 29 63.5 0.96 IO83 

Host Metals » 

2+ 
Ca 20 40 0.99 838 

Sr2+ 38 88 1.12 768 

Ba2+ 56 137 1.34 714 

Cd2+ 48 112 0.97 321 
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materials, copper, chromium, and vanadium as well as their 

fluorides. The melting points of these materials are given 

in Table III-2. The influence of these properties on sample 

preparation will be discussed with the various preparation 

techniques. 

2. Orientation of Single Crystals 

One of the most important requirements for meaningful 

data is the knowledge of the orientation of the crystalline 

axes of the sample with respect to the experimental apparatus. 

Three complementary techniques are available for accomplishing 

this task. First, the cleavage planes offer an easy and 

extremely accurate method of orientation. Any two fill} 

cleavage planes will intersect along a <110> axis. This 

information is enough to accurately determine the location 

of any desired crystallographic axis or plane. 

In order to help locate the first cleavage plane, x-ray 

diffraction techniques are useful. They can also serve as a 

check on the results of cutting faces using the cleavage 

information. When orienting CdFg crystals, the diffraction 

technique Is relied upon heavily and the orientation of the 

samples is not generally as accurate. 

Laue diffraction patterns are found by sending an 

incident beam of x-rays at the crystal which is mounted 

on a goniometer that has two angular degrees of freedom. 

A sheet of Polaroid Type 57 film Is placed between the x»ray 

source and the sample. The 20 mllliamp, ^0 kilovolt beam 

strikes the crystal and Bragg diffraction occurs from all 
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sets of Miller planes in a distinct direction for each set 

of planes, according to the condition» 

which is true for cubic crystals only, in this form. The 

angle, Ô , is the angle between the incident beam and the 

diffracted beam, A is the wavelength of the x-rays, d, is the 

lattice spacing, and (h,k,l) are the Miller indices of the 

planes causing the particular spot on the film. 

Once a picture has been taken, the presence of symmetry 

in the resulting photograph will reveal any symmetry that 

the incident beam axis has. If the cubic crystal has a fin} 

plane perpendicular to the x-ray beam, a three-fold symmetry 

will be seen as in Figure III-2. A flOOj plane reveals a 

four-fold symmetry as in Figure III-3 and a fllO? plane 

gives the two-fold symmetry shown in Figure If no 

symmetry is evident, a little experience can guide the 

selection of one or two of the more intense spots in the 

picture for use in rotating the crystal until the orientation 

Is determined. A Greninger net is available that is calib¬ 

rated to read the angles through which the crystal has to 

be rotated in order to bring a given axis parallel to the 

incident beam. The crystal can then be rotated to give a 

picture that shows the symmetry of that axis. 

Once the orientation of the crystal has been determined, 

the crystal is mounted on the adjustable table of a Felker 

Di-Met (Model 8080) diamond saw for cutting. The Initial 

position of the crystal before adjusting for a particular 
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Figure III-l, Degrees of Freedom for the Laue X-ray- 

Diffraction Goniometer 

( 

Figure III-2. Laue Diffraction Pattern for X-ray Beam 

Incident Along a <lll) Crystalline Axis 
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Figure III-3. Laue Diffraction Pattern for X-ray Beam 

Incident Along a (100) Crystalline Axis 

Figure III-*!'. Iaue Diffraction Pattern for X-ray Beam 

Incident Along a <110,> Crystalline Axis 
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plane is facilitated by the use of a dial indicator which 

measures slight deviations of the initial crystal face from 

the position which is parallel to the saw blade. In spite 

of the care taken in this procedure, orientation is generally 

achieved to within about two or three degrees. 

The final method for checking orientation is the EPR 

spectrum itself. When the crystal alignment is off by a 

small amount, the symmetry of the center is still evident 

and the misalignment is demonstrated usually by resonances 

that are closely spaced and would be superimposed if the 

alignment were perfect. 

3. Deposition 

Once a potential sample is oriented, and cut, the dopant 

material is deposited on the surface as the first step of the 

diffusion process described in the next section. This thin 

layer depostion occurs in a Veeco model 770 vacuum deposition 

chamber. The sample is cleaned and degreased by soaking in 

acetone in an ultrasonic cleaner followed by 95# Practical 

hexane and, then, by spectroscopic quality (99+#) hexane. 

Then, it is suspended in a coarse wire mesh about 5 cm above 

the source. 

The source will vary according to the material being 

deposited. For copper deposition, a tantalum boat measuring 

about 7cm by 1.5 cm is used as a resistive heating source 

to reach the 1080° C melting point of copper. Chromium 

must be deposited from a conical tungsten filament since it 

tends to react to other materials. While its melting point 
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is high, its vapor pressure is high at readily attainable 

temperatures. Vanadium has a similar melting point but the 

vapor pressure does not get high enough at low temperatures, 

so deposition is accomplished by sputtering and this compli¬ 

cation has prevented a diffusion attempt with vanadium 

before writing this thesis. 

As soon after the deposition system and sample materials 

are cleaned as possible, the system is closed and evacuated 
_7 

to a pressure of 10 torr using an oil diffusion pump with 

a nitrogen cold trap, A moveable vane is between the source 

and the sample. The source is heated with a current of around 

10 amps and several volts. The source is heated until 

melted and glowing orange and then cooled. This procedure 

is done twice before the vane is opened in order to outgas 

the source. Then, the vane is opened, after the source has 

started evaporating, for several seconds to several minutes 

depending on the rate of deposition which is monitored 

visually on the inner surface of the bell jar. The vane is 

closed, the current turned off, and everything is left to 

cool before the system is brought to atmospheric pressure 

with dry nitrogen gas. 

4. Diffusion 

After the coated samples have been removed from the 

deposition chamber, they are wrapped in a thin foil of metal, 

either tantalum or molybdenum, and placed in a quartz tube 

which has been sealed at one end. The quartz tube has an 

inner diameter of 10 mm and a wall 1 mm thick. The open 
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end of the tube is pumped on by the portable vacuum system 
39 

described by Mier-Masa which includes a 2" air cooled 

diffusion pump to attain pressures Just below 1 x 10“^ torr. 

After two days of pumping with an occasional outgas produced 

by heating the tube evenly with a heat gun, a natural gas 

and oxygen torch is used to seal off a four to six inch 

section of the tube containing the sample. Then, the 

ampoule is placed in a ceramic boat and in the center of a 

Lindberg Hevi-Duty tube furnace equipped with a Leeds- 

Northrup Trendtrak temperature controller. The temperature 

is raised at the rate of 50° C per hour until the selected 

diffusion temperature is reached. Then, the ampoule is left 

at this temperature, usually for about 48 hours, and the 

temperature is decreased at 50° C per hour until room 

temperature is reached. The ampoule is then opened and the 

sample is cleaned in acid baths or by polishing the surface 

to remove the remnants of metal before examination with 

the spectrometer. 

A few general features are important to keep in mind 

when diffusion of impurities is attempted. The variables 

important in diffusion of impurities are interrelated and 

not necessarily well understood. They are* 

(i) Temperature of diffusion 

(ii) Atmosphere .around the sample 

(iii) Diffusion time 

(iv) Solubility of dopant 

(v) Relative ionic radii 
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(vi) Chemical reactions of materials 

(vii) Temperature variation techniques 

The temperature should be as high as possible in order to 

supply the greatest amount of energy to the ions and increase 

the mobilities responsible for the movement of ions through 

the lattice. There are two limits on the temperature. First, 

the obvious limit of the melting point of the crystal. The 

second limit is the softening point of quartz at which 

temperature the ampoule will collapse as a result of the 

vacuum. This temperature will generally be lower than the 

melting point of l6l0° C and is thought to be near 1^00° C, 

The reason for sealing evacuated quartz ampoules is to 

contol the atmosphere around the sample. The alkaline earth 

halides are very sensitive to water vapor and oxygen at high 

temperatures. This sensitivity is demonstrated by the 

failure of ampoules evacuated with a mechanical pump alone 

as stated by Mier-Maza, Also, the need for Isolating the 

sample from the quartz (SiOg) tube with the refractory 

metal foil of tantalum or molybdenum illustrates this 

problem. This reducing atmosphere could be achieved in an 

inert gas atmosphere, but the increased chances of contamin¬ 

ation reduce the desirability of that method. Experience 

in this lab seems to indicate that oxides in an 0^ 

atmosphere tend to diffuse more easily in the substances 

such as LiNbO^ indicating that fluorides might be desirable 

in this case. Information about growing doped crystals 

discussed in section III.A.6 indicates an HF atmosphere 

might be desirable, but fluorine atmospheres are very 
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dangerous to work with and the transition metals that exist 

tend to have low melting points and tend to he unstable at 

good diffusion temperatures. 

One of the more critical variables is the length of 

time during which the sample is left at the diffusion 

temperature. It is not critical if the sample is left too 

long except for the increased possibilities of something 

going wrong. However, the dopant must be allowed to diffuse 

long enough for sufficient penetration to occur. There are, 

obviously, correlations between the diffusion time, and 

the temperature, the solubility and sample size. The 

greater the value of the solubility and the temperature, the 

shorter the minimum time that is required. While, for 

purposes of EPR a uniform dopant distribution is not 

necessary, too high a concentration of dopant in any one 

part of the sample could lead to associations which would 

give unwanted signals. Therefore, it is better if the 

diffusion front has moved an appreciable distance into the 

sample. 

The solubility of the dopant ions in the host and the 

relative ionic radii are highly correlated parameters. 

Generally, it is found that rare earth dopants are much more 

soluble in the alkaline earth halides than the iron 

transition group metals. Another general tendency is that 

the iron group metals are more easily soluble in CaFg, then 

SrP2» then BaFg. Within the iron group metals, those whose 

ionic radii, a few of which are given in Table III-2, are 
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comparable with the radii of a particular alkaline earth 

Ion are often easier to diffuse Into the solid. Therefore, 

chromium should go In easier than copper, and the Ideal host 

would probably be CaF^. These generalities can be helpful 

In determining which system has the greatest chance for 

success, but are not hard and fast rules. The process Is 

too complex to use them for any more than this. 

The chemical reactivity of materials is an obvious 

problem since It can change drastically at high temperatures 

when compounds break down and more reactive species are 

formed from the products. Wrapping copper coated samples 

in molybdenum was attempted because it seemed that some 

reaction occurred with tantalum. The technique of diffusing 

in a fluorine atmosphere Is another example of reactivity 

problems. The electronegativity of the fluorine atom Is the 

greatest of all the elements and this property causes 

dangerous problems when the temperature is hot enough for 

the transition metal fluorides to dlssassociate, freeing the 

fluorine. 

The final variable listed above refers to the rate of 

temperature increase or decrease. This rate does not 

affect the diffusion process per se, but it can influence 

the resulting signals significantly. If the crystal Is 

cooled too fast, the cooling process will Introduce large 

amounts of internal strain. This strain can be large enough 

that the product of the diffusion Is either a powder or turns 

into one with minimal handling. If the product Is whole 
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it may not survive the process of cooling to cryogenic 

temperatures. If it survives this shock, the magnitude of 

the strains can cause significant effects on the EPR spectrum, 

often seen as broadening of the lines. Sometimes, the 

broadening can be severe enough that the signals are 

virtually obscured. To avoid these problems, a cool down 

at a rate of 50° C per hour was generally used. 

5. Irradiation Techniques 

After the ion is incorporated in the lattice, it is 

not necessarily in the charge state which is of most interest 

for the study of an orbital triplet. Therefore, some 

technique must be used to change the charge state of enough 

of the impurities into the charge state of interest. The 

natural charge state for ions substituting for the alkaline 

earth ion is the doubly ionized state, although this is not 

necessarily always the case, depending on the ion. Whenever 

another charge state is present, some compensation is needed 

to guarantee a neutral crystal, but this charge compensation 

is often found to be far enough away that it does not affect 

the impurity's crystal field. 

The technique used in this research to change charge 

states was to bombard the sample with high energy x-rays. 

This process can be viewed as doing two things. First, an 

electron on the impurity can absorb enough energy from an 

x-ray to further ionize the Impurity,and, second, the 

x-rays can ionize other atoms and produce electrons with 

enough energy to move through the crystal until they are 
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trapped by an impurity and thereby reduce its ionic charge. 

The resulting charge states are not necessarily stable at 

room temperature. Furthermore, there exist many competing 

processes which can trap or produce electrons such as the 

production of hole centers and F centers. The relative 

stabilities of all these can change with temperature and it 

is sometimes advantageous to irradiate at reduced temperatures 

to create the desired charge state. Other techniques are 

sometimes helpful, such as irradiating at low temperature 

to form Vk centers, following this with a warm up that 

allows the centers to decay and the hole to travel through 

the crystal to Impurity sites. It was even observed that 

irradiation could produce centers that decay with normal 

room illumination, so complete darkness from x-ray machine 

to dewar might be desirable. It is clear that many factors 

are involved and some thoughtful experimentation is necessary. 

Irradiation with x-rays is accomplished with a Norelco 

MG 150 constant potential x-ray unit designed for industrial 

radiography. This unit is equipped with a 150 kV Beryllium 

Window Tube that can supply a 2.5 mm focus with 12 ma of 

150 kV x-rays. The sample is mounted 2.5 cm away from the 

window and the x-ray tube unit is shielded with j- " thick 

lead housing. The transformer and control unit are located 

at the other end of the room and warning lights blink both 

inside and outside when the machine is in operation. 

For low temperature irradiation, the sample is placed 

in a hole that is carved out of a block of styrofoam. 
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The styrofoam is weighted with small pieces of lead ballast 

so that it will float with the sample submerged in liquid 

nitrogen. The block of styrofoam is wrapped in Saran wrap 

so that the sample will not fall out when more nitrogen is 

added to the dewar. This configuration places the sample 

apout 5 cm from the beryllium window of the x-ray tube. 

6. Alternate Sources for Samples 

An alternate method for incorpoating an impurity in a 

lattice is to grow the crystal so that the Impurity is 

included during the growth process. Since the specialized 

facilities for growing these crystals are not readily 

available, samples of this sort are bought commercially. 

The source of supply used in this research was Optovac, Inc. 

They grow the crystals using the Stockbarger-Bridgeman 

technique with graphite crucibles and in an HP atmosphere. 

Other technques have been used by others and are successful 

as long as great care is taken to exclude 0^ and H^O from 

the apparatus. 

Doping the crystals with the rare earths is very easy 

in this case, but the transition metals are very difficult. 

According to Optovac, the difficulty arises because the 

transition metal fluorides generally have a lower melting 

point than the alkaline earth fluorides. This causes the 

dopant to vaporize and be excluded from the lattice even 

when crystal growth is rapid. Therefore, in spite of high 

initial dopant concentrations,there is a good possibility 

of very low concentrations in the final product. Therefore, 
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the next section outlines the signs that can be used to 

detect the possible success of the doping process. If it 

can be determined that there is sufficient concentration of 

dopant, then more effort can be devoted to the charge state 

problem. 

B, Sample Analysis 

1. Color Observations 

There are three color observations that can be used as 

clues in detecting whether a sample has been successfully 

doped or not. The EPR spectrometer Is not necessarily a 

proper tool for gaining this information because it will not 

detect the ion if it is in a non-paramagnetic charge state. 

The first observation is simply the color of the 

sample. The pure alkaline earth halides are clear to the eye 

but transition metal impurities and other point defects 

are known for producing color in these and other similar 

crystals when present in even small quantities. So, any 

treatment of the samples which could either change the charge 

state of an impurity already present in the sample or 

produce new defects, is capable of causing a change in the 

color of the sample. The observation of a color different 

from the color that is observed in the sample before it has 

been treated indicates only that the sample has been 

changed in some way; the new behavior does not necessarily 

mean that the charge state of a specific impurity has 

been changed to the desired charge state. 

The second observation consists of viewing the 
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sample under ultraviolet illumination and noting the visible 

light that might be emitted by fluorescence. Several 

impurities emit light at characteristic frequencies. 

The third and most spectacular observation is also a 

fluorescence process. The sample is exposed to x-rays at 

liquid nitrogen temperatures creating centers. When 

the sample is removed from the nitrogen, the centers become 

unstable as the crystal warms up and free holes are 

released in the crystal. These holes are then trapped 

by centers in the sample and light with a characteristic 

frequency is emitted. This process can occur more than 

once when warming the sample from 77 K to room temperature 

and the result is a series of flashes of the same or even 

different colors. 

The result of these observations are included in the 

discussion of each sample in chapter V. 

2. Proton Induced X-ray Fluorescence 

The most informative technique used in this research 

for sample analysis is known as proton induced x-ray 

fluorescence (PIXF) and developmental work is being done 

at the T. W. Bonner Nuclear laboratories on the Rice campus. 

A scrap portion of sample material no smaller than y " 

by £ " is cut and polished with 3^ grit aluminum oxide 

polishing paper until a mirror-like finish is obtained. The 

purpose of this process is to produce a fresh clean surface 

free of heavy element contaminants. Then, the sample is 

degreased in spectroscopic quality hexane and mounted in a 
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sample mount with Scotch tape as shown in Figure III-5. The 

sample mount is then attached to a ladder allowing a change 

of samples without extra pump downs. When Installed, the 

clean face of the sample is at a 45° angle with the team line 

of a tandem Van de Graff accelerator at the T. W. Bonner Labs. 

The sample chamber is evacuated to a pressure of less than 
_3 

10 ^ torr. 

Then a 3 MeV beam of protons bombards the crystal face 

and penetrates about into the sample. The protons have 

a relatively high cross section for stripping K and L shell 

electrons from the atoms near the sample surface. Then, the 

electrons in the outer shells of the atoms decay into the 

holes created in the inner shells producing the characteristic 

K and L series of lines of x-ray spectroscopy. A Kevex Si(Li) 

detector is placed on a line perpendicular to the beam line 

with a plastic window to screen out the low energy x-ray 

background and prevent an overlaod of the detector. The 

Si(Li) detector is a scintillation device and a phototube 

then produces a pulse whose voltage is proportional to 

energy for each x-ray detected. The signals from the 

detector are then amplified, separated, and counted in a 

2048 channel signal analyzer. The resulting spectrum is 

displayed on an oscilloscope and stored on magnetic tape 

for later analysis. Several of these spectra are given in 

Figure III-6. 

The analysis can be done by hand or with the help of 

a computer and program available at the lab. The basic 
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Figure III-5. Sample Mount for PIXF 
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u 

Figure III-6. Typical PIXF Spectra 
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process is to determine the center of the Gaussian peak to 

give the energy of a specific x-ray line and then numerically 

integrate by summing the number of counts in the appropriate 

channels. The energy scale is determined using a linear 

extrapolation from a standard Co-" source. The relative 

number of atoms in the sample can be obtained from the total 

number of counts in the two primary peaks, usually the 

peaks, of the elements of Interest. There is a nonlinear 

variation in the detection efficiency of the various x-rays 

as the energy changes. This variation will change with the 

particular plastic absorber placed in front of the detector 

and a separate calibration must be used to determine the 

relative efficiencies for each experimental configuration. 

The formula for determining the fraction of impurity atoms 

iS‘ n 1:  jrn»s of e/ew^nf 1 ^ 
rrftC *— '■ 1 m m., ■ "" s 

yum* of clemehT- X j°x III-l 

The ^ is the efficiency of the element i and is the 

number of counts in the primary peak of element i. Table 

III-3 gives the typical values for ^ used in analyzing the 

data. 

Due to Incomplete development of the technique, 

quantitative values are not very reliable at this point. 

Luckily, a definite quantitative value is not necessary for 

these purposes» the Information sought is whether the dopant 

is in the sample in a large enough quantity that it could be 

detected by the spectrometer. The range of sensitivity 

of this technique makes it very useful for determining this. 
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Table III-3. Efficiencies (fj) for Proton 

Induced X-Ray Fluorescence 

Element Atomic X-Ray Energy A* Number Line in KeV 

K 19 IO 3.74 30.76 
Ca 20 10 3.35 3.80 
Sc 21 K* 3.03 2.01* 
Ti 22 K. 2.75 .4465 
V 23 K 2.50 .306lf 

Cr 24 *0 2.29 .1656 
Mn 25 IO 2.10 .1379 
Fe 26 IO 1.94 .1216 
Co 27 10 1.79 .1222 
Nl 28 K 1.66 .1212 
Cu 29 10 1.54 .1347 
Zn 30 10 1.44 .1623 
As 33 IO 1.18 .3568 
Se 34 K, 1.11 .3853 
Br 35 K* 1.04 .4543 
Rb 37 0.93 .8603 
Sr 38 *0 0.88 .9402 
Y 39 10 0.83 1.000 
Zr 40 10 0.79 1.666 
Ag 47 10 0.56 9.873 
Cd 48 10 0.54 19.341 
I 53 K* 0.44 66.66 
Hg 80 L* 1.25 1.531 
Pb 82 L*. 1.18 1.135 
U 92 0.92 3.23 

Interpolated values 

* These values for were measured for 3 MeV protons incident 

on a thin target with a 40 mil polystyrene absorber in front 

of a Kevex Si(Li) detector 
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The sources of error In this analysis can be outlined. 

First, the volume of the sample tested Is very small compared 

to the total volume and Inhomogeneities of impurity concentra¬ 

tion, especially surface effects, could lead to spurious 

results. Second, there are several problems with the 

reliability of the values for the efficiency, . Values for 

f> for all the elements of interest were not available from 

direct measurement and an interpolation was necessary. The 

values available were measured on thin samples, that is, 

samples that were deposited on a piece of filter paper from 

a slurry, for example. A thick sample, such as these crystals, 

will have different efficiencies because of changing cross 

sections for the proton as it penetrates Into the crystal 

and because of a greater chance that the x-rays will be 

absorbed as they travel through the sample after production. 

Preliminary tests comparing the results of data which Is 

taken on a clean surface of a single crystal with the results 

of data which Is taken from a sample that has been ground to 

a fine powder and spread evenly on a strip of Scotch tape 

Indicates a difference between the two methods of a factor of 

one half to one third. This discrepency is presumably a 

demonstration of the magnitude of these bulk effects. Third, 

there is associated with this process a statistical error. 

The statistical error for random processes such as this is 

given by the square root of the number of counts measured. 

In light of the sources for error mentioned above, the 

statistical error is not an important source for these 
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values at the present time. 

C. The Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectrometer 

1. Spectrometer Theory 

The EPR spectrometer measures the changes In the 

magnetic susceptibility of a paramagnetic sample. The 

susceptibility is the proportionality factor between the 

magnetization of the sample and an applied field. When 

microwave power at a frequency that satisfies the resonance 

condition given in Chapter I is incident on the sample, it 

will generally reverse the sign of the component of the 

magnetic moment of paramagnetic electrons in the sample. 

When this reversal occurs simultaneously for a large number 

of electrons, the magnetization and, hence, the susceptibility 

of the sample will change. This change can be detected by 

monitoring the change in the frequency of the reflected 

microwave power or the change in the microwave power that 

is absorbed by the sample in the cavity as seen in a change 

of the power reflected from the cavity. When the change in 

the microwave frequency is monitored, the signal is 

proportional to the real component of the complex suscepti¬ 

bility and is called a dispersion signal. The more common 

option is to measure the change in the quality factor of the 

cavity which is directly proportional to the complex part 

of the susceptibility which indicates the power absorbed by 

the sample. This is called a measurement of the absorption 

signal. 
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Because only a small number of impurities in the 

sample absorb power, the overall change in the reflected 

signal is very small. Therefore, phase sensitive detection 

is used to make the measurement in spite of the noise. The 

applied field is modulated at a frequency between 50 Hz and 

5 kHz and the changes in the intensity of the signal that 

is produced at this frequency can be selectively amplified 

by a lock-in amplifier to increase the signal to noise ratio 

so that the signal can be separated from the noise. This 

technique is discussed in greater detail in section III.C.4. 

First, the electronics involved in the spectrometer, 

including the magnet characteristics, modulation electronics 

and the electronics needed to produce and stabilize the 

microwave frequency, will be discussed. After that, the 

characteristics of the microwave system will be presented 

including the microwave circuitry involved in the bridge 

and the characteristics of the resonant cavity. Then, the 

detection system will be discussed followed by a brief 

discussion of the detection limitations of the spectrometer. 

2. Electronic Design Characteristics 

(a) Klystron and Power Supply 

The source for microwaves in many microwave 

spectrometers is a klystron. Klystrons are generally 

favored over solid state sources because of tunability 

features and over magnetrons because of noise and power 

requirements (the high power output of a magnetron is not 

needed). A very stable, high voltage, D. C. power supply 
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Is needed to operate the klystron and appropriate supplies 

can be obtained commercially. Two are used for this 

research. 

For operation of the 9 GHz spectrometer, a Varlan V-153C 

klystron is powered by a Hewlett-Packard Model 7l6B Klystron 

Power Supply. With a beam voltage of 250 volts, beam 

current of 30 ma, and reflector voltage of 190 volts, the 

power output of the klystron Is in the neighborhood of 200 

mwatts. The klystron Is mounted In a Narda Microline 

Klystron Kooler, Model 58Z1-1 which water cools the klystron 

for longer tube life and better frequency stability. 

The 35 GHz spectrometer uses an OKI 35VII klystron 

powered by a Welnschel Engineering Model Z815B Universal 

Klystron Power Supply which supplies higher voltages with 

slightly reduced stability than the Hewlett-Packard model. 

A beam voltage of 1500 volts, a beam current of 20 ma, and a 

reflector voltage of 250 volts gives a power output of 

around 200 mwatts. This klystron Is air cooled with a small 

fan mounted separate from the klystron. 

(b) Automatic Frequency Control 

The frequency stability of the klystron is 

enhanced by using a Teltronics Model KSLP Klystron Stabilizer. 

The reflector voltage is routed from the power supply through 

the KSLP and then to the klystron. The KSLP introduces a 

70 kHz sine wave modulation signal on the reflector voltage. 

The output of a resonant cavity elsewhere in the system is 

monltered by the KSLP so that the reflector voltage will be 
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automatically corrected by the signal from a phase sensitive 

detector within the KSLP whenever the frequency of the 

klystron wanders from the resonance point of that reference 

cavity. Considerable practice is necessary in order to 

learn how to effectively minimize excess noise from too much 

modulation of the reflector voltage and to maximize 

stability with the proper driving voltage from the phase 

sensitive detector to the reflector. The process consists 

of tuning the reflector voltage to the sample cavity 

resonance and then locking the klystron to this frequency. 

The reference cavity can be either the cavity with the 

sample in it, or an external wavemeter. The latter is used 

if insufficient power is present in the signal arm; the 

former is necessary if the resonant frequency of the cavity 

varies so much that locking to a constant frequency on a 

wavemeter would tend to keep the klystron operating at a 

nonresonant frequency most of the time. Also, locking to 

the wavemeter is necessary for detecting the dispersion 

signal since the frequency shift due to dispersion is 

followed by the KSLP when locked to the sample cavity. The 

frequency stability achieved with this system is usually 

better than one part in 10^. 

(c) Magnet System 

The D.C. magnetic field is supplied by a Varian 

V-HF 3^00 electromagnet powered by a Varian V-FR2803 Mark I 

power supply. The pole caps are 9 inches in diameter with 

a gap of k Inches. The maximum obtainable field is 
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ten kllogauss and field homogeneity is 10 within a 2" 

diameter along the center at 3*3 kllogauss. 

Higher fields, usually necessary for operation at 

35 GHz, are obtainable with tapered pole caps supplied by 

Varlan. These pole caps are 5*375 inches in diameter with 

a gap of 1.789 inches. The maximum field is eighteen 
-5 

kllogauss with a field homogeneity of 10 within a one inch 

diameter at the center of the gap. The field is monitored 

with a temperature compensated Hall probe and controlled by 

a Varlan Mark I Flelddial which offers a field stability of 

1 ppm after a stabilization time of one hour, and regulation 

within 10 ppm for a 10^ step change in line voltage. The 

Flelddial is calibrated within 0,2# and the sweep variation 

is within 0.5# of the indicated value. The field can be 

swept up or down with a sweep range of 250 mllligauss to 

40 kllogauss and a sweep time of 0.5 minutes to 100 minutes. 

The Flelddial is equipped with an x-axis potentiometer 

which supplies a ramp voltage proportional to the fraction 

of the sweep range so the x-axls of a Hewlett-Packard Model 

7005B x-y recorder can give a value for the field as it is 

swept. Thus, the recorder supplies the measure of the 

magnetic field. 

(d) Modulation 

Modulation of the D.C. magnetic field is accomp¬ 

lished at about 3 kHz with a pair of Varlan modulation coils 

mounted on the cylindrical polecaps with a plastic cover 

screwed on with non-magnetic screws. The coils have a 
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resistance of 1111, an Inductance of mh In series, and 

they are Impedance matched to an 80 watt Lansing-Altec 

Model 1569A amplifier with a set of capacitors mounted on 

a rotary switch. The current through the coils is 

measured with a Simpson meter as a measure of the modulation 

strength. Barksdale has measured the modulation from these 

coils in air at room temperature. At a frequency of 5 kHz, 

with one ampere of current, a peak-to-peak field of 30 gauss 

was observed. Tests were recently made at around 3 kHz with 

a pickup coll mounted in the cavity, at the sample site, with 

the glass dewar evacuated and a maximum modulation of almost 

20 gauss peak-to-peak was obtained. The reduction is caused 

by the shielding of the cavity walls. 

The smaller gap available for the high fields 

necessary for 35 GHz operation requires the use of an 

Andonian stainless steel dewar described in section III.D, 

The metal walls of the dewar screen out high frequency 

magnetic fields so effectively that low frequency modulation 

is necessary. Low frequency modulation is supplied by two 

homemade coils described by Barksdale that are mounted 

around the outside of the 9" diameter cylindrical pole faces. 

As described by Barksdale, a current of ten amps in the coils 

with the resistance of 21JL, produces a 60 Hz field of 120 

gauss peak-to-peak in air. Lower modulation is used, in 

general, since an amplitude closer to one gauss or less is 

generally desirable for good resolution of structure, but, 

again, considerable sheilding is expected from the cavity and 
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dewar at low temperatures. Barksdale estimates that 90% of 

the intensity is lost at room temperature due to attenuation. 

(e) Microwave Power Measurements 

The microwave power can be measured at two spots 

in the microwave bridge. Two Hewlett-Packard Model ^31C 

Power Meters are used for this measurement. Two Hewlett- 

Packard Model X486A Thermistor Mounts are detectors for the 

meters at X-band or 9 GHz frequencies. For Q-band or 35 GHz 

frequencies, two Hewlett-Packard Model R486A Thermistor 

Mounts are used. 

One power meter is used primarily for more ease in 

locking the KSLP to the reference cavity. The other power 

meter with the thermistor mount located off the bias arm 

(see section III.C.3 and Figure III-7) is used primarily 

for Indirectly measuring the power incident on the cavity. 

Since a 20 db coupler supplies the bias arm with a hundredth 

of the power Incident on the coupler, the power meter in the 

bias arm will measure this quantity. The first variable 

attenuator after the bias arm coupler is then set so that 

the measured power level is one milliwatt after this 

attenuator. Therefore, the second attenuator is set so 

that it reads directly the power incident on the cavity in 

dbm. This convenience is not available in the 35 GHz bridge 

because it has only one variable attenuator at this position. 

3. Microwave Design Characteristics 
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The microwave bridges used in this research are 

three slightly different versions of the basic homodyne 

reflection type microwave bridge. At 9 GHz, two basic 

designs are available, one with single ended detection and 

the other with a balanced mixer. At 35 GHz, only the 

balanced mixer can be used because of the nature of the 

detection explained in section III.C.4, 

The 9 GHZ spectrometer flow diagram is drawn in Figure 

III-7 and the 35 GHZ design which is only slightly different 

is given in Figure III-8, The reasons for specific design 

features will now be given with reference to these figures. 

The Isolator immediately following the klystron keeps 

reflected power out of the klystron, thus increasing its 

operating lifetime and improving the frequency stability. 

The wavmeter attached to the coupler after the isolator 

allows the microwave frequency to be measured and gives 

values which can be read to 1 part in 10 at 9 GHz and 1 in 

10^ at 35 GHZ. The 20 db coupler then separates one 

hundredth of the incident power and directs it into the 

bias arm of the bridge. The primary purpose of the bias 

arm is to bias the detector diodes so that they function in 

their linear operating region. 

The bias arm first contains a rotary switch for 

temporarily diverting the power to the thermistor mount for 

the power measurement explained in section III.C.2. Then, 

an isolator is inserted in the 9 GHz bridge to help prevent 
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reflections back to the signal arm. The phase shifter is 

necessary to set the phase of the signal in the bias arm 

with respect to the phase of the signal from the cavity. 

The variable attenuator is used to set the necessary bias 

power and the shorting switch is included to protect the 

diodes from sudden power surges. 

The signal arm starts with two 50 db variable 

attenuators. The circulator then diverts power to the 

sample cavity through the slide screw tuner and a 10 db 

directional coupler which removes a tenth of the power 

which is reflected from the cavity for use as the reference 

for locking with the KSLP. The power reflected from the 

cavity is then diverted by the circulator to the detector 

arm. The first component of the detector arm is a shorting 

switch inserted for diode protection. When the switch is 

closed, the reflected power reenters the circulator and is 

diverted to the thermistor mount which is properly used 

for the most accurate power measurements, but is often 

convenient for use in locating the sample cavity resonance 

for the locking procedure. When the switch is open, the 

signal goes through an isolator to the diodes. The isolator 

is included to insure that all the power that enters the 

diode arm from the circulator is detected by the diode. 

At this point in the bias arm and the signal arm, 

the method of detection has not been specified. If single 

ended detection is used, both the signal and the bias power 

are fed into a 3 db directional coupler which is inserted 
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into the system so that the power from the two arms Is added 

and the sum goes to a detector which is placed at the end. 

For the balanced mixer, the two signals are fed into the E 

and H arms of a magic tee and the detectors are mounted on 

the opposite side arms as depicted in Figure III-9. The 

magic tee has the property that, with proper matching of the 

load in the four arms, the power incident on the E and H arms 

is divided equally between the two side arms with no reflected 

power in any arm. The signal seen at the diodes will be 

the sum of the bias arm voltage and the signal arm voltage 

for one diode and the difference of these two voltages for 

the other diode. If the diodes are operating in the linear 

region of their I-V curve, the balanced mixer will have the 

effect of cancelling the noise in the signal that corresponds 

to amplitude variations in the klystron output if the output 

of the diodes is combined differentially in the preamp stage 

of amplification. This advantage is lost, however, if the 

detectors are square law detectors. In that case, the 

demodulated term of the fundamental modulation frequency 

gives a current proportional to the amplitude of the field 

due to the signal arm times the amplitude due to the bias 

arm 
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Figure III-9. The Magic Tee 
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(b) Resonant Cavities and the Cryogenic Stalk 

The sample is placed in a resonant cavity in order 

to increase the amplitude of the microwave magnetic field and, 

hence, the probability for transitions. The design, 

dimensions, and primary mode configuration of the resonant 

cavities used in this research are presented in Figures 

III-10, III-ll, and III-12. The first one is designed to 

resonate at frequencies near 9»5 GHz when unloaded, and the 

latter two are designed to resonate near 35 GHz. The cavity 

shown in Figure III-12 was the only one designed specifically 

for this research, so the reasoning for its design will be 

presented in more detail. 

Cylindrical cavities are generally preferred for EPR 

studies of solids because they are Isotropic about the axis 

around which the magnet rotates. This isotropy helps to 

avoid introducing any excess anisotropies into the data. 

Cavities are designed to maximize the microwave magnetic 

field concentrated at the sample and to minimize the losses 

of power so that the maximum reflected power reaches the 

detector. The quantity which measures the success of this 

endeavor is the Q of the cavity resonance, defined byi 

frequency at resonance 
Q =     111-2 

full width at half maximum at resonance 

This dimensionless quantity can be equivalently defined ast 

21î(energy stored in the resonant system) 
Q     III-3 

energy dissipated per cycle 

The total energy loss in the system comes from several 
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Figure III-12. 35 GHz TE Cavity 
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different sources Including the ohmic losses of the unloaded 

(empty) cavity, the losses due to the coupling to the 

external microwave source (to the waveguide to the bridge), 

and the dielectric losses from the sample. Each of these 

where Qy is the Q of the unloaded cavity, Q€ is the Q due 

to dielectric losses, and is the radiation quality 

factor due to the coupling. 

The value of is maximized by constructing the 

cavity of OHFC copper, by silver plating brass, or, at 

least, by polishing the inner surface of the cavity to a 

mirror finish. The cavity dimensions are selected so that 

the for a given resonant mode is maximized and at a 

desired frequency. This selection process makes use of a 

mode chart, a graph of mode frequencies for all resonant 

modes against the dimension characteristics of the cavity. 

The convenient relationship between the frequency of a 

cylindrical cavity resonating in the mnp mode, f^ , the 

radius, a, and the length, d, is* 

losses contributes to the total Q^of the system according to 

Qr * OM * 

HI-5 

where c is the speed of light, and (k a) ^ is the n— root r o. c cm 
4" Vi 

of the rnr^— order Bessel function when the mode is a TM mode 

and the n— root of the derivative of the m^Û order Bessel 

function for a TE mode. The mode chart used in constructing 
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the TEQJ^ cavity in Figure III-ll is given in Figure III-13 

with the operating point indicated near 35.00 GHz. As can 

be seen, there are many different modes within the operating 

frequencies of the klystron (32 GHz to 37 GHz) and finding 

the mo<3-e can be very tricky when a sample is in the 

cavity. The presence of the sample will lower the Q of all 

modes because of dielectric losses in the sample. It will 

also change the frequency of all the modes. It will do 

both differently for each.mode because the sample will 

interact with different field configurations for different 

modes. When so many modes are in a small frequency range, 

the chances are greater that the primary mode will be 

degenerate with another mode with very low Q, When this 

occurs, mixing of the two modes causes the Q of the primary 

mode to be lowered significantly. This behavior will change 

with temperature as well and the end result is great 

difficulty in using a TEQJ^ cavity. For this reason, the 

TE011 cavity suitable for 35 GHz work was designed. 

The mode chart in Figure III-14 shows the selected 

operating point for the TEQII cavity. It is desirable to 

select a point where the least number of modes are close 

in energy or are likely to be close when the cavity is 

loaded. Two practical restrictions govern the selection of 

the operating point. First, the frequency of the cavity 

must be within the operating frequencies of the klystron's 

tuning range. Second, the high fields necessary for high 

frequency EPH require special pole caps on the magnet which 
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Figure HI-13. Mode Chart for TE^ Cavity 
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restrict the amount of space available for the dewar which 

contains the cavity. Thus, the operating point is chosen 

according to the first two requirements and, then, the 

length of the cavity is dictated in accordance with the 

maximum radius allowed by the third. 

The recursion relation for Bessel functions produces 

the result that the TEQJ^ mode is always degenerate with 

the TM^ mode. In order to suppress the TM mode, the 

bottom of the cavity is electrically isolated from the side 

wall. This modification causes a minimal disturbance of the 

current flow for the TE mode, but stops the major current 

flow which would produce the TM mode. This ploy leaves the 

two modes degenerate in energy, but they can no longer 

couple to each other. 

The value of Q£ is maximized by locating any dielectrics 

in the cavity, the sample and the sample holder, at regions 

of low electric field density. Fortunately, these regions 

also correspond to regions of high magnetic field density. 

The sample is placed in the center of the cavity with the 

long axis of the sample along the vertical axis. The sample 

holder for the 35 GHz cavities consists of a quartz tube or 

rod inserted along the vertical axis from the bottom. The 

sample is glued onto the holder with rubber cement. The 

holder is Inserted through the hole in the center of the 

bottom and a large glob of rubber cement around the 

protruding part of the sample holder below the cavity holds 

it in position. In the 9 GHz cavity, a sample holder is 
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available which allows samples to be removed and replaced 

with minimal helium boil off. The design of this holder 

is given in Figure III-l5a. It was constructed from a 

translucent plastic, Kel-F, which has acceptable dielectric 

losses, machines well, and does not crack at cryogenic 

temperatures. The sample is usually held fast with a dab 

of vacuum grease. When more accurate alignment is desired, 

the pedestal shown in Figrue III-15b is used. The sample 

can be glued onto this mount with rubber cement and the 

mount glued onto the bottom of the cavity. 

One of the more Important problems in the design of the 

TE0U cavity is the coupling of the incoming power to the 

resonant cavity. In order to let power in and out of the 

cavity, a hole or iris is cut in the top face of the cavity 

at a point which is 0.24a from the center of the cavity and 

in the center of the incoming waveguide. When the cavity is 

perfectly matched to the waveguide, all of the power coming 

into the junction goes through and none is reflected. The 

measure of the power lost at this interface is the radiation 

quality factor, Qy. The condition for minimal power loss 

is i 

Or = III-6 

wherei 
1 _ 1 + I 
QL " 0* Q6 HI-7 

When this condition is satisfied, the cavity is said to be 

critically coupled. When is greater than QL, the cavity 

is undercoupled and the losses due to the cavity predominate. 
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When the reverse is true, the cavity is overcoupled and the 

losses from reflections at the interface are greater, and 

not all the available power gets into the cavity. 

Because the characteristics of the system change so 

drastically at cryogenic temperatures, a variable coupling 

scheme is employed which allows some adjustment of the 

coupling from a point external to the dewar. The mechanism 

for this is given in Figure III-16. The waveguide is 

tapered as it nears the cavity until its dimensions are 

small enough that 35 GHz microwaves will not travel through 

it without a dielectric plug. A Teflon plug is inserted 

that can move in the taper, allowing a space between the end 

of the plug and the iris of the cavity. Since the micro- 

waves cannot propogate in this space, the intensity falls 

off exponentially. If the cavity is initially overcoupled, 

the plug can be moved out until critical coupling is 

reached. 

This design works very well for the 9 GHz cavity and 

the 35 GHZ TEQ^ cavity, but care must be taken with the 

35 GHz T2oil The trick is to make a large enough 

iris so that enough power can enter the cavity in order to 

couple critically without destroying the QL of the cavity 

by having too large a hole in the wall. If the size of the 

iris is adjusted when the Teflon plug of the coupler.is 

fully inserted and the sample is in the cavity so that 

critical coupling almost occurs at room temperature, then 

exact critical coupling is easily obtained at low 
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temperatures. It was also found that a larger sample In the 

cavity made it easier to couple critically. 

The rest of the stalk connecting the cavity in the 

dewar with the microwave bridge is shown in Figure III-17 

for the 35 GHz system. Note that two spacers were made 

which allowed the two cavities to be mounted on the same 

stalk so that they are centered In the magnet. The 9 GHz 

stalk is the same except for the spacers. The important 

features Include four copper heat shields which help keep 

heat from radiating into the dewar, a section of stainless 

steel waveguide that minimizes heat conduction into the 

dewar, and o-ring seals around the top of the stalk which 

allow the sample chamber to be pumped on for operation 

below 4.2 K. 

4. Detection 

One of the most critical parts of the spectrometer is 

the detection system. This system Includes the detector, 

which converts the changes in microwave power reflected 

from the cavity to voltages at frequencies which can be 

transmitted to an amplifier, and the amplifier which selects 

the signal from the noise and amplifies the voltages from the 

detector to produce a displayable signal. 

(a ) Diodes 

The most common form of EPS detector is a diode. 

In this research, two back diodes were used, a Philco-Ford 

L4l64A, and a Microwave Associates 4623AX, The back diode 
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has operating characteristics as shown in Figure III-18 

and is biased as described in section III.C.3 to operate 

in the linear region. The noise produced by diodes is 

reduced primarily to Johnson noise when high frequncy 

modulation is used since the other noise source is ^ noise. 

Johnson noise is the noise produced by thermal motion that 

is found in a common resistor, but, in a diode, it is 

Increased by a constant factor called the "noise temperature" 

t, which is useful in characterizing diodes. The noise can 

vary greatly even between diodes of the same type and, even 

then, the diodes slowly decay with use and need to be 

monitored. 

(b) Bolometers 

The 35 GHz spectrometer requires a different 

detection technique since the low modulation frequencies 

would cause a large amount of ^ noise in a crystal detector. 

So, bolometers are used. Bolometers are made of a thin wire 

of metal which heats up when microwave power is incident on 

it. The heat changes the resistivity of the wire which 

can be monitored by detecting the change in a D.C. bias 

voltage which is applied by the biasing circuit shown in 

Figure HI-19. About 8 ma of current is put through it and 

the has an input Impedance of 100 to 200 -ft . A balanced 

mixer is necessary with bolometers because it allows the 

sensitivity to be independent of power. Since the bolometer 

is essentially a resistive element, the major noise source 

is Johnson noise and therefore,it can be just as sensitive 
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as a diode. 

(c) Signal Amplification 

The final stage of the detection process is the 

amplification of the signals. This amplification is 

accomplished with a PAB Model 126 Lock-In Amplifier using a 

Model 118 Preamplifier. The selection of the appropriate 

preamplifier is critical in minimizing the introduction of 

noise in the signal due to the amplification and is guided 

by charts in the Model 126 Instruction Manual. The Model 

118 Preamplifier is designed for optimum, operation in the 

range of 50 to 10,000A at frequencies greater than 50 Hz. 

Operation of the amplifier with this preamp makes it 

possible to detect voltages within a range of 10 V to 

50 mV. The amplifier is equipped with a D.C. output 

amplifier that amplifies the D.C. output of the detector 

by a factor of 10 or 100 for an effective Increase in gain 

of that much. 

Phase sensitive detection is a means of enhancing the 

detection of small signals by imposing an A.C. component 

on the signal and using this A.C. component to screen out 

noise that has a random frequency distribution. In this 

application, the amplifier supplies a reference voltage at 

a frequency selected on the front panel to the amplifier 

mentioned in section III.C.2d which drives the modulation 

colls. The coils then impose an A.C. magnetic field on the 

D.C. field seen at the sample. The reflected microwave 

power due to resonance will then be modulated by this A.C, 
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field as diagrammed in Figure III-20, as long as the 

amplitude of the modulating field is small compared to the 

linewidth of the resonance line. The diode or bolometer 

will not respond to the high microwave frequency, but only 

at this modulation frequency, and it is the signal at the 

modulation frequency that is fed into the preamplifier. 

The preamplifier is primarily an impedance matching 

device but also amplifies the signal to a level easily 

detectable by the amplifier. The lock-in then has a 

circuit which selectively amplifies any signals with 

frequencies within a range selected on the front panel. Then 

after amplification, the signal is added and subtracted to 

the reference signal which was used to produce the modulation 

That part of the signal that is exactly in phase and at the 

same frequency as the reference frequency will produce a D.C. 

signal which is proportional to the signal amplitude. This 

D.C. output can then be amplified once more before being 

displayed on the x-y recorder. 

Several convenient features are included in this 

lock-in amplifier. First, it has input facilities either 

for a single detector or for two detectors which it adds 

differentially before amplification. Second, the relative 

phase of the reference channel with the signal can be tuned 

for optimum output. This feature is necessary because the 

high frequency and low frequency roll-off filters can 

introduce phase changes in the signal. Third, an overload 

indicator light comes on whenever either the A.C. amplifiers 
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Figure III-20. Field Modulation Diagram 
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or the D.C. amplifier is being overloaded, allowing 

adjustments to be made in the gain settings to avoid 

distorted lineshapes. Fourth, the noise level can be 

reduced by including a time constant In the response time 

of the final D.C. amplifier. This time constant slows the 

response of the amplifier so that it does not respond to 

high frequency noise. Care must be taken so that resolution 

of structure is not lost because of too large a time constant. 

5. Sensitivity 

Some overall idea of the sensitivity of the spectrometer, 

i.e. the minimum detectable number of spins, is needed in 

order to monitor the overall spectrometer performance. A 

standard sample and standard operating conditions are chosen 

for this procedure. For the 9 GHz spectrometer, a Varlan 

Pitch Probe has been purchased which has a spin density of 

3 x 10*"* spins per cm. About 4.3 cm of the probe is 

inserted along the z-axis of the cavity for a total number of 

spins in the cavity near 10*^ spins. A typical calibration 

run is shown in Figure III-21. 

Calibration of the 35 GHz system is more difficult 

primarily because the Varian standards cannot be used. When 

the TEQ^ cavlty was used, a standard was made from a closed 

capillary containing DPPH (ot,«ciDiphenyl-ya-Picrylhydrazl). 

Then, this sample was later compared with the standard at 

9 GHz. This standard was not useful when the TEQ11 cavity 

was available because it loaded the cavity so much that the 

mode could not be found within the frequency range of the 
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klystron. A single crystal of CuSO/j, which Is not suitable 

as a standard Indicated that the spectrometer worked with 

this cavity, so data was then successfully taken. Since 

quantitative measurements are not attempted with this system, 

the fact that the signals were obtained indicates that the 

spectrometer is sensitive enough for present purposes. Fur¬ 

ther use of the system will require additional work on meas¬ 

uring the sensitivity. 

There are two approaches to increasing the sensitivity 

of a spectrometer. First, increase the strength of the sig¬ 

nal from a given sample. Second, decrease the noise from 

each part of the spectrometer. While factors influencing 

sensitivity have been mentioned throughout, they will be 

summarized briefly here. 

From the book by Poole/0 the minimum detectable number 

of spins for a system obeying the Curie Law and Bloch Equations 

is given byi 

« Æ) h>,° 

III-8 

with the following definitions» 

Vs = volume of the sample 

Ts = temperature of the sample 

K = 6VrT( Boltzmann * s constant 

(Bohr magneton)2 

0^ « unloaded cavity quality factor 

/vj = filling factor = 
J (H Ÿ tlV 

Î -L.(UŸJV J c>(LVt ry ^ > 
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g = spectroscopic splitting factor 

S = effective spin of paramagnet 

OJ, - microwave frequency 

&Hft= peak-to-peak width of signal in gauss 

HQ = D.C. magnetic field at resonance 

= temperature of detector 

f = bandwidth of detection frequency 

Fk = input noise figure of spectrometer 

t = "noise temperature" of the detector 

Famp 
= noise figure of amplifier 

L = insertion loss 

Pw = power incident on cavity 

Minimizing the falue of Nm^n maximizes the spectrometer's 

sensitivity. Therefore, it can be seen that the signal can 

be increased by increasing Q^, AJ , o),, P„ or by decreasing Tg 

or Vg. The noise can be decreased by decreasing T^, Af( t 

t> pamp> or L- 

The noise in the electronics can be assumed to be 

minimal if care has been taken to select the components. The 

main variable which is open to variation is t, varied by se¬ 

lecting a different detector. One other controllable source 

of noise is microphonics. Care is taken to tighten all screws 

on the cavity, and fasten firmly any part of the stalk that 

might vibrate, especially when the modulation is applied. 

Another source of microphonics is bubbling cryogenic 

liquids. The effects of liquid helium bubbling inside the 

cavity are even greater due to the change in the dielectric 

constant of the contents of the cavity when a bubble is present. 
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Therefore, the most effective way to increase the signal 

to noise is to increase the signal strength. A more physical 

explanation of the effect of the variables mentioned above 

is in order. The increase in signal can be traced to two 

sources, an Increase in number of spins that are available, 

and an increase in the power absorbed by the spin s. 

In order to increase the number of spins, the density 

of impurities in the*ample can be increased, or the sample 

size can be increased as long as it does not become so large 

that dielectric losses from the interaction with the electric 

field lower the Q of the cavity. The number of spins which 

will cause resonance can also be changed by changing the 

temperature. Populating higher energy states and depopula¬ 

ting lower energy states can have a dramatic influence on 

signal strength. Another effect on sensitivity at a lower 

temperature is the Increase of the Q of the cavity at low 

temperatures which is primarily due to increased conductivity 

of the cavity walls. 

There are two reasons for maximizing the Q In order to 

increase the sensitivity. First, the Q measures the increase 

in Power concentrated at the sample due to the standing wave 

cavity configuration as opposed to the travelling waves in 

the wave guide. Hence, a higher Q means a larger microwave 

magnetic field capable of inducing more transitions, and hence 

stronger signal. Second, when the spectrometer is detecting 

absorption, the power absorbed can be observed as a change in 

UÙ 

the Q. Poole shows that the change in the Q can be given 
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where %n is the complex susceptibility. 

This clearly shows that the absorption signal will be 

increased greatly by an increase in Q^. 

Again, the coupling has a strong influence on sensi¬ 

tivity both because the efficiency of the system will be 

greater if maximum power passes through the iris with min¬ 

imum loss and because noise levels are generally increased 

when the coupling is not critical. 

An increase in the modulation will increase the strength 

of a signal as long as it does not become too large. The two 

effects to be avoided are the loss of resolution of structure 

due to too much modulation, and the introduction of micro¬ 

phonics, or large temperature variations from eddy currents 
I 

due to the constantly changing magnetic field, 

D. Cryogenic Techniques 

1. Glass Dewars 

The 9 GHZ spectrometer utilizes the set of glass dewars 

diagrammed in Figure III-22 to contain the cryogenic liquids 

used in attaining the low temperatures desired in this ex¬ 

periment. They are composed of an outside liquid nitrogen 

dewar enclosing a liquid helium dewar. The vacuum jacket 

between the helium holding space and the nitrogen holding 

space contains a partial pressure of nitrogen to facilitate 

the cooling of the helium chamber to 77°K before transferring 

liquid helium. When the helium is transferred, the nitrogen 

in the jacket freezes out forming a tight vacuum. 
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The advantages of this system are twofold. First, high 

frequency modulation is not screened out by the thin silver 

coating on the dewar which helps reflect heat and there is no 

measurable effect on the homogeneity of the magnetic field 

due to the dewar. Second, the sample cavity is immersed in 

the helium bath so that temperatures of 4.2 K and below are 

very easily obtained and very stable. The primary disad¬ 

vantage is that data cannot be taken at temperatures above 

4.2 K except at 77 K. A second disadvantage is that, when 

temperatures above the point but below 4.2 K are desired, 

the helium in the cavity tends to bubble when a partial 

vacuum is created above the helium bath. This bubbling not 

only creates microphonie noise, but the presence of gaseous 

helium in thebubbles changes the dielectric properties of the 

helium in the cavity which changes the frequency and the Q of 

the cavity. Finally, care must be taken not to let the dewar 

warm up with gaseous helium inside since the helium gas will 

diffuse through the glass eventually and ruin the vacuum in 

the jacket. Therefore, after the helium has boiled off and 

the helium chamber is pumped out, it is refilled with dry 

nitrogen for the warmup period. 

2, Stainless Steel Dewars 

The limited space between the pole caps requires that a 

thin-walled metal dewar be used for 35 GHz work. The non¬ 

magnetic properties of stainless steel as well as its low 

thermal conductivity make it the ideal metal for the construc¬ 

tion of such a dewar. The dewar used in this research was 
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made by Andonlan Associates and is diagrammed in Figure 

III-23. As opposed to the glass dewar system, this dewar 

has three chambers for holding cryogenic liquids, an outer 

nitrogen Jacket, a liquid helium reservoir, and an inner 

sample chamber which is connected to the reservoir by a cap¬ 

illary tube. The flow of refrigerant through the capillary 

is controlled with a needle valve which is operated at the 

top of the dewar. 

The vacuum Jacket on this dewar is pumped out before 

each use by the portable vacuum system described in section 

III.A.4. through a gum rubber hose. When the pressure of 

the Jacket is below 10"3 torr, the reservoir and sample cham¬ 

ber can be evacuated without collapsing the walls. This step 

is neccessary to avoid clogging the capillary with ice or 

freezing the needlevalve shut, and should be done with care. 

For the cooldown, these two chambers are filled with helium 

gas. When the vacuum Jacket pressure is below 10”5 torr, 

the nitrogen chamber is filled and the Jacket can be closed 

off and the vacuum pump removed. After several hours of 

cooldown, the liquid helium is transferred. 

One of the difficulties encountered when using this 

dewar occurs when operating at 1.3 K. The sample chamber Is 

filled with helium liquid, the needle valve is closed, and the 

sample chamber is pumped on. The sample chamber is narrow 

and does not hold much helium. Therefore, the liquid level 

falls fairly fast which changes the amount of dielectric in 

the waveguide of the stalk, This causes the phase of the 

microwaves in the signal arm of the balanced mixer to con- 
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stantly change. Also, when the level gets low enough to start 

emptying the cavity, the mode shifts, the system comes un¬ 

locked, and time must be taken to refill the sample chamber, 

pump down, and relock. 

The primary advantage of this system over a glass dewar, 

besides the space requirement, is the ability to take data 

at any temperature between 1.2 K and room temperature. This 

is accomplished, above 4.2 K, by opening the needle valve 

just far enough to allow a small amount of liquid or cold gas 

to enter the sample chamber. A 20A, 5 watt wire wound heater 

is built into the bottom of the dewar, and, by running cur¬ 

rent through this heater the temperature of the incoming gas 

can be adjusted over a wide range. 

3. Temperature Measurement and Control 

The problem of temperature measurement and control can 

be a difficult one. In general, the data for this thesis 

were taken at the easily attained and reliable temperatures 

of 1.3 K, 4.2 K and 77 K that correspond to the temperature 

of cryogenic liquids at very definite vapor pressures. How¬ 

ever, temperature sensors are mounted on the cryogenic stalks 

for use in the cool down process and for use in observing 

temperature stability. In other words, the qualitative in¬ 

formation is reliable, but the calibration for use as a quan¬ 

titative guide is suspect. Data were taken, however, between 

1,3 K and 4.2 K. This was accomplished by controlling the 

partial pressure of the helium vapor above the helium bath 

with the vacuum pump. The temperature was determined from 
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the pressure using standard tables. 

On the 9 GHz stalk, two temperature sensors are used. 

First, a platinum resistor is mounted in a hole on the outer 

edge of the top of the cavity. It gives temperature readings 

that are convenient in the temperature range from 20 K to 

room temperature, A germanium sensor which gives temperature 

readings below 77 K is mounted next to the stalk on top of 

the cavity by wrapping masking tape tightly around the stalk 

and sensor, being careful not to gum up the coupling mech¬ 

anism, Tests have not been run to tell how the temperature 

at these outside points compared to the actual sample temp¬ 

erature, but there is no reason to suspect a very large 

difference. Mounting the sensors in the same horizontal 

plane as the sample is avoided in order to avoid interfering 

with the modulation and to preserve the isotropic nature of 

the system in the horizontal plane. 

In the 35 GHz system, space was not available for the 

platinum resistor so only the germanium resistor was used. 

It is mounted the same way on this system as on the 9 GHz 

stalk. The primary advantage of mounting it here is to give 

advanced notice of the lowering helium level before it af¬ 

fected the cavity. 

The leads to the sensors are run up the stalks through 

holes cut in the heat shields for this purpose and out of the 

cryostat heads through vacuum tight electrical feedthroughs. 

They are connected to a Cryogenic Research Co. Model T C-103 

temperature controller which is used primarily as an ohmmeter 

to measure the resistance of the sensor. It does have the 
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capability to drive a heater for automatic temperature control, 

but this feature was not needed for this work. 



IV. SPIN HAMILTONIANS 
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A. Introduction 

The results of the experiments discussed in the previous 

section consist of a large amount of information including 

field and frequency conditions for resonance, temperature 

variations, lineshapes, relative line intensities, and 

perhaps more detailed structure of major transitions. The 

EPH experimentalist usually finds it convenient to express 

the behavior of his experimental results in terms of a few 

constants and a Spin Hamiltonian, a particular form of an 

effective Hamiltonian such as that discussed in Chapter II. 

Symmetry arguments are used to form the Spin Hamil¬ 

tonians. The angular dependence of the resonances will 

exhibit extremes which will indicate the coordinate axes 

for the Spin Hamiltonians. The magnitudes of these extreme 

field values produce the constants which describe the 

behavior of the system. Theoretical considerations can be 

used to predict values for these constants using fundamental 

knowledge, or to compare information that can be obtained 

from optical, infrared, or other studies to the EPR results. 

Thus, the Spin Hamiltonian is a concise, convenient descrip¬ 

tion of a large amount of experimental data as well as a 

convenient testing point for theory. 

The question remains, "What is a Spin Hamiltonian?" 

It is an effective Hamiltonian which represents the behavior 

of a set of closely grouped energy levels by describing the 

interactions between a fictitious group of spin states so 
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that these "fictitious" interactions are isomorphic with 

the observed behavior. If the spin of the ground orbital 

state of an ion is S, the complete Spin Hamiltonian would 

be formed within a basis of 2$ +1 states. However, when 

a pair of states is separated from the other states by an 

amount large compared to their separation by a magnetic 

field, the transition between them can be described by a 

two state Spin Hamiltonian with basis states of 

and k=-0. However, a real understanding of the para¬ 

magnetic ion's behavior usually requires at least some 

knowledge of the full set of states, and care must be taken 

not to ignore states higher in energy than the lowest doublet 

when they exert a sizeable influence on the spectrum. 

Of the ions which have orbital triplet ground states in 

cubic eight-fold coordination as discussed in section II.P.4, 

two have been observed in this study to give identifiable 
2+ 3+ 

signals. These two are Cr and Cr . Therefore, Spin 

Hamiltonians need to be developed that are appropriate for 

ions with spins of S = 2 and S = 3/2. 

A fundamental difference exists between these two systems. 

A paramagnetic ion with an odd number of electrons is called 

a Kramer's Ion because it satisfies the conditions for Kramer's 

Theorem. This theorem states that, in the absence of magnetic 

fields, every electronic energy level of the Ion will be at 

least doubly degenerate. It is easily proved using the pro- 

41 
pertles of the Hamiltonian under the time reversal symmetry. 

Therefore, for an odd number of electrons, there will always 
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exist a pair of states degenerate in zero field with 

that split by the Zeeman interaction when a magnetic 

field is applied, and a resonant signal will generally be 

seen at a conveniently available field value, A paramagnetic 

ion with an even number of electrons will not satisfy the 

conditions for Kramer's theorem and, generally, the states 

can split under the influence of an electric field (the 

crystal field). The deviation of the ion's site from cubic 

symmetry will split the doublet from the J1,*0 singlet 

by an amount that is not small compared to the energy of a 

microwave quantum. Since the selection rule for magnetic 

dipole transitions is that ±4 (or , these tran¬ 

sitions may not be obtainable with microwave frequencies even 

when no magnetic field is applied. This strong interaction 

with the crystal field also means that the distribution of 

the internal strains of the crystal will interact strongly 

with the ion and can broaden a resonance so much that it 

becomes undetectable. Therefore, non-Kramer's ions have 

not been studied as much as Kramer's systems and can be more 

difficult to understand both experimentally and theoretically. 

This difference between the two Spin Hamiltonians needed to 

analyze the data is the reason that the derivation of the 

expressions for the Spin Hamiltonians will be presented 

separately. 

B. Spin Hamiltonian for Cr^+ 

1. Derivation of Hamiltonian and Discussion 

A Spin Hamiltonian is formed from irreducible tensor 
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operators. The set that Is appropriate for the Spin Hamil¬ 

tonians is the set that is equivalent to the spherical 

harmonics that correspond to #31 , those that transform 

like angular momentum under the symmetry operations of the 

full rotation group. Prom these three, written as S„ , Sy , 

and Sj , the irreducible operators of any rank can be formed. 

The Spin Hamiltonian is a sum of all irreducible operators 

which are consistent with the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian. 

Irreducible operators Tf can be easily written in terms of Sx , 

Sy , and Se (or, equivalently, Sa , S^ - Sv + iSr, and 5_ - 

S7"ÂSy)» nuclear spin operators, Tt , Xr » and and the 

magnetic field St by writing down the expressions for the 

spherical harmonics in cartesian coordinates.and making the 

substitutionsi 

for each type of term which is considered. The terms generally 

found are zero field terms or fine structure where only elec- 

tron spin S is considered, the Zeeman terms where S and U 

are present, and the hyperfine terms which usually contain 

only the S and I operators. Symmetry arguments are used to 

limit the number of terms in this sum and very quickly reduce 

its size. These arguments are discussed in detail in more 

The Spin Hamiltonians will then generally have the formt 

where the ^ are the arbitrary constants which will differ 
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complete sources, but they reduce to these rules» 

(l) k - 3.S 

(11) k Is even 

(ill) q = n x Integer where the z-axis Is an n-fold 
rotation axis 

(iv) k = o is usually dropped because It only adds 
a constant term to all energies. 

When substituting the quantities S , or X Into 

these even polynomials, the fact that the spin operators don't 

commute must be corrected for by only using symmetrized com¬ 

binations. That is, any term that has the form yz must be 

replaced by i(Sy + S, Sy ). Finally, the different types 

of terms in the total Spin Hamiltonian are frequently discussed 

and derived in the principle axis system for that interaction. 

An easy mistake to make is to forget that the principle 

axes for the different interactions do not necessarily coin¬ 

cide and to treat all interactions as if they were in principle 

axis systems with the same coordinate system. Generally, the 

data indicate that one term dominates and the principle axes 

for this term determines the coordinate system in which the 

other terms must be written. The expression for the other 

terms can then be obtained by rotating the spherical harmonic 

expression for that term in its principle axis system to the 

desired axes, 

« 2+ 
Only four lines are observed from the Cr when the D.C. 

magnetic field is in the [OÏl} plane and they can be inter- 

2 
preted as a single transition from equivalent Cr centers 

oriented along different (ll0^ directions. Two of the six 
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equivalent centers are not seen because of the geometry 

of the problem, as will be apparent later. If the zero 

field splitting is smaller than the energy available in 

a quantum of the microwave field, hy , then the microwave 

field will induce transitions between all pairs of levels 

when the microwave field is perpendicular to the axis of 

the center. When S = 2, this would mean that up to four 

transitions would be expected from each equivalent center 

which correspond to transitions between |- 2)«—> J- l) , 

[- J+ , and J+ l)<—*J+ 2^ where these 

states are labeled by the projection of the spin angular 

momentum when a very large D.C. magnetic field is parallel 

to the z~axls. Since only one transition seems to be observed 

from each equivalent center, the assumption is made that the 

zero field splitting is generally large compared to the 

energy available in the microwave field. Therefore, the zero 

field terms are assumed to determine the coordinate axes of 

the Spin Hamiltonian and the Zeeman interaction is written 

in a form applicable to these axes. The total Spin Hamiltonian 

for an S = 2 ion according to the rules given above will take 

the formi 

% = + f/U- " 

+ D scs+nj 

* Eire * s-^7 
IV 2 * 4 re * is- e -L Sù+O] 

* m e * W* -àS(S^J) + 3 sVs*/)*J 
ori-tr 'f~e.tr ms 
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The assumption will be made at first that D»E,a and there¬ 

fore, the gross behavior of the system without these smaller 

terms will be determined. Then, the effects of the other 

terms will be considered. 

Therefore, the behavior will be sought of the equation! 

- ûK-i SCsrJ)'] * Hf S, *{ * //. SJ IV-3 

with gjj and g^ defined to be the g-value parallel and perpen¬ 

dicular to the z-axis, respectively. This Hamiltonian implies 

that the five eigenstates, ( Mg^> , denoted by the projection 

of the angular momentum along the z-axis, are split, in zero 

magnetic field, into a singlet,10^, a doublet separated 

in energy by D and consisting of 1+1} and )-l} , and a 

second doublet separated from the first by an energy of 3D 

and consisting of the states \+Z} and I-2} . As a magnetic 

field is applied parallel to the z-axis, the singlet is 

unaffected and the doublets are split by the Zeeman interac¬ 

tion. However, the selection rule for magnetic dipole tran¬ 

sitions forbids transitions between states where AM = 2 or 4 
s 

so no transition is expected until g^lti] approaches the value 

of %D and the lo)*~*|-l) transition becomes possible. 

However, this is not a complete description of the 

behavior of such a system. Equation IV-3 neglected the fourth 

order terms that are possible when S ^ 2 as well as any effects 

due to deviation from axial symmetry along the <^110} axis. 

The non-axial terms arise when the four-fold rotational sym¬ 

metry about the z-axis is reduced to two-fold symmetry since 

this lower symmetry means that the two orthogonal axes 
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that are perpendicular to the z-axis are no longer equivalent. 

The quadratic non-axial terms are the operators derived from 

the spherical harmonics Y^ and Ya and the traditional form 

for this term isi 

E (Sf- ?/) = i E CC * O iv-4 

Applying the operator on the right to the eigenvectors givesi 

te /4i> = iVT EI°> 

£ E (S’* * S-
1
) I ï 1> - 3 E 1*1) IV-5 

a /O> = *V7E. 1-2% 

Therefore, the quadratic, non-axlal term mixes the eigenstates 

for which A ns =2. Therefore, when states differing by 

two in the value of are close in energy compared to the 

value of E, the states are mixed and magnetic dipole transi¬ 

tions can occur that satisfy the selection rule for component 

of microwave field parallel to the center, - 0. This 

analysis is based on the assumption that E is very small 

compared to D, small enough that perturbation techniques are 

used to describe its effects. If this is not the case, then 

the axis of axial symmetry can be redefined so that E is small. 

Consideration of second order perturbation effects leads to 

the conclusion that states with differing by four will 

also be mixed, and therefore, magnetic dipole transitions can 

be induced between the states |+ 2) and |- 2} when there 

Is a component of microwave field parallel to the center. 
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The question remains concerning the quartlc octahedral 

and axial zero-field terms. The source of the octahedral 

terms will he from operators equivalent to a combination of 

the spherical harmonics , Y^ , and ^ . The term 

equivalent to is diagonal and will only cause small 

shifts of the energy of the doublets relative to the singlet 

as will part of the sum, Y* + Y* . Mixing of eigenstates 

and splittings of levels will arise from the remaining part 

of the latter sum, commonly written as» 

% (s; * c) 
When this operator is applied to the eigenstates, it is 

zero except for M5 - t2 where it gives» 

Ita>« ti*t> w-6 

Therefore, the quartic octahedral zero field term will have 

the same effect on the Mx - t 2 doublet as the second order 

effects of the quadratic axial term. 

The quartic axial term, like the octahedral axial term, 

will be entirely diagonal and hence only shift the relative 

positions of the doublets. The quartic non-axial term will 

have off-diagonal elements arising from operators like 

and will therefore mix states with A M4 = just as the 

quadratic non-axial terms. 

2. Perturbation calculations 

The two terms, which mix the two doublets and would be 

expected to be dominant are the quadratic non-axial contri¬ 

bution and the quartic octahedral contribution. These terms 

have the potential to cause strictly forbidden transitions to 
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become slightly allowed. Including these terms In the Spin 

Hamiltonian produces» 

7ls ~ 

*£W**¥J IV-7 

The matrix form of this equation Is shown In Figure IV-l, 

The part of this Hamiltonian which mixes the I -1^ eigenstates 

Dlagonallzatlon of this matrix leads to the eigenvalues» 

The eigenfunctions which correspond to these eigenvalues 

are the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of |+ l) 

and |- iy , respectively, In zero magnetic field, and for 

a large applied field, they become j+ l) and (- 1^ , res¬ 

pectively. The assumption Is made in this calculation that 

D » fajSM so the mixing of the Ms= states with the Ms* O 
state which Is of the order ? is negligible. The 

effect of this mixing of /i±> with Jq> interaction would be 

zero when H II <(llOy (&s$ and of the order of ^*/n— 

the energy when 0^0. 

Therefore, a transition between these states would be 

at the energy* 

reduces to • 

E,s = ' 0 + i 

= —D — i *W*CM*0 + 3££*T 
IV-9 

hr-, E)(- £M = e + 3tn1' IV-10 
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Figure IV-1. Matrix Form of Equation IV-6 
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which corresponds to a line which varies as co?s with an 

effective g^ = 2g)t, g^ = 0. That is, it can be described 

by a two state Spin Hamiltonian that has an effective g- 

value given byi 

Setf = + $'L
X S'^6 ' Iv"11 

with A = 6E and the transition given byi 

h^= Se ft/51*1 IV-12 

Griffith has shown that it is generally true for all non- 

Kramer's doublets that the "forbidden” transition can be des- 

/ 42 
cribed by equation IV-ll, that gx is always zero, and 

/ 
g(1 =(AMg)g , The observed transition does not follow this 

behavior with AMg=2, but it does with *Mg= k» 

When the magnetic field is aligned along the <0ll) axis 

of the crystal, four transitions will occur at the same field 

value. These transitions correspond to centers which have 

the axial crystal field oriented along the four ^110^ dlrec- 
. o 

tions which make a 60 angle with the magnetic field. The 

center with the axial field aligned perpendicular to the 

magnetic field will produce no resonance because the magnetic 

field will not split the energy levels of the center. There 

is no component of the microwave field parallel to the center 

with the axial field parallel to the magnetic field, so no 

resonance will be seen from this center. Therefore, the 

resonance seen when the field is along the ^011^ axis will 

be seen at a field given by* 

h-y-  

ty- " AM, yS ta 0 
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If the zero field splitting, A , Is neglected. Assuming 

that 9|j is near 2 and substituting the parameters gives a 

field that is twice the observed field value for a 

transition. This indicates that the observed transition is 

a AMJ = 4 transition. Therefore, the perturbation ex¬ 

pression describing transitions between the J+ Z'y and |- 2) 

states is desired. 

The assumption that is quite good so that 

mixing of |±3^ with Jtl> by the off-diagonal elements of 

the Zeeman interaction can be ignored. Therefore, the matrix 

describing the mixing of these states is given byi 

The results of the first order calculation given in 

Appendix C are the eigenfunctions » 

l+J> I o> l~*> 

ns>= » &i-a> .(WJ lo> 

12/4> - AJ* a> H?JL)c>)> 
iv-14 

The constants are defined asi 

IV-15 

with» 

6|| = 
9 
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and the Spin Hamiltonian t 
I1S> |l/!> 

*4- f ïD'iïFF'TèCW)* üfoDU-n).) \n-i6 

[ £(tseW.+0 
Diagonallzatlon of this matrix leads to the expression for 

the energy correct to second order In perturbation theoryi 

ESJ- 2D* 

2 0 * Jo" ™ a" ^ (a.*- 
which gives, for the transition energyt 

Ii>- - EIS ~ E2/? 
1 fU,}f/a

lHlus,6 * (V * F 
This expression fits Griffith's standard form in equation IV-ll 

with» 

IV-17 

IV-18 

IV-19 

1 ' - 0 

A * /* * if l 

The other quantity of Interest that can be obtained at 

this point is an expression for the transition probability 

of this transition. The transition probability is given by 

the square of the matrix element which represents the transi¬ 

tions, For this transition, the expression will be» 

u; = |<2S| S-* | &A>ll 

* ~iA,A.<+llS*l+*> + M-<~2 ™-2o 

!Ul 

HI *- 

This expression contains only the dependence on a because the 

wavefunctions in equation IV-l4 are the first order wavefunc- 

tionsj they have not been corrected for the influence that 
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the E term produces In the second order expressions for the 

wavefunctions. Rather than grind through the tedious 

perturbation calculation to find the second order wave- 

functions, the effect of the E term on the transition 

probability will be produced by reason. As can be seen 

from the second line of Equation IV-20, this transition 

is due to a change of the electron from the |+2> part of the 

|2S^ state to the |+2> part of the |2A) state. There is no 

transition from the I0^ part of the |2S)to the (0^ part of 

the /2A^ since Szj0^ = 0. However, the influence of the 

E term to second order can be represented by the operator* 

TD 
This operator will act on the |£2^ states In exactly the 

A t 4 x 
same way as the operator, + S_), does. This operator, 

although It represents second order effects in the total 

S = 2 manifold of states, can be viewed as an operator In 

the effective Hamiltonian representing the behavior of the 

Ji2^ doublet, only, that will include the effect of the 

quadratic non-axlal crystal field simultaneously with the 

quartic octahedral field. Since the correction to the first 

order energy brought about by including this term to derive 

the second order expression of the energy in Equation IV-17 

is to replace a^ with (a + ~ )^, this substitution in 

Equation IV-20 will produce the transition probability, 

correct to second order* 
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U>;i~ * (CL* IV-22 

or, using the symbol for the zero field splitting in 

equation IV-191 

IL A* _ A1 

"Ü %C + Al (VP w-23 

3. Determination of Constants and Conclusions 

At this point, it is helpful to Indicate what 

quantities can, in principle, be determined from the data. 

From the frequency dependence of the strong J+< >j-2} 

transition, a value for the zero field splitting, A , can 

be determined. However the origen of A, whether it arises 

from the effects of the quartic octahedral crystal field or 

the quadratic non-axial crystal field, is not evident from 

this transition alone; more information is needed. If a 

value of D is known, then limits for the possible values of 

E and a can be set and these can be used to look for other 

transitions which could determine the magnitude of one or 

the other and, hence, both of them. 

A value of D can be obtained from the temperature 

2 + 
dependence of the relative line intensity of the Cr signal 

compared to some known standard. While the absolute line 

intensity may be a difficult parameter to describe completely, 

the relative line intensity should change as a function of 

temperature primarily due to population effects. The 

population ,of a state of energy E^ at a temperature T is 
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given by the Boltzmann distribution (the ensemble of 

different centers are non-interacting)i 

exp (~ 
rK Z.nf(-£i/kT) 

a+ IV-2 4 

2+ 
where NCp*«- is the total number of Cr atoms in the sample. 

The intensity of a line is proportional to the power 

absorbed which is proportional to the number of transitions 

within the sample at resonance. The number of transitions 

is related to the relative populations of the Initial and 

final states. The assumption is made that relaxation 

processes maintain the population at thermal equilibrium. 

Therefore,the intensity behaves so thati 

V (T) •* ~ TV-25 

Substituting equation IV-24 givesi 

p -^AT -VfcT 
I^(T) — i M Cr 74- 

IV-26 

2+ 
The Cr ion has five energy levels grouped close enough to 

be populated appreciably at liquid helium temperatures. The 

intensity of the transition which has been identified as a 

4MS= 4 transition decreases with increasing temperature 

between 1,3 K and 4,2 K. This observation leads to the 

conclusion that the \Z2) doublet is the lowest state. The 

zero of energy is taken to be the zero field position of the 

lowest doublet, and only the largest zero field energy and 

the Zeeman splitting energy, g^H, are included in the 

energies of the states, E^, Then, after substituting these 

values of EA into equation IV-22, the intensity should 
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follow i ^ ifrfi H/kT - UJS H/kT 

ACr
1
* :V

AT AfV-WAzluMQfa -WAT iv-2? 
£ ' f* C. * Cl fc P 

3~dr* 
OC 

e ' r-e. +e'" +e ■' -#-e 

Making the assumption that D and that g^HZf-kT, this 

quantity becomesi 

AfC-** 
lcJr) =< g 7T? IV-28 

â * ie'
3bykT +e-

HD'kT 

The ideal standard reference for an intensity comparison 

would be a two level spin system which has the ideal Curie 

Law behavior. For Curie Law behavior, assuming g^H^kT, 

the intensity is given byi 

04 

e V'AT _ 

J)Jïÿi^—JïtTrr N,. d tie 
IV-29 

and, assuming g^H^kT, this becomes i 

jf (7“) ** A/. • 
-Cu.r/< K 1 ' vCa/»ifi 

Therefore, the ratio of the relative intensity of the Cr1 

line to the intensity of a Curie law standard will bei 

/ 

IV-30 

2+ 

R,.-(r) ’ fê:) 
IV-31 

The value of D can be determined by taking the ratio of this 

number at two temperatures thereby eliminating the constants 

above and producing the expressioni 

n ,XT,_ 1+ e'lt/kT‘ .je'*0** 

Q s 1 ' | f e"w‘r* t|e'w/*r‘ 17-32 

This expression is fitted graphically to the data to determine 

a value of D in Chapter V, 
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C, Spin Hamiltonian for the Cr^+ Ion 

1. Derivation of Hamiltonian and Discussion 

3+ 3 
The Cr^ ion has a <i configuration and this configu¬ 

ration produces an effective spin in the ground state of 

S =■* . Therefore, the ground manifold will consist of four 

states which can be identified by the projection of the 

angular momentum along the field direction with a large 

applied field. The behavior of these levels at fields 

which are comparable to the zero field splitting and at 

lower fields has been studied in detail because of the Cr^+ 

ion's importance in the development of the ruby maser. 

The data indicate by the presence of only one transition 

that the splitting of the two doublets is large compared to 

the Zeeman energy. If the two were comparable, or the 

Zeeman energy larger, at least three allowed transitions 

would be observed. Therefore, the direction of axial 

symmetry, which the data indicates is a axis, will 

determine the coordinate axes of the Spin Hamiltonian, 

The Spin Hamiltonian for S =-% , in axial symmetry will be« 

^ = Û iff - j S(s+0] +• tffSf * £ 5. * 5*3 IV-33 

The matrix expression for equation IV-33 with eigenstates 

ordered asif, /£> , /- i ), and hi), is i 

/ D+ iO 0 \ 

-o o \ 

\ 
o 

o 

-D“i ga/gHtosB Metis'*# IV-34 

B cos & j o 
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If the splitting, 2D, is assumed to be much greater than g^H, 

then the two doublets can be treated separately in the manner 

¥5-, ¥4 
described in several books on EPS. The results arei 

E., = -Dt 
IV-35 

£±1 = 0 i | H cos Ô 

Therefore, the transitions within the two doublets can both 

be fit to two state Spin Hamiltonians that give transitions 

at i 

hy= fi H V<j'1 cos _+■ fa Xsin* 9 ' 17-37 

For the Ms = + \ doublet, g' - g{l and g^ = 2g^ while in the 

other doublet, gjj = 3g(j and g^ = 0. The intensity of the 

transition ||)^—*J-f) should be zero since g^ = 0 and 

observation of this transition is not expected. 

2. Perturbation Theory 

When the microwave frequency is increased, the fields 

needed to achieve resonance are increased and the Influence 

of the two doublets on each other are increased. This 

effect is considered with second order perturbation theory. 

A shift in the g-value as a function of frequency can be 

used as a measure of D, After the first order calculation, 

the Spin Hamiltonian can be rewritten» 

ll> i?> /-!> n> 
% - 1 D*}i„ T ^ f*-6x 0 ^ 

-V+A o ft A 

faJÜ 0 -D-A f b- 6.1, 
\ 

0 IVx D- id 

IV-3 8 
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°u - ^ e 

G
JI “ îi/îH sir, 0 

A = 4r Vj/ »/$ + ' 
and the first order wavefunctionsi 

|i> = aji> * i>* W> 
a../i> *• A./-0 

IT-39 

and i 

hi> = 

CU = 

17-40 

- 6i 

+ O"1 17-41 

1?± = + -r '|/-2^-i-6/T f 

x / ^ 

After considerable algebra,which is given in Appendix D, 

the energy for the allowed transitions can be expressed asi 

hr = E? ~ E z 
- *r~t 

Jî » 

IV-42 

- /ÙÙLli^ f a?* «■ »" a<g>?7 
* (2031 C ^t«v ^""VSL**'»** £-» 

Setting g = g in the last term gives the previously 
l( JL 

published result for the effective g-value* 

3. Conclusions 

As this last expression demonstrated, the dependence 

of the g-value on frequency can be used to determine the 
3+ 2+ one zero field parameter for the Cr ion. As in the Cr 

problem, this parameter can also be determined by observing 

the the temperature dependence of the relative intensities 

of the Cr^+ signal and a standard signal. In this problem, 

the Cr^+ lines were not initially apparent at 1.3 K and were 
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first seen at 77 K after which further study at 4.2 K and 

lower temperatures revealed the decrease of signal intensity 

with decreasing temperature. This behavior indicates that 

the observed transition is due to a transition between 

energy levels which are populated more as the temperature 

increases and, so, a thermally excited doublet is being 

studied. The ratio of the intensity of a Cr^+ line to a 

Curie Law standard is found using the same reasoning as 

2+ 
given previously for the Cr study, and the result isi 

This expression is derived assuming that ^?HX»kT, and 2D^>^4H, 

Finally, the ratio of this quantity at two different 

temperatures isi 

-WkT 

This expression is fitted graphically to the data in the 

next chapter. 
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V. Experimental Results and Analysis 

2+ 
A. Results from Cr Ions 

1. Description of Samples 

2+ 
Signals that can be attributed to Cr have been 

observed in two samples. The first which were observed were 

in a CdFgiCr single crystal grown by Isomet and obtained by a 

previous member of the group. This sample has a slight green 

tint and shows a definite yellow fluorescence when exposed to 

ultraviolet radiation. After irradiation of the sample with 

20 ma of 90 kV x-rays for 30 minutes while it was submerged 

in liquid nitrogen, a bright purple flash followed by an 

orange flash is emitted as the crystal warms to room temper¬ 

ature. Analysis of a face of the single crystal with proton 

Induced x-ray fluorescence (PIXF) indicated a chromium 

concentration of 0.002 mole %, A powdered sample analysis was 

not attempted. 

2+ 
The second sample from which Cr signals were obtained 

is a CaF2«Cr sample grown by Optovac. This sample Is trans¬ 

parent and displays no luminescence due to ultraviolet irrad¬ 

iation. Exposing it to x-rays while it is in liquid nitrogen 

produces a faint greenish fluorescence when warming to room 

temperature. The same process, even at room temperature, 

does change the color of the sample to give it a very clear 

blue color. This color appears with the same treatments 

3+ 
that produce the Cr charge state. Analysis of the sample 

with PIXF revealed a concentration in the neighborhood of 

0.19 mole % of chromium and O.OOlmole % of iron from a single 
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crystal face. A powder sample analysis reveals a chromium 

concentration of 0.28 mole %* 

2. Nine GHz Datai CdF2»Cr^
+ and CaFgiCr^* 

The angular dependence in the (Oil) plane of CdF2»Cr 

at a frequency near 9 GHz at 1.3 K is presented in Figure V-l. 

The points indicate the positions of the observed resonances 

as indicated in the representative sweep of the magnetic 

field shown in Figure V-2. The line is a plot of the 

equation» 

vs‘* ** ' v-l 

where » 

<v. = COS^ f (s\n & - y î'nf) si* 0; C os 

•h (cos & +• Y sin B tin Cos g* V-2 

til 
is the angle between the 1— <(110) axis, as indicated in 

Table V-l and Figure V-3, and the magnetic field. The field 

is oriented at an angle 6 from the crossover which is used 

as the indication of the [lOOj crystalline axes. The angle 

<P is given by i 

Cf ~ i-/in £$ + Y col &j[ v-3 

and the angles Y and S are the angles which indicate the 
observed amount of deviation from perfect alignment of the 

crystalline axes from the desired orientation in the (Oil) 

plane. The values of Y and S are determined from the split¬ 

ting of the two lines which are observed when the two pairs 

of lines cross near the fiooj axis and near the foil] axis. 

Equation V-2 is derived and the fitting process is described 

in more detail in Appendix E. The values used to plot the 
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Figure V-l. Angular Dependence of CdFgiCr 
2+ 

at 

9 GHZ and 1,3 K in the (Oil) Plane 
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Figure V-2. Representative Field Sweep for Fig. V-l 



Table V-l. Angles (&,^) and Indices (i) 

for the Six ^110) Axes in Figure V-3 

181. 

Axis 1 9- —A Crystallo 
Axis 

1 135° 135° [uoj 

2 45° 45° tioij 
3 45° 135° [lïoj 

k 135° 2*5° flOÏJ 

5 90° 0° pu] 
6 0° 90° [Oïl J 
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Figure V-3. Six Labeled <110> Axes of the Cube 
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2+ 

curve are given in the Cr data table, Table V-2. 

As Figure V-4 indicates, each line is composed of five 

superhyperfine lines which have relative intensities of 

1 i4i6«4il. This behavior indicates an interaction with four 

equivalent nearest neighbor fluorine atoms which are either 

the four in a plane containing the <^110^direction of a 

particular center (the z-axis of the Spin Hamiltonian) or the 

four in the plane perpendicular to the ^11(£> direction of the 

center. The splitting produced by the interactions is iso¬ 

tropic and the splitting displays an angular dependence iden¬ 

tical to the dependence in the effective g-value. The super¬ 

hyperfine splitting for the field parallel to the <110) axis 

of the center is 16 gauss. The width of the superhyperfine 

lines shows the same angular variation with a value of 4.5 

gauss when the field is parallel to the (llO^ axis. This 

linewidth is measured as indicated in Figure V-4. 

When the temperature is raised to 4.2 K, the splitting 

of the superhyperfine components remains close to the same 

value. The ratio of the peak-to-peak intensity of the 

derivative signal of the Cr to the lowest hyperfine line 

2+ 
of the Mn signal observed near g=2 is reduced when the 

temperature changes from 1.3 to 4.2 K by a factor near three. 

No systematic study of the temperature dependence of the 

Cr signal in CdF£ was done. 
OX 

The angular dependence of CaF2*Cr at 1.3 K and a 

frequency near 9 GHz is given in Figure V-5 and a 
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Table V-2 Data Table for Cr 2+ 

Sample Host CdF2 CaF2 

Temperature 1.3 K 1.3 K 

Frequency 9.228 9.237 
(in GHz) 

gll eff 4g|| 7.876 7.944 

y 0.123 0 
(in radians) 

$ 0.049 0 
(in radians) 

CaF2 CaF2 CaF2 

4.2 K 1.3 K 4.2 K 

9.282 35.729 34.870 

7.976 7.834 7.872 

0 0.034 0.034 

0 0.037 0.037 
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Figure V-4. Superhyperfine Structure of CdF2iCr‘ 
2+ 

at 

9 GHz and 1.3 K 
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representative sweep of the field is in Figure V-6. The 

angular dependence is fit by equation V-l with Ï = $ = 0 

using the parameters given in Table V-2. The superhyperfine 

2+ 
structure for Cr in CaF2 is not as well resolved as the 

structure for Crfc in CdFg as can be seen by comparing 

Figures V-4 and V-7. As a result, no value for the line- 

widths can be easily obtained. The splitting of the 

superhyperfine components when the field is parallel to a 

center is about 18.5 gauss. 

At 4.2 K, the lines behave essentially the same. The 

superhyperfine structure at this temperature looks 

2+ 
identical. The intensity relative to the Mn signals is 

decreased, and this reduction will be discussed 

quantitatively in section V.A.4. 

Other lines can be seen as the temperature is Raised 

for both crystals, CaF2 and CdF2, but no Indication of the 

source of these generally weak lines is available. They are 

not seen clearly in all directions and the variation with 

field direction does not seem to fit a simple model. In 

order to tell if these are perhaps other transitions of the 

2+ 
Cr ion, more Information about the zero field splitting 

parameters is necessary. The primary attempt to get these 

data was to look at the spectra when the microwave frequency 

was near 35 GHz and use a change in the effective g-values 

to determine the zero field value from equation IV-18. 



9 Ghz and 1.3 K in the (Oil) Plane 

at 
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Figure V-6. Representative Field Sweep for Fig. V-5 
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2+ 
Figure V-7. Superhyperflne Structure of CaFgtCr 

at 9 GHz and 1.3 K 
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3. Thirty-five GHz Data 

(a) CdF2iCr
2+ 

? + 
An attempt was made to observe resonance due to Cr 

in the CdP2 sample at a frequency near 35 GHz. The intensity 

of the transition depends on frequency according to the 

expression derived by substituting equation IV-18 into 

equation IV-23» i 

** V-4 

so an increase by four in frequency should decrease the 

signal strength by sixteen if other factors are equal. The 

fact remains that spectrometer sensitivity increases with 

increasing frequency (see section III.C.5) and this increase 

would reduce the quadratic frequency dependence in equation 

V-4 to a linear dependence. This sample was placed in the 

TEQ^ cavity and the problems trying to locate signals from 

it as discussed in section III.C.3 prompted the design of the 

TEon cavity for the 35 GHz spectrometer. Fairly reliable 

results were obtained when observation was made of the signals 
OX 2 + 

from the Mn center with no observable Cr signals. A 

check with a "standard” sample of DPPH in a quartz capillary 

that was later compared to the pitch probe standard at 9 GHz 

revealed that the overall sensitivity of the 35 GHz spec¬ 

trometer with the TEQ13 cavity was reduced by a factor of 

four compared to the 9 GHz spectrometer. Therefore, it is 

2+ 
not suprising that the Cr signals were not seen and attempts 

need to be made to view these signals with better chances for 

success 
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(b) CaP2iCr

2+ Results 

Successful observations were made of Cr^+ In CaF2 

at frequencies near 35 GHz and temperatures of 1.3 and 4.2 K, 

The angular dependence in the (Oil) plane at 1.3 K is dis¬ 

played in Figure V-8 with the curve fit using the parameters 

in Table V-2. A representative sweep of the magnetic field 
* 

is shown in Figure V-9. The peak-to-peak linewidth as 

indicated in Figure V-9 was near 50 Gauss and the superhyper- 

fine structure was not resolvable at this frequency. The 
2«f 

intensity relative to the Mn signals was reduced at 4.2 K. 

(c) Analysis of Data 

From equation IV-11 and the effective g-value at 

the two frequancies, a value can be found for A t The 

expression is» 

A = 

1/3 H lis6 

V-5 

Using the values in Table V-2 gives a value» 

A = 0.05*3 cm"' V-6 

This value should be compared to the theoretical expression 

in equation V-17» 
QE1' 

V-7 

Although the source of the zero field splitting of this 

doublet cannot be determined, limits can be set on the 

influence of the E and a terms and these can be used to place 

limits on the positions of other lines. If there is no 

influence on the defect of a non-axial component of the 

crystal fields so that E = 0, then A « a and since the 
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2+ 

Figure V-8. Angular Dependence of CaF2»Cr 

35 GHz and 1.3 K in the (oïl) Plane 

at 





19*K 
quartic, octahedral zero field term only Influences the M =±2 

s 

doublet, the observed transition should be the only observed 

"forbidden" transition. The only other transitions which 

should be observed will be the strong allowed transitions 

for which AMg=*l and these should occur when g/?H is comparable 

to D, the axial crystal field splitting. The position of 

these lines cannot be predicted unless the value of D is 

known, and D cannot be determined from the observed g-values. 

A similar problem occurs if the value of "a" is con¬ 

sidered negligible. This assumption gives the expression» 

Since the quadratic, non-axial zero field term in the Spin 

Hamiltonian can mix the *Mg=*l states to first order, and 

therefore permit transitions between these states that behave 

similarly to the observed transition, a knowledge of D would 

permit a prediction of the position of such a line. However, 

D cannot be determined from the g-value data alone. 

This problem can be solved to some extent by observing 

the temperature dependence of the line intensities as dis¬ 

cussed in section IV,B.3. The variation of the relative 

2+ 2+ 
intensity of the Cr signal to the Mn signal as a function 

of temperature is presented graphically in Figure V-10. Also, 

in that figure is an indication of the theoretical deviation 

2+ 
of the intensity of the Mn absorption from ideal Curie Law 

behavior according to the variation of the populations of the 
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Cr2* 

Té rr»p e,r &,/"«, r£ 

Figure V-10. Temperature Dependence of Cr' 
2+ 

Signal Intensity 
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six energy levels split by the Zeeman interaction. The third 

2+ 
set of points is the intensity of the Cr signals corrected 

so they are compared to the Curie law behavior and therefore 

comparable to equation IV-31. By calculating the ratios * 

3W0 
T,) v-9 

which are given in Table V-3 and comparing these values to the 

computed values as D is varied in equation IV-32, the values 

for D in Table V-3 are found. The average of these values is 

D=1.31 cm"l with the standard deviation of <r = 0.15 cmT*. 

The intensity of the Mn^+ line was measured peak-to-peak 

on a symmetrical line shape. There is a possibility that the 
OX 

Mn signals are still partially saturated. All effects due 

2+ 
to change in the relative populations of the Mn levels 

because of changes in the amount of saturation with tempera¬ 

ture have been ignored. These effects could change the 

measured value of D significantly if they were large. This 

value of D means that the M_ =il doublet is about 4 cm-1 s 

from the lower Ms = ± 2 doublet and a temperature of about 

5.5 K is needed to populate the state appreciably. 

Furthermore, using this value for D in the expression 

for A when a = 0 gives an upper limit for E which is 0.09 cm~\ 

This value is large enough that at 9 GHz, no transition 

between the Ms=il states would be observable while, at 

35GHz, it is possible that a combination of the temperature 

and an intensity decrease could prevent the observation of 

this transition. The ratio of the transition probability 
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For 

For 

Table V-3. Experimental Values of Q^s+fT^Tg) 

and the Resulting Theoretical Values of the 

Zero Field Splitting for Cr^+ in CaF£ 

£1 Scr* (
T
I-1.3K) D in cm" 

H H [100] 

2.0 K 1.083 1.20 

2.8 K 1.143 1.45 

3.8 K 1.305 1.40 

4.2 K 1.425 1.25 

H || [111] 

2.0 K 1.036 1.55 

2.8 K 1.209 1.20 

3.8 K 1.414 1.15 

Average of the values in the last column is 1.31 cm' 

-1 with a standard deviation of 0.15 cm' 
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for the Mg=tl transition to the transition probability for 

the Mg=*2 transition can be found from equations IV-23, 

IV-11, and IV-19, to bei 

This expression does not include the effects due to changes 

in population of the doublet which occur when considering 

an excited doublet rather than a ground doublet. Figure 

V-ll is an energy level diagram for the situation in which 

the magnetic field is oriented parallel to the axis of the 

distortion. The vertical lines indicate the energy 

difference of the photons at the two experimental frequencies. 

The solid lines are the energy levels when E=0 and the 

dashed lines give the change when S is at the upper limit. 

The effects of A in splitting the Mg= 2 levels are too 

small to be observable on the scale of this diagram. This 

diagram indicates the behavior of the system with frequency 

(or field). It can be seen from this diagram that the 

allowed transition at lowest field, indicated by the dashed 

vertical lines for the two experimental frequencies, could 

also be unobservable. At 9 GHz, the transition would be 

at too high a magnetic field, and , at 35 GHz, it is 

possible that the frequency is too great to allow the 
» 

transition fromj-l^ to |0^ but too small to allow J+l^ to )0^ 

because of the zero field splitting. The other allowed 

transitions will clearly be at fields that are out of the 

range of these experiments. The diagram in Figure V-12 
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2 + 
Figure V-ll. Energy Level Diagram for Cr 

When the Magnetic Field is Parallel to 

the Z-Axls 

9^0/ 



2+ 200- 
Figure V-12. Energy Level Diagram for Cr 

When the Magnetic Field is Perpendicular 

to the Z-Axis 
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shows the energy levels when the field is perpendicular to 

the axial direction as calculated numerically by Vallin and 

14- 

Watkins. This diagram Indicates that the expected 

behavior Is for the energy levels to "repel” each other 

as the perpendicular component of the magnetic field mixes 

states differing by one in the value of Ms. Therefore, this 

preliminary evidence suggests that it Is possible for the 

allowed transitions to be undetectable in these experiments. 

When the field Is oriented parallel to an axial direction, 

the allowed transitions should occur at their minimum field 

positions. As the field is rotated away from this direction, 

these transitions should only occur at higher field values 

since the g^ term in the Spin Hamiltonian will cause the 

states differing by one in Ms to mix and split in energy. 

The behavior of the lowest allowed transition is not obvious 

but a more detailed study of the behavior of the energy 

levels as a function of angle cannot be obtained without 

numerical calcuations. 

If E=0, then there is no obvious reason why the lowest 

allowed transition would be unobservable. The most likely 

possibility seems to be that the interaction of the random 

strains with the defect tends to broaden some transitions 

more than others. This explanation seems plausible because 

severe strain broadening has often been observed in non- 

Kramers systems. 
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B. Results From Çr^+ Ions 

1. Description of Samples 

The samples which were studied with the intent of 

3+ 
seeing the Cr charge state were described in the previous 

section, V.A.l. The CdF2«Cr sample was exposed to x-rays 

at room temperature, at 77 K with a warm up to room tempera¬ 

ture before insertion to the helium bath, and at 77 K with 

as little warm up as possible. None of these treatment 

procedures resulted in signals which exhibited a variation 

in effective g-value of 2 to 4 as expected from d^ ions. 

Reasons for the lack of success in creating the Cr-^+ charge 

state in CdFg could be either the low initial concentration 

of chromium in the sample, or some effect based on the 

peculiar electronic properties of CdF£ which could make the 

Cr^+ charge state too unstable to be observed. 

The CaFgtCr sample, as mentioned earlier, turned blue 

when irradiated with x-rays at room temperature and signals 

were observed after this process which do fit the expected 

behavior of a d^ ion. These signals will be analyzed in 

detail below. 

2. 9 GHz Data 

The angular dependence of the data at 9 GHz and 77 K 

is presented in Figure V-13 with the line drawn from the 

formula obtained from equation IV-37 * 

fci ~ % coi* °*-j + (%9^ls,T'XoiÀ V-ll 

where oc is the angle between the Is— <^11^ axis, as 

Indicated in Table V-4 and Figure V-l5, and the magnetic 



9 GHz and 77 K in the foil) Plane 
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H is /S^rom 0**1 

-y- = ^ <S Wz. 

Figure V-l4. Representative Field sweep for Fig. V-13 
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Table V-^. Angles and Indices (i) 

for the Four ^111^ Axes in Figure V-15 

Axis i Si ii Crystallograohl 
Axis 

1 cos“* VF 0° [uij 

2 180°- cos^l/T 0° C111J 

3 cos“*VJ 90° [ml 

4 180°- cos”1^ 90° [in] 
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2 U°oJ 

Figure V-15. Four Labeled {111) Axes of the Cube 
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Table V-5. Data Table for Cr3+ In CaP2 

Temperature 1. 3 K 4.2 K 77 K 

Frequency 
in Ci H z 

9.220 34.729 9.277 34.870 9.499 

gll 1.971 2.032 1.952 2.002 1.942 

s! 1.970 1.944 1.958 1.956 1.965 

ï - .. . -O.034 -0.044 -O.O34 O.036 

S 0.037 0.037 -O.025 
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field. The angle, c*it is corrected for the misalignment out 

of the (Oil) plane by the angles, Y and S • as discussed in 

Appendix E. The values of the parameters used in this fit a 

are given in Table V-5. Figure V-l4 is a representative 

sample of the data. Figure V-l6 and Figure V-17 give the 

angular dependence and representative data at 4.2 K. 

Generally, the differences between the data at these two 

temperatures consist oft 

(i) an increase in the relative intensity of the Chr 

line relative to the Mn line with increasing 

temperature. 

(ii) a broadening of the line as temperature decreases 

by 25% as shown in Table V-6. 

(ill) a decrease in the resolution of the superhyperfine 

structure in all directions as temperature 

decreases. 

The decrease in resolution of the superhyperfine structure 

could be only a result of the line broadening, or vice versa, 

but the exact relationship would not be understood without 

further study. As the temperature is lowered to 1.3 K, the 

trends in (i) and (iii) seem to continue but the Cr-^+ lines 

get so weak that study gets very difficult. The lines at 

1,3 K are only observable after the 4.2 K data indicates 

where to look. 

The superhyperfine structure is very complicated and 

not resolved at all orientations of the magnetic field. With 

the field oriented along the Cm] axis of the crystal, three 
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Table V-6. Cr^+ Peak-to-Peak Llnewidths 

in Gauss 

Temperature H||[ioo;j H|/[UI] H//[OU] 

77 K 20.8 22.5 26.0 

4.2 K 26.7 28.0 32.5 
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of the ^lll) directions give a signal at one field with 

a barely resolvable superhyperfine structure characterized 

by a splitting of about 4 gauss. The number of lines 

and the relative intensities cannot be determined from 

the weak signals. The fourth <lll) direction is parallel to 

the field and the signal from centers whose axial direction 

2+ 
is along this axis is obscured by theMn signals at g = 2. 

When the field is oriented along the [Oil] axis, the signals 

from the two <111)* centers in the (Oil) plane occur at 

the same field. This field value is higher than the field 

at which the resonance from the two <110 directions in 

the plane perpendicular to the (oïl) plane occur. The 

high field line shows superhyperfine structure composed 

of three sets of five lines. The five line patterns show 

a splitting of about 3.3 gauss and these groups are split 

by about 15 gauss. The low field line shows very resolved 

structure of five lines split by 8 gauss. The linewidth 

of each line measured peak-to-peak is 3.8 gauss. 

Furthermore, the low field line when the field is 

oriented along the [Oil] axis shows hyperfine structure 

53 
which can be attributed to the presence of the Cr 

isotope. The Cr^ isotope has a nuclear spin of 1=^ 

which means there will be four AMg=±i, 0 transitions. 

Of these four, the two outer lines are observed and they 

are split from each other by 58 gauss. The two center 

52 
lines are obscured by the very strong Cr single line. 
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Figure V-18. Hyperfine Structure 
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The observed lines display the same superhyperfine structure 

as the central line. The ratio of the Intensity of 

the central superhyperfine line of the smaller hyperfine 

line from Crto the intensity of the central superhyper 

fine line of the strong Cr-^ transition is 4il46. Since 

this line is one of four transitions, the total intensity 

arising from the transitions in Cr^ atoms to those in 

Cr^ atoms is 4 x (4/146) = 0.1096. This number (10.96$) 

should be equal to the natural relative abundance of 
«53 52 

the Cr-3 * * * 7-' isotope to the Cr isotope and is very close 

to the given value of 9.54$. This is the most direct 

evidence available to demonstrate that these signals do 

originate from chromium ions. This structure is shown 

in Figure V-18, 

3. Thirty-five GHz Data 

Figure V-19 shows the angular dependence of the data 

taken at 4.2 K and at a frequency near 35 GHz in the TSoil 

cavity. The parameters for the fit are found in the data 

table for Cr^+, Table V-5« The representative sweep of this 
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data Is in Figure V-20. The linewidth is about 50 gauss and 

the superhyperfine structure is not resolvable at this 

3+ 
frequency. The intensity of the Cr-' lines at 1.2 K were 

2 + 
comparable to the Cr lines at that temperature and the 

Cr3+ line intensity increased considerably at 4.2 K. The 

poor sensitivity of the spectrometer at 77 K allowed only the 

observation that very weak signals were present and they 

were due to the Cr-^+ center. 

.3+ 

4. Analysis of Data 

The parameters of interest for the Cr-'' ion are, as 

shown in chapter IV, gn»gj.» and D, the zero field splitting. 

The values for gj( and g^ are easily obtained using equation 

V—ll to solve for gg and g^ in terms of the value of the 

field where resonance occurs for centers (l) and (2) in 

Table V-4 along the [lOOjand [Oil] axes. This expression 

for the effective g-values ignores the effect of the Mg=if 

doublet which is Included In equation Iv-43. To determine 

D, this equation should be used for the effective g-value 

of the resonance due to a specific axial direction but at 

the two different frequencies. If the subscript, wl" refers 

to the lower frequency and ”hM refers to the higher frequency 

equation IV-43 gives the value of D. The expression isi 

D"=£(V-V-) ? 1 h %4Ck 

when the magnetic field is aligned parallel to the [lOOj 

crystalline axis. Terms of the order of have been 

dropped. Calculating D for the three temperatures at which 
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data were taken give the values of 3.55 cm“*, 7.26 cm”*, 

and 3.58 cm“* at 1.3 K* 4.2 K, and 77 K, respectively. 

A reexamination of the expression for i 

Cos'1 f(s'm & sin + £-05 0 tos }t Y^*0 

when the values of 9^ and ^ in Table V-4 are substituted with 

0 = 90° indicates that both values of Seff when the field 

is oriented parallel to the £01lJ crystalline axis should 

be independent of the frequency. This phenomenon occurs 

because so that sin = 0 and =-°S.= cos”*1ff so 
A 

that (3sin^oc, - l)=0. The data indicates a variation in 

geff as great as 0.02 for the effective g-values when the 

field is parallel to the [Oil] axis. Analysis of the errors 

in the data due to uncertainty in the determination of the 

field value from the 5 kG field sweep used to record data at 

9 GHz gives an uncertainty of t3 gauss in the field 

measurement. This uncertainty in the field produces an 

uncertainty in the value of geff of about £ 0.02. At 35 GHz, 

the uncertainty of ±6 gauss in the field produces one of 

±0,004 in the value of geff. If the uncertainty of setting 

the fielddlal of the magnet is placed at±2 gauss, the total 

uncertainty present in taking the difference of two values 

of at the low and high frequency would be ± Q.04. Using 

0.08 as an upper limit for the total observed variation of 

the value of g .. due to the frequency change, a lower limit 
eff 

for the value of D can be found from equation 17-37. 

Therefore, the lowest value D can have 1st 

2*2 cm-1 v-13 
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One other source of Information about the zero field 

splitting is available. The intensity of the transition 

should change as the temperature changes because of shifts 

in the relative population of the four energy levels as 

described in section IV,C.3. The observed change in the 

peak-to-peak intensity of the derivative of the Cr^+ 

2+ 
absorption relative to the Mn signal intensity is presented 

graphically in Figure V-21. The same correction was made 

2+ 
for the deviation of the Mn signals from ideal Curie Law 

2+ 
behavior as was used in analyzing the Cr intensities, and 

again, saturation effects are ignored. Calculating the 

ratios 1 

V-l4 

given in Table V-7 and comparing these values to the computed 

values as D is varied in equation IV-39, the values for D in 

Table V-7 are found. The average of these values is D=1.70 

cm”x with a standard deviation of <r = 0.l4 cm , There 

exists a systematic error, however. The intensity is 

actually a function of the height and the width of the 

derivative signal. The fact was noted previously that the 

signal tended to broaden as the temperature decreased, but 

this effect was ignored in the previous calculation. The 

data were not clear enough to include this effect quantita¬ 

tively, but, qualitatively, the broadening would tend to 

decrease the observed amount of intensity change which would 

decrease the values of QCrj* (T^ ,Tg ). This analysis indicates 
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Figure V-21. Temperature Dependence of the 

Cr^+ Signal Intensity 
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For 

For 

Table V-7. Experimental Values of 0^*+ (T^ ,T2 ) 

and the Resulting Theoretical Values of the 

Zero Field Splitting for Cr^+ 

£ (T, .4.2K) D (Tt,3.8K) D In cm”
1 

In cm"1 

II [too-] 

1.3 K 7.564 1.50 7.194 1.52 

2.0 K 2.792 1.6l 2.655 1.67 

2.8 K 1.693 1.85 1.522 1.85 

3.8 K 1.112 1.85 

H || [111] 

1.3 K 9.667 1.65 7.842 1.57 

2.0 K 3.203 1.78 2.599 1.64 

2.8 K 1.881 2.15 1.526 1.86 

3.8 K 1.233 3.20  — 

Average of all values of D Is 1.70 cm"^ with a standard 

-1 deviation of 0.14 cm' 
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that the value of D = 1.70 cm“* would be lower than the actual 

value. Observation of the values in Table V-7 indicate that 

the values of D which arise from Q^r%«-(T^ ) when and T2 

are closest in value, therefore minimizing the error due to 

broadening, are higher values for D. 
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1. Diffusion Attempts 

(a) CaF£«Cu 

Seven attempts were made to diffuse copper Into CaF2» 

The first four crystals were coated with copper, wrapped In 

tantalum foil, heated slowly to 1100 C for six days, and 

cooled slowly. The results were crystals that looked clear 

and displayed no fluorescence when Irradiated with ultraviolet 

light. Irradiation with x-rays at room temperature turned 

all four crystals a pale green color. Irradiation with x-rays 

while the crystal was submerged in liquid nitrogen led to the 

observation of fluorescence. When the crystal was removed 

from the liquid, a bright green flash of light was emitted. 

After that faded, as the crystal warmed, green light was 

emitted again, but this emission lasted for more than a 

minute; the first lasted a matter of seconds. 

EPR observations were made of these samples before x-ray 

2+ 
treatment at 9 GHz and 1,3 K. Signals were seen due to Mn 

centers that were saturated at a power of -10 dbm and nothing 

was observed that had the characteristic four line hyperfine 

structure that indicates copper. There was no indication 

of an isotropic signal near g=2 which could be interpreted 

as copper. Signals were present in all three samples that 

occurred at about 1 kG and a typical angular dependence 

is presented in Figure V-22, These signals seem to be very 

power dependent, generally being saturated at -10 dbm. 

Superhyperfine structure is evident when the signals are 
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Figure V-22. Angular Dependence of Signals 
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unsaturated and seems to be seven or more lines. The source 

of these lines is not known. After Irradiation with x-rays, 

the isotropic line in Figure V-22 disappeared but nothing that 

indicated the presence of copper appeared. Irradiation of 

the samples at liquid nitrogen temperatures led to no change 

in the behavior whether the sample was allowed to warm up 

before insertion into the helium bath or not. 

The next two samples were also wrapped in tantalum foil 

and heated for two days at 1100° C. The result was one white 

sample which indicates O2 contamination, and the other was 

clear but coated with a dull silver coating that displayed 

the same grid pattern as the copper coating had before baking. 

The only way to remove this coating was to polish off the sur¬ 

face of the sample. This second sample was checked in the 

9 GHz spectrometer at 1.2 K with results identical to the 

other three samples. 

The final attempt at diffusing copper into CaF£ was to 

surround the crystal with Cul in a tantalum jacket. Since 

Cul is light sensitive, this process was done in a darkroom. 

The sample was placed in a quartz tube and the tube was eva¬ 

cuated and sealed. After heating for three days at 1250° C, 

the result was an ampoule that had leaked and which fell apart 

when touched. The sample and tantalum had fused in a Imp to 

the quartz ampoule. 

(b) BaFgiCu 

Three attempts were made to diffuse copper into BaF2. 

The first sample was wrapped in tantalum foil and heated at 
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1250° C for two days. The result was a grayish sample that 

was very brittle, breaking easily when handled. The same dull, 

silver coating covered It as was observed on the CaF2»Cu sample 

above. 

The second sample was wrapped in molybdenum foil and 

placed In a separate ampoule than the first sample, but heated 

at the same time. The ampoule looked clear with a slightly 

milky pink coating on the inside and a clear crystal was in¬ 

side. When irradiated with ultraviolet light, the sample 

looked light green. The sample was brittle. No color change 

was produced by exposure to x-rays, but irradiation at liquid 

nitrogen temperatures caused a pruple fluorescence to occur 

when the crystal warmed up. 

The third sample was wrapped in platinum foil and 

heated for three days at 1150° C, The sample emerged in four, 

small, clear pieces. 

All three crystals were checked in the 9 GHz spectro¬ 

meter at 1.3 K with no signals observed in the first or third 

except saturated Mn signals. Signals were observed in the 

second sample that were saturated at powers of -10 dbm and 

unsaturated at -60 dbm. There seemed to be five lines that 

would split into two closely spaced lines at some angles. 

No detailed study was made of this center since the power 

dependence was so different from the expected behavior of Cu 

and there was no indication of any copper hyperflne structure. 

(c) BaF2«Cr 

Three attempts were made to diffuse chromium into BaF2. 
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The first sample was coated with chromium, wrapped in plat¬ 

inum foil, and was heated for two days at 1150° C. The 

result was a clear crystal that was broken into one large 

piece and chips. The second crystal was wrapped in tantalum 

foil and kept at 1150° C for three days. The result was a 

clear crystal with a gray coating showing the grid pattern of 

the chromium deposition. The coating was removed with an 

acid solution. The crystal turned brown when irradiated with 

x-rays. After this sample was irradiated while submerged in 

liquid nitrogen, a purple flash was emitted as it warmed, 

followed, when it faded, by an emission of white light that 

lasted until the sample had warmed to room temperature. The 

third sample was wrapped in molybdenum foil and heated at 

1150° C for two days. This crystal was clear and brittle, 

and also turned brown when exposed to x-rays. 

The first sample was checked in the 9 GHz spectrometer 

at 1.3 K with no results. The second sample was studied under 

the same circumstances. No signals were visible when the 
04, 

incident microwave power was -10 dbm, but saturated Mn 

signals appeared when the power level was lowered to -30 dbm. 

At this same power level, a signal appeared at about 1 KG 

that had a width of about 100 gauss, showed some superhyper- 

flne structure, and broadened as the field angle changed so 

that it was not visible except within a range of about 15° 

in angle. This sample was iradiated with x-rays at room 
o x 

temperature? the same behavior of the Min signal was obser¬ 

ved, but no other signals were observed at 9 GHz and 1,3 K, 
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Finally» the sample was kept submerged in liquid nitrogen 

during the irradiation process. As the sample was being 

removed from the x-ray machine, it was noticed that the 

black sample faded in color to a clear brown. Since the sample 

had remained in the nitrogen, it was assumed that light was 

causing some center to decay. Therefore, an attempt was made 

to keep the sample in the dark and as close to 77 K as poss¬ 

ible during the transfer to the spectrometer. The result of 

this treatment was a signal that was saturated at -10 dbm, 

and produced a symmetrical lineshape at -50 dbm. As the 

sample remained in the spectrometer at 1.2 K for a few hours, 

the signals seemed to become more saturated at this power 

and symmetrical lineshapes could be regained at lower power 

levels. The angular dependence in Figure V-23 shows how these 

signals varied with angle. Also present was a center line 

that appeared isotropic at 3*275 KG but actually was composed 

of several lines. The angular variation of these lines was 

not evident. The third sample was observed at 9 GHz and 1.3 

K and no signals of any sort were observed. 

2. Optovac Samples 

(a) CaF2«Cu 

A single crystal boule was obtained from Optovac that 

was grown with an initial concentration in the melt of 0.025 

mole % copper. The boule was clear in color and did not 

fluoresce when exposed to ultraviolet radiation. An indica¬ 

tion has not yet been obtained using PIXF of the presence, 

even,of copper because the copper line lies right under the 
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Figure V-23# Angular Dependence of Signals Seen in 

Diffused Sample of BaF2»Cr 
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pile-up peak of the calcium. No change in the appearance of 

the sample was observed when it was subjected to x-rays at 

room temperatures. When the sample was irradiated at 77 K, 

two fluoresence stages were observed as the sample warmed to 

room temperature. First, a quick purple flash was emitted, 

and, then, a bluegreen color was emitted for a much longer 

period of time (~30 sec). 

This sample was surveyed in the 9 GHz spectrometer at 

2+ 
1.3 K revealing only Mh signals that were saturated at all 

available powers. The crystal was treated with x-rays at 

room temperature and the only addition to the spectrum at 1.3 

K and 9 GHz was a strongly saturated isotropic line with a 

slightly different power dependence just below the six Mn 

hypérfine lines. The sample was studied once more after 

irradiating at liquid nitrogen temperatures with minimum 

warm up, and there was no observable change in the spectrum. 

(b) BaFgJCu 

Optovac supplied a BaF£ single crystal that was grown 

from a melt initially containing 0.5 mole % of copper. The 

boule is clear in color and displays no fluorescence when 

illuminated with ultraviolet light. Analysis of this sample 

with PIXF is not possible yet because the efficiency of the 

barium L* lines has not been measured yet. As Figure V-24 

indicated, no obvious peak is seen due to copper, 

This sample was Investigated at 9 GHz and 1.3 K with no 

2+ 
success at seeing anything but Mn * 

(c) BaFgiCr 
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Optovac supplied a single boule of BaF2 that was grown 

with an initial concentration of 0,25 mole % of chromium in 

the melt. The boule is light green in color and transparent. 

Irradiation with ultraviolet light produced no fluorescence. 

Analysis of this sample with PIXF is hindered by the fact that 

a chromium peak falls at the same energy as the upper end of 

the complicated barium L-llne spectrum so a better analysis 

program would be needed to analyze this data. 

Data were taken on this sample at 9 GHz and 1,3 K with 

no success at observing signals that could be attributed to 

Cr ions. When the power was reduced to -20 dbm, a saturated 

Mn^+ signal appeared. Irradiation of the sample at room tem¬ 

perature turned it brown but produced no new EPR signals. 

When this sample was irradiated with x-rays while sub¬ 

merged in liquid nitrogen, and kept in the dark with minimal 

warm up during transfer to the spectrometer, signals appeared 

with the angular dependence in Figure V-25. At a power level 

of -10 dbm, they were saturated and symmetrical lineshapes 

were only observed when the power was reduced to -50 dbm or 

below as the sample stayed longer in the spectrometer. These 

data were taken at 1.3 K. 

The crystal was also studied in the TEQ^ cavity at 

35 GHz at temperatures of 1.3 K and 4.2 K with negative results. 

(d) CdF2»V 

The vanadium doped CdF2 sample that Optovac attempted 

to grow had a vanadium concentration in the melt of 0.25 mole 

%» The crystal was clear, exhibited no fluorescence with ul- 



BaF2*Cr Sample Grown by Optovac After Irradiation 

with X-rays in the Dark at 77 K 
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traviolet irradiation, and displayed no obvious vanadium peak 

in the PIXF analysis. The PIXF analysis indicated an upper 

limit of 0.002 mole % of vanadium. 

The sample was studied at 9 GHz, and at temperatures 

of 1,3 K and 4.2 K. In both cases, a single, isotropic, sat¬ 

urated line was observed at a power level of -10 dbm. De- 

2+ creasing the power only produced the standard saturated Mn 

spectrum at a power of about -30 dbm. There was no trace of 

the eight line hyperfine structure which is indicative of 

vanadium. 

(e) CdPgiCu 

A yellow single crystal boule was the result of Opto- 

vac's attempt to dope CdFg with copper. No fluorescence is 

observed during ultraviolet illumination. Analysis with PIXF 

revealed a definite copper line as indicated in Figure V-26 

and a copper concentration of 0. 005 mole %, 

Investigation of this sample at 1.3 K and 9 GHz re¬ 

vealed a broad saturated signal at a power level of -10 dbm 

and a field of 3 kG and below. Reduction in the power to -40 

dbm revealed a symmetrically shaped signal that is 100 to 200 

gauss wide and shows a large amount of complicated superhyper- 

fine structure. No definite line positions are determinable 

in the mass of signals varying from 2.5 kG to 3 kG, Further 

complications resulted from the presence of saturated Mn^+ 

signals at -40 dbm. Alignment improvements might be necessary 

for further study of this center. No evidence was seen of the 

four-line copper hyperfine structure. 
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The sample was Irradiated both at room temperature, and 

submerged In liquid nitrogen and kept as close to 77 K as pos¬ 

sible in the transfer to the spectrometer. The result of 

these treatments was no observed change in the spectra. 

At 35 GHz and 1.3 K, some signals were observed in the 

same range of g-values, but sensitivity of the spectrometer 

with the TEQ^ cavity was not sufficient to observe any details. 
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VI. Conclusions and Future Work 

As a result of the work presented In this thesis, two 

systems show evidence for exhibiting new and Interesting 

effects due to vibronic coupling. 

2+ 
First, the Cr ion produces signals in CaF2and CdFg 

that arise from a ground state doublet that corresponds to 

the M_ » +2 and M = -2 states of the S=2 manifold. These 
£> S 

signals display an angular dependence that corresponds to a 

crystal field with a strong axial component along the ^110^ 

directions of the crystal. No other transition has been iden¬ 

tified from this ion, but preliminary values of the zero field 

parameters are available that will allow predictions about 

the possible positions of the other transitions. The effec¬ 

tive g-values will be determined more accurately for the 

two different frequencies in order to facilitate this 

calculation. 

A more detailed study of the temperature dependence of 

this spectrum above ^.2 K, especially at high frequencies, 

should help reveal any other lines that might be predicted. 

Also, if Cr could be diffused into CaF2, the intensities 

of some of the lines that are presently unexplained could be 

correlated with the intensity of the lines that are under- 

2+ 
stood as a function of Cr concentration. This study could 

indicate which lines should be viewed as Cr lines. Further¬ 

more, the diffused samples could easily have a different 

distribution of random strains and this might produce 

desirable information. 
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Once the full spectrum has been sorted out, the question 

must be answered concerning the orlgen of the large axial 

crystal field component In the^llQ) directions. Experiment¬ 

ally, the hypothesis that this effect is due to a Jahn-Teller 

distortion could be strengthened by studying the change in 

relative line Intensities at low temperatures as uniaxial 

stress is applied. Theoretically, work still needs to be 

done to show if higher order vlbronic coupling terms could 

really stabilize (HQ) distortions, and, if they do, what 

other possible effects could be expected. In order to 

produce ^110^ distortions, the vibronic Hamiltonian would 

have to produce a vibronic ground state that is six-fold 

degenerate. The theoretical analysis should reveal whether 

this degeneracy is formed either by a combination of a Ç* 

vibronic triplet with a vibronic triplet, or by a 

combination of a V/ vibronic triplet with a Ç* vibronic 

doublet and a IJ* vibronic singlet. Probably the most 

interesting intermediate behavior would result if these six 

vibronic states are not quite degenerate. In that case, the 

system might display signs of the transition to either ^111^ 

distortions or <100) distortions. The other possibility is 

that it might display features indicative of the transition 

to the weak coupling limit. An understanding of the exact 

nature of these effects awaits further study. 

Further information would be gained from observations 

in a CdF£ sample with a larger concentration of chromium. 

2+ 
Seeing Cr signals in a SrF£ crystal would also help in 
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understanding the effect that the host has on the strength of 

this particular crystal field interaction. 

The status of the problem of Cr-^+ in CaFg is different 

from the previous problem. The EPR problem is closer to 

being solved, requiring only more careful measurements of the 

frequency dependence of the effective g-values. The spectrum 

clearly indicates the presence of transitions that arise 

from an excited doublet with Mg= i § that belongs to an S =| 

manifold of states and that occur in a crystal field with a 

large axial component along the <111^ crystal directions. 

This behavior agrees nicely with the expected behavior of an 

orbital triplet that couples predominately to triply degen¬ 

erate vibrational modes. A theoretical calculation still 

needs to be made that would give the strength of the vibronic 

coupling, or the Jahn-Teller energy, from the value of the 

zero field splitting, D. 

There are several puzzling aspects to the Cr^ data 

will merit further study. First, as the temperature Increases, 

the EPR lines tend to get narrower, contrary to the normally 

encountered behavior. Second, the superhyperfine structure 

does not seem to behave in a manner that could be easily 

explained by the symmetry of the center. Third, a multitude 

of unexplained lines seem to be present at higher temperatures 

and higher frequencies, some of which are very intense, and 

which need to be checked to see if they are the result of 

vibronic coupling. The vibronic ground state for this 

problem is a quartet formed from a IT* vibronic singlet and 
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a f^vibronlc triplet. If the singlet is not quite 

degenerate with the triplet, intermediate effects should be 

evident. It is this configurations which produces the 

Ht 
Interesting intermediate effects for orbital doublets. 

Finally, it will be very interesting if the Cr-^+ ion could 

be studied in either SrFg or BaF2 with the hopes that the 

coupling strength might be different} a better idea of the 

effects of changing the coupling strength could be obtained. 

The other system which could supply this type of information 

would be the isoelectronlc system of V^+ in any of the 

alkaline earth halides. Attempts will be made to diffuse 

vanadium into the alkaline earths as well as to obtain 

samples doped with vanadium from Optovac. 

Finally unsuccessful attempts were made to observe 

either Jahn-Teller Effects or off-center effects in the 

alkaline earth halides, CaFg and BaF2, doped with copper. 

The Cu ion would have a spin of i and the complications 
of the high spin systems would be avoided. The Ni ion also 

has this configuration and attempts should be made to 

observe the behavior of this ion in these crystals. 
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VII. Appendix 

A. Normal Modes of an Eight-Coordinated Cubic Complex 

The normal modes for a cluster consisting of a central 

atom in the center of a cube and eight nearest neighbors 

situated so that one nearest neighbor is at each corner of 

the cube can be derived from group theoretical arguments. 

The normal mode motion can be described by a function 

which tells how much each atom moves in each direction. 

The natural basis functions for describing the motion of 

each atom are unit vectors along the three cubic axes. 

This translation function transforms like the irre¬ 

ducible representation in 0^. In order to combine 

this motion in a symmetrical fashion with the sites of the 

nine atoms, the symmetry properties of the sites must be 

determined, or, in other words, the manner in which the 

sites transform into each other when the group operations 

are applied must be found. The sites of the eight nearest 

neighbor atoms have a point group symmetry of C^. This 

means that the site positions transform into each other 

like the invariant irreducible representation, r^+, in 

Functions that transform like r,+ in C_ must transform 

like either r^+, » or in the symmetry of the 
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crystal, 0^, as indicated in the compatability table be¬ 

tween Cgv and 0^ (Table A-l). The possible symmetries 

of the normal modes can then be found from the direct 

product of the irreducible representations of the site 

positions with the irreducible representation of the 

translational motion: 

or *c> ® r»~ = 
neo.j'tfi-f- neighbor site frinsIxtiân 

site symmetries symmetry Symmetry 
im jou^ri+y 

= rr + r/* ir*a/r* c* r,'* srH'*rt- 
(A-l) 

Of these symmetrical motions of the nine atoms, the r„ + 

must correspond to a pure rotation of the entire cluster 

about the three cubic axes, and one mode must corres¬ 

pond to a pure translation of the entire cluster along the 

three cubic directions. The rest of the modes are the 

normal modes describing the motion of the atoms in the 

cluster relative to each other. 

As discussed in Section II.B.3., linear vibronic 

coupling with an orbital triplet will only occur with the 

ro
+ and rc

+ modes so the motion of the nearest neighbor 
J 5 
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Table A-l. Compatibility Table between 0h 

and 

°h 
f 

r r/ r,: r r/ r r r r: r; 
c3v r fi r, r*r H. r; r, 
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atoms relative to the impurity will be derived for these 

modes. 

The multiplication table (Table II-2) indicates that 

the r0
+ mode arises from the coupling of the r. motion 

with the r4 site position. To find the motion of atom 

number i (the atoms are labeled in Figure A-l) , the 

position of that atom will be described by the coordinates 

of the atoms given in Table A-2 and denoted by x^, y^, or 

z.. The motion of atom i will be denoted by the unit 
i 

vectors, X., Y. , or Z.. The coefficients which describe 
* x* x* i 

the coupling of these two quantities are found in The 

Properties of the Thirty-Two Point Groups by Koster, 

(uq ) 
Dimmock, Wheeler, and Statz. Using the r4 x coupling 

table found there, the motion of atom 1 when the Q mode 

is excited is found to be: 

Substituting the values for x^, y^, z^ in Table A-2 gives: 

(A-3) 

Similarly, the motion of atom i will be: 

W yIp)+ f-vr)(Xx-x;) (A-4) 
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Z 
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Figure A-l. The Eight Labeled Nearest Neighbor Sites 
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Table A-2 

xi= 1 

x2 =-l 

X3 = -1 

X4 = 1 

X5 = -1 

X6 = 1 

X7 = 1 

X8 = -1 

'1 “ 1 

y2 - i 

y3 =-i 

y4 =-i 

y5 - i 

*6 ■ 1 

y7 =-i 

y8 =-i 

Z, = 

Z^ = 

z„ = 

Z „ = 

z„ = 

Z „ = 

z_ = 

z^ = 
8 

1 

1 

1 

1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 



If i = 2, this produces 

(A-5) 

The total motion of all the atoms will be described by: 

This means that when atoms 1, 2, 3, and 4 move two units in 

the direction of the positive z-axis, atoms 5, 6, 7, and 8 

will move two units in the direction of the negative z-axis, 

atoms 1, 2, 5, and 6 will move one unit in the direction 

of the negative y-axis while atoms 3, 4, 7, and 8 will 

move one unit in the direction of the positive y-axis, and 

atoms 1, 4, 6, and 7 will move one unit in the direction 

of the negative x-axis while atoms 2, 3, 5, and 8 will move 

one unit in the direction of the positive x-axis. In the 

same way, Q is found to be: 

Z 
(A-6) 

Therefore, the mode is: 

e 
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0, ■ .ï[(X, - X,-X, 

-(Y/)'.-X-ï-X-l-X-X)] 
This motion is pictured in Figure II-1. There are two 

normal modes that transform like r and they arise from D 
the cross product of r4 or r site functions. The 

2 

coupling table for 0 r4 produces: 

•if.) 

+ 2-i * ^ ~~?7~ 2y) (A- 9) 

% V? 

(A-10) 

*Y.-Y,-Y‘i,-YrYcYr-Y,) 

and 
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U^l^-l-ls-2s-Is 

+ X, <• X,.4- X*<■ Xv - Xj-~ X"X?■ Xy 

- i. 
““ Y? 

This motion is drawn graphically in Figure II-2. 

(A-11) 
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B. Derivation of General Expressions for the Reduction 

Factors 

Group theoretical arguments can be used to gain some 

information about the form of the reduction factors and 

relationships between them for different cases of extremal 

coupling strengths. An example will be worked out here. 

From the multiplication table for 0^, Table II-2, it can 

be seen that a vibronic state that transforms like r.- + 
5 

can be formed by coupling a r,-+ electronic state to either 
D 

«I» —|» *>|— 

a > r4 , °r Trj vibrational state. The coupling 

tables can then be used to form these vibronic states from 

linear combinations of the electronic states, | Ç), | T|) , 

and |£), and the vibrational states, |a^), |a3^)> la3e^> 

la4x>’ la4y>’ la4z>’ la5|>’ !%> and |a5C>which trans¬ 

form like the partners of the irreducible representations 

indicated in the subscripts. The results are: 

|g?> = tl^) - \ |a3Q> |a3e>] Jç> 

+ ÜP- [la4y> + la5ti^ ^ 

+ 71 t|asC> " la4z>] ltl> (B"la) 
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|gn> = t|a1> |a3e> -^§ |a3e>] | n> 

+ Vl [la4z> + la5c>] lÇ> 

+72 [la5?> - la4x>l l£> (B-lb) 

|gc> = t!a!> + la3£>] I c> 

+ 71 [la4x> + la5Ç)] lT|> 

-71 II V - Ky» |5> <*-lc> 

In order to find the expressions for the reduction 

factors, the definitions in Equation 11-21 are used: 

K(E)= -<)fl Uel,f> 

K(TJ = i <jii “Uei (B_2 

KOD = -CjSlWjlj')) 

To compute K(E), use the form of U_ in Equation II-5b and 
v 

get: 

K(E)=-[(U<m- <^ij<^l <-£[<«.,* I *<4„f 

<i| ♦ii^XV-lïX*/) 

([l«,> - i I l^y] l^> *-jfe f * 1 lf> 

(B-3) 
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Using the orthonormality, of the electronic states and 

the orthogonality of the vibrational states gives: 

K(E)= ~(i 

+ i ^ 

— X ^ dr* ^ ~ x h-<4y l ^v«r^ ^ 

(B-4) 

The coupling tables indicate that: 

<4, ) O 
5 

^ ^ d.^, / dy^ ^I 5 d*y 

Æÿ-j I y ~ <( dr^ / ^ * <Cdj*y I dr*)> - 4r 

(B-5) 

so that Equation B-4 becomes 

K(E)~'Î.(AI * d? ~2^</ "*4^r-) (B-6) 

In the same manner, the other reduction factors can be 

written as: 

K(^) ~ a*- i + i 4 - i £ 

k (\) = A,1 - j[ n3 d¥ + •£ A.r (B-7) 
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Note that if the coupling is only to doubly degenerate 

2 2 
vibrational modes, then a^ = a^ =0 and K(T^) = K(T2) , 

2 2 
and K(E) oc a^ + a3 which is unity for normalized vibra¬ 

tional states. These conclusions agree with the statements 

made in Section II.B.4. 
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C. Perturbation Calculation for Equation IV-7 

The details of the perturbation calculations des- 

cribed in Section IV .B.2 will be presented here. The 

solution is desired for the matrix given in Equation IV-3 

which, if 2g^pH cosG = G||, becomes: 

l*2> lo> /-2> 

U
 

/ io^„ 
4 \ 
Z 

-2D 31&£ 

ft, 
9 21? E 

/ (0-1) 

If the assumption is made that D » a, E, and G,,. 
II ‘ 

, then the 

first step is to solve the problem between the two nearly 

degenerate levels, |+2) and |-2), using degenerate pertur* 

bation theory. 

The solution of the two-by-two matrix formed from the 

matrix elements between these two states only is found from 

the determinant of the secular matrix: 

3.0+ Cm *“ El JL 

Z 

JX 

a. 

(C-2) 
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Solving this determinant produces the secular equation: 

(03) 

which produces the eigenvalues: 

£t = 2D ± ^ 7 (c-4) 

To determine the eigenfunctions, these two eigenvalues are 

inserted in the eigenvalue equation with the eigenfunction 

written as A±|+2) + B±|-2). The result is: 

This equation produces the condition: 

(<v = 0 (c-6) 
and 

Bt x (c-7, 

The normalization condition for the wave functions is: 

Af *■ Bt ~ 1 (C-8) 

so, substituting Equation (C-7) into Equation (C-8) gives: 

A* + «?[ ^11 7 + T ] Af ~ 1 (C-9) 

Solving for A± gives: 
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V n 
L 

X 
X 

1+ b K ♦ Î1. 

(C-10) 

Equations (C-7) and (C-10) are the expressions found in 

til 
Equation IV-15. So, the new zero-^- order wave functions 

can be written: 

|+> =4, I* *> * !~z> 

|-> = lrZ> <S-j-2> 

(c-11) 

Using these two functions and |o) as basis functions. 

Equation (C-l) can be rewritten, but, first, the matrix 

elements between |o) and |+) or |-) must be computed for 

the new basis. They will be: 

<tlVslo> = At4n)Vslo> * 

= iif E (At *6t) 

So, Equation (C-l) becomes: 

b> /o> 

(C-12) 

/-> 

\ O 

-2D 

The off-diagonal elements of this matrix will produce first 

order changes in the wave functions and second order cor- 
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rections to the energy eigenvalues. The wave functions, 

for the doublet only correct to first order, will be: 

|is>= i-h> +•( <oJ1/sl+> i \ 
Uo + ^-&2o)l°> 

4- , s? 

— / O +■ ^ j Q\ 

+0 * A* +ç' 

hA> - /->*• f  . /*> 
*20-i/ëjF*&-MD) ïr T 

+ <*!%!-> 
h>] 

- ]-> + VjL^ I o> 
w- fifrizr   (C-14) 

j 2 a" 
With the assumption that 4D » Y G|| + , these are 

the expressions in Equation IV-14: 

l.»- I*>* 

IIA>- l~> - &- •,f');V?£|»> 
(C-15) 

The matrix elements between these new basis states will be 
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<1S\% | 2A} =* <4.)$J-> 

+ |§î [(/tf h)LA- <• #-)]<o msh> 

= Tfp f(Â^et)(A^B.pl/I^.*S.XAy)2€£f 

+ ^ (A+*-&)(A+6-)i-W) 

= [At*-6j)(A-* ê-) ^ 

(C-16) 

and 

<zmz>=<ti%it> *■ <±±MÆ.^ijy i0> 

^l^sS^i<o\Kl0> 

=2 oi i-iys^Usey^£ 

-wivçcir ff) 

=*fl
4
y§^?n + ^*+4t)‘^‘ 

(C-17) 

These matrix elements form the matrix: 
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I «> 

us- 

ZA> 

70+g(As6j--1&iTJ 

The solution of the determinant: 

VrZ h o 

(C-18) 

(C-19) 

provides : 

4= 20 + 11'[(A>+SJ1+0. +&J] 

H /Ï^MT +*+ÿ- 
6
-
}
^T 

+ ^ (Af+êtŸU.+S-y 
® (C-20) 

From Equations (C-7) and (C-10) the following expressions 

can be derived: 

CAS&S +IL+Lf~ 2. 
^ - *- 

'T 
(A.+6j--U-+6_f fFTTf' 

(At+8t)
xU.+e-)x* ïfeF 

(C-21) 
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Therefore, the energies correct to second order are: 

£*= 2D+ ^± j-, *€*“. t _7X . */£v Ç ± 20 x *l^l{ +<r Xoirrtzrl * ûl7^ 
’%i « U Gn 

= JJn + 
ip 

=- 2D * 
Û J 

(C-22) 

which is the expression in Equation IV-17. 
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D. Perturbation Calculation of Equation IV-33 

Equation IV-33 is written in matrix form in IV-34: 

H> M> l-i> H) 
i? r 

Il T vj. 

-0+ a. Q 

O 

<*± 

0 

o 

6, 

<2 

-Û ” a ^// 

af T «2 
(D-l) 

with the definitions: 

w0 

(D-2) 

The first step in diagonalizing this matrix when D » G||,G^ 

is a problem in degenerate perturbation theory within each 

doublet. The matrix elements between the |±-j|) doublet 

produce : 

(D-3) 

which is already diagonal. The matrix elements between the 

|± %) doublet produce: 
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%ti)* (~D*U‘i 

\ 

\ 

- D- i 6>ij J 

Solving the secular determinant: 

l#*if = 

~0~i 4/(-£ 

gives : 

(rO-£j- i6i-£~o 

(D-4) 

(D-5) 

(D-6) 

Solving for gives the first order eigenvalues: 

£. = '0*1 is* *9 G? ' (D-7) 

which are given in Equation IV-35. These eigenvalues will 

lead to new first order wave functions which are obtained 

from: 

[% - £± ) ( a.± i+iy *■ b± hiy) — o (D-8) 

or 

i *>« ? iiG't-H&ï 

i * i. if^jj +■ 
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V2 2 1 

G
|| + 4GX ' then Equation (D-9) produces the 

condition: 

(z G// + A) 4+ + bt ~ O (D-10) 

Solving for a± gives: 

2 TA 
b. (D—11) 

2 *>H 

substituting this into the normalization condition: 

1 
- 1. (D-12) 

produces : 

fefjrj ^ ^ 
=-1 

Solving for b^ gives: 

-îrr^? 
(G„ T 2/4) 

(D-13) 

Gin /■ 2 /) 

. 2 2 2 
but, since 4A = G,, + 4G± , this becomes: 

(D-14) 

__ G>H + 2/4 

ZVïâ^TÂZ 
Cflt + HA 

ZiA (2A x a„)' 

(D-15) 
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Substituting this expression into Equation (D-13) gives: 

(Xt - 

* H/A(XAT 6}iy 

  

1A (Û+ a„)' 
(D-16) 

Equations (D-15) and (D-16) are the expressions given in 

Equation IV-41 for the wave functions : 

li> = At hi> *■ K hi> 

|-1> = A_l + i> + b.l-i) 

(D-17) 

The new matrix elements in terms of these wave functions 

will be: 

1^5 i^y ^ ^•+<s
+iWs i\ y+ b+<(~ k i % i ty 

= A+ 6X 

I °ÜS M>- A* <>i I 2/J-|> * b±<trï\'Us l'i} 

- h* ? ^ 

- G,j_ 

= A- Ç 

(D-18) 
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The energy of the |± Ç) states correct to second 

order will be: 

r - _nx/i x K?l*Ui>l\ KÏIV'hi>r U
 -DM-O-iS, -D+A-t>* U„ 

a - D A+ -0-A-D-M, — -0-A -D + lvn 

(D-19) 

After substituting for the matrix elements, the energy 

difference between these two states is: 

2A- i $ 
z.'5- 

«.7 ii * C 
1 J. ^ A 

i 

-? 

2 Q ~ f. 4// ^ J 

if 2D » G11, Gx (and A) , then, if terms of the order 

(D-20) 

^2D^ are neglected: 

Fr-F_r = 
_ Z L \ a*~ x   il 
ikto} ” 7713555 

1 ZD 1 

Z 
b: 

I j-(itu+4± I + 
1 Z.Û ' ZJD J 

2 u - 3 c A {■•: (i-lÿj^)) <• C(f- tîfcSj 
-Six*)) 

(D-21) 
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Regrouping the terms produces: 

% ~ 2/1 | $i(u) [(a<- *■ C~<0-i-) ■2D 

+^ * C *• 4 * * •£*) -1 <»// 6/- &,*- a1 f i.1 )J 

From the normalization of |£f) and |-Ç): 

i>+
i) *■ (SLÎ + b-) - 0. 

(D-22) 

(D-23) 

and: 

(D-24) 

Finally, an expression is needed for: 

* 11 .x i x 6Ï _ (C,„-ÏAŸ 

AàÀ-Ç„) 9A(U-0>i,) 

— . + ft/i f 

AilA + fm) HALIA* 6,n) 

=■ LlC-C+tlAbrW1’ f ^ * HA^ 
HA h.A-t>n) HA (%A + 4„) 

= trJtf'j. -K*+ $+ HAA(/+c,,î+tâ: 
HA CIA - 4,, ) 44(U + i,i) 

~ 26,11 ^ fftfV + ^ 4// = 

(D-25) 



Substituting these expressions into Equation (D-22) 

gives : 

Cr"Fr= ÎA U, 

-1A - 
j 
H 

(D-26) 

Since - E ^ = h-j-^at resonance, then, substituting 
V -h , 

2 

the expressions for A, Gy, and and rearranging produces 

k-y" ^ /f H 4. (2fa):Lsinx& ' 

j. i /s*H*bs!*'e ri^usie~^sm>& ? 
* (?oy~ t V^Ï^Tü^TiT^J 

(D-27) 

This result is the expression found in Equation IV-42. 
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E. Derivation of Equations Fitting Spin Hamiltonians to 

Data 

The first step in fitting the spin Hamiltonian to the 

data is to determine the angle, a^, between a particular 
2«|_ 2+ 

axis (a <110) axis for Cr ; a (ill) axis for Cr ) and 

the applied magnetic field which is an angle ©H from the 

[100] axis in the (0Ï1) plane. The second step will be 

to attempt to correct for the effects of a small misalign¬ 

ment of the crystal so that the applied field is generally 

slightly out of the (Oil) plane. 

The problem is considered in spherical coordinates 

where 0 is measured from the z-axis, the [100] axis, and 

cp is the angle between the x-axis, the [011] axis, and the 

projection of the radius vector in the x-y plane. The 

y-axis is the [Oil] axis. Using this coordinate system, 

the angles which describe the data due to a specifically 

oriented direction can be tabulated as 0. and cp. for a 
i 

given i-^ axis. This tabulation is done in Table V-l and 

2+ 
Figure V-3 for Cr and in Table V-4 and Figure V-15 for 

3+ 
Cr . After this has been done, the angle, cu , between 

■hVi 
the i-=— axis and the field is found from the standard 

equation for the angle between two lines in terms of the 

direction cosines of the lines: 

dos- lÀ +- /m
>i * 

(E-l) 
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where rr^, nfi are the direction cosines of the field 
■hVi 

and 1^, m^, n^ are the direction cosines for the i-=— 

center. Generally, the direction cosines are given by: 

& = sin 0 cos cp 

m = sin 0 sin cp 

n = cos 0 (E-2) 

Therefore, since cj^ for the field is zero: 

Cos cij T= sir\0H sin Qtos^ + cosOH cosQ (E-3) 

The next step is to consider the effects of misalign¬ 

ment of the sample. Misalignment means that the axis 

about which the applied field is rotated is no longer the 

[Oil] axis, but an axis slightly different; the magnetic 

field is no longer applied in the (0Ï1) plane, but a new 

plane that is slightly tilted from the (Oil) plane. The 

object of this calculation is to find new expressions for 

J&H» and nR which correct for this tilt. 

The amount of tilt of the axis of rotation can be 

described by the angles y and 6 which are indicated in 

Figure E-l. The direction cosines of this axis will be: 

^ = Sit] Cos ( jo**" ^ ^ *> —cos t sin S 

fn„= fin W+ï) sin ( 0!0*+' S) ~ cos Y cos % 

nw - c.o s ($00 +-Y) - - s/n Y 
(E-4) 

The equation which describes the angles for all points per¬ 

pendicular to this axis is given by the standard form: 
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Figure E-l. Definition of Angles Ï and $ for 

Misalignment Problem 
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0 = iM-r v- + nmn (E-S) 

substituting Equation (E-4) and the expressions for x, y, 

and z into this equation gives: 

0 - — C OsY Sin % $!f\ Cos Ÿfrt + CoS Y COS S 

Sin 0» Sin (pm ~~ sm Y cos 
(E-6) 

If the trigonometric functions of small angles (y and Ô) 

are expanded in a Taylor series expansion and all terms 

of cubic or higher order in a small angle are dropped, 

the equation for angles in the misaligned plane becomes: 

0 = -S sin BM COS *■ [l~ 3»S 

(E.7) 

The angle measured in the experiment, 0, is the angle 

from the line corresponding to the field angle near the 

[100] axis where resonances of the spectrum cross. This 

line is the intersection of the misaligned plane with the 

y-z plane. All lines in the y-z plane satisfy the condi¬ 

tion that cp = 90°. Therefore, to find the real angle 

of this line, substitute cp = 90° into Equation (E—7) : 

0= [l-i(rl*$2-)]:in 0r -Yce*9r 

Solving for 0r gives: 

(E-8) 
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9h = +nn ' [ (- ii'rM1)} 

£ +**''[y(i * i 

S Ian'' y s y 

which includes all effects up to third order, 

the direction cosines of this axis are: 

(E-9) 

Therefore, 

*r = 0 

m = Y r 

n = cos Y 
r 

The experimental field angle will then be given by: 

cos = i„i|. ^.'«r f n„ rv 
= Sin 9m sin Y +■ t-OS U>s Y 

(E-10) 

(E—11) 

An expression for cp in terms of 0 , Y# and & can be 
m m 

obtained from the equation of the plane, Equation (E-7), 

and the knowledge that cp^ will be very small since the 

misaligned plane is only slightly tilted from the x-z 

plane. Solving Equation (E-7) for cpm with cos cpm = 1 

gives : 

0 =• — $ sin 0m -Ycosôm ^ 0^ l-An ^ (E-12) 

so : 
+x„ (p = +Ycos0m 

U xi Yl+J1')] S'* 0m 

s l [itiiyXv^ 
ffu') 

(E-13) 
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Finally, 

= f fl/H ‘ ( S * y<Loïûm) (E-14) 

The expressions for j&H, n^, and nR which are sought need 

only to be correct to first order in the small angles, 

y and Ô. To this order of the approximation, the 

expression: 

ïco±&m= Ÿ ^ (E-15 ) 

and : 

CO5 Y = i~-• • 3 

^ 1 
(E-16) 

Also, since the difference between the [100] axis and the 

axis where 0TT = 0 is small, 0„ can be substituted for 0 

in all the following expressions. Therefore, Equation 

(E-ll) gives the first order correction for cos 0^ as: 

COS - COS +- YS;n0„ sin <pm (E-17) 

with 

(f - ftth 1 l % -t~ Y cot 9h) '/m n (E-18) 

2 2 
Using the trigonometric identity, sin 0m + cos 0m = 1, m 

Sm 9h~ { I ~ cos x 

- £ I" Cos^ — yAsin*i^ sin^^AYtos ^ sihQgSinfyi* 
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sm 
% S m 

=- Sin 6.. 

% -ZYuos 8llcin&„ s/'n^J 

f I - ZY C0S eH s‘n 4m ? i 

1 X. 

Zs',»eu 11 — y 
Ces Op S i* <f"x 

S i n ? 

(E-19) 

so, the first order correction is given by: 

Sin On = sinûH ~ Ycos 9H sm (E_2Q) 

Finally, the expressions for the direction cosines 

of the field will be (dropping the subscript, m): 

Jl » ( Sin &H~ ^ Sm <P) COS (f 

fnw ~ (s <n ~~ Y Cos &y si n s in 

- Cos &H +- y sin ôy sin <f 

(E-21) 

Substituting these values into Equation (E-l) gives: 
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to s c« is i h - Y to 5 O,, sm (p)cos cp smfycos <fA 

(s i n 9H ~YCos 9^ %/n (p) Sin^ s/n 9A-si 

■h Uos &H -hYsin9„sm(/)) Cos (P^ 

(E-22) 

or 

cos ot- ~ (sin - YtosOy sm (f)smôj (tos (f cos^' 

-h SI n (f SI n (Px') + (pos ^Ysinfy sm(p) cos 

(E-23) 

and 

oC^ = COS 1 ^(sm 9y 'YcOS 0M sin tf) Sin % Costy-ÿ) 

4- (COS 9 H 4- / si n 9H Sin cf) COS t] 

(E-24) 

which is the expression found in Equation V-X • 
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